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ABSTRACT 

6 logy of the Atl ti 0 ttl 6 0 lphi (T~i t t 
in the Pass Cavallo Area of Matagorda Bay, Texas. (May 1981) 

Jody Ann Gruber, B. A. , University of Texas at Austin 

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Dav1d J. Schmidly 

Atl ti b ttle o ed dolphins (~T i t c t ) obs ed 

from a small boat and from a var1ety of shrimp boats and land observa- 

tion po1nts for a total of 15 months in the Pass Cavallo area of 

Matagorda Bay, Texas. Estimated dolphin density var1ed throughout 

the year with1n the 75 kmz study area, peaking at 1. 29 + D. 161 

1~sic s k 1 Feb y 1919 6 de ti 1 g to 0. 396 0. 094 ~Tio / 

kmz during the following April (+ values equal l SD about the mean). 

Twenty dolphins having unique dorsal fins, scars, or discolora- 

tions (hnatural tagsh) were monitored to prov1de 1nformation on home 

range utilization, daily and seasonal movements, social composition, 

and behav1or. 0Naturaliy tagged" dolphins appeared to belong to one 

of three extended herds, each with its own extended herd home range. 

General util1zation of particular regions of the study area according 

to season was apparent. Although several of the "natural tagsd 

appeared to be res1dent dolphins, sightings were too infrequent to 

preclude movement outside the study area. 

The extent of movement which occurred during time periods of 

s1milar length was extremely variable. The majority of encounters 

involving s1ghtings of the same animal with1n a 3-day period were 

plotted less than 5 km from the previous locat1on, although one dolphin 

traveled 95 km within a s1mi lar time period. Daily movements were 

significantly influenced by both t1dal flow and time of day, and 

significant movement against the t1dal flow was found. 

Eighteen of the "natural tags" were observed in the company of 
one or more other hnatural tags" from one to 15 t1mes, w1th a mean of 

5. 3 times. Pod composition was fluid and dynamic, and "naturally 

tagged" dolphins interacted with the same 1ndividuals over t1me as 



well as with a var1ety of unidentified dolphins . Mean pod and herd 

sizes varied from two to four animals, and from 11 to 15 animals, 

respectively. 51gn1f1cant d1fferences (p & 0. 05) were found between 

herd size and study area 

section� 

. 
C 1 to stituted 7. 215 f 11 ightiegs f ~T 1 du 1 g the 

year. Lowest calf percentage was recorded in December 1978 (5. 07%%u) 

and the highest calf abundance was seen during June 1979 (9. 21%). 

Observations of bottlenosed dolphins associating with shr1mp 

boats were conducted throughout the year. Feeding ecology, sociality, 
behavior, movement patterns, and interspecif1c interaction appeared 

to be influenced by the dolphins' attract1on to shrimp boats. 

The T~i ithi eegk gi fth sidy 
1nfected w1th Lobomycosis. These dolphins, includ1ng one "natural 

tag" which was monitored for 12 months, constitute the f1rst reported 

1ncidents of Lobomycosis in the western Gulf of Mexico. 

Twenty-three cetaceans, including four harpooned delphinids, were 

reported stranded between 15 June 1978 and 31 August 1979. Data 

on length, sex, possible cause of morta11ty, and stomach contents were 

gathered whenever possible. 
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aboard, dumped on deck, . and the trawler knot is retied. . . . 107 
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36. (A) Two dolphins feed at the stern of the "Nary R" 

during towing and simultaneous culling out. Large 
a1r bubbles well up to the surface at the port side 
of the boat. (8) Three dolphins feed on discarded 
trash fish dur1ng towing and simultaneous culling 
out. 
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37. Locations of 15 cetaceans which stranded 1ns1de 
or with1n a 20-km radius of Pass Cavallo. Not 

included: Stenella gala iodon (3); Turs1o s truncatus 
(1);~N*old ~ro * MY; ko 120 



INTRODUCTION 

The Atlantic bottle os d dolphi, ~fursio s t un t . is fa ilt 
to the public as a performer in oceanar1a throughout the world. This 

species has been successfully maintained in capt1v1ty for over 60 

years (Townsend, 1914a), and a mult1tude of stud1es have examined its 
physiology and ethology under confined conditions. However, the use 

of captive studies as the sole means of interpret1ng the behavioral 

repertoire, physiology, and sociality of bottlenosed dolphins must be 

viewed with circumspect1on. Results obtained under art1ficial condi- 

t1ons with unnatural comb1nations of animals may not be representative 
of natural condit1ons. Even so, relatively 11ttle attention has been 

focused upon the ecology and population b1ology of free-ranging 

~Ti s. Glyd igth pastd ad hs phsi b pl d po 

initiating intens1ve, localized studies in conjunction with consistent, 
recurrent aerial surveys, 

One study by Shane (1977) and Shane and Schm1dly (1978) has been 

conducted 1n Texas waters. This intensive, year-long study is the 

only one of its kind to investigate a local stock of dolphins 1n an 

area along the Texas coast, or, for that matter, in the entire western 

Gulf of Mexico. The Texas coast extends for over 1000 km and its 
habitat complexity and degree of man-made development and exploitation 
are d1verse. Because the nature of distribut1on and habitat utiliza- 
tio by ~T si s th gho t 1 ~s bay syste s i la gely unkn n, 

accurate comparisons among areas cannot be made, and generalizing from 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly's (1978) findings to other coastal 

areas may be unfeasible. The paucity of data regarding the status of 
~fain t t i th cate G lf f M i ~, onbi ed ith the 

active live-capture fishery for dolphins, dolphin-commerc1al fishery 

conflicts, unknown effects of in- and offshore energy development, 

The style followed in this thesis is that of the Journal of 
~Min 



pollution and traffic, elucidate the need for continued research con- 

cerning the population biology and ecology of this species. 

The objectives of this study were to investigate the following 

sP t of th 1 gy of T~i s t t 1 th P Ca 11 

of Matagorda Bay, Texas: (1) population density, (2) home range, 

(3) daily and seasonal movements, (4) social composition, (5) the 

soci ti of T~i ith sh 1 pi g acti ity, d Idl t di gs. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bottlenosed dolphins have been successfully maintained in cap- 

tivity since 1914 (Townsend, 1914a, 1914b, 1915). The literature 

pertaining to their ethology and physiology under confined conditions 

is abundant. Several long-term behavioral investigations are classic 

studies (McBride, 1948; McBri de and Hebb, 1948; McBride and Kritzler, 

1951; Essapian, 1963; Tavolga and Essapian, 1957; Tavolga, 1966), and, 

more recently, Ridgway and Benirschke (1977) summarized the knowledge 

f apii e ~fain o a ldwid b sls. 
At ts ff -r gingf~is ef n li ltd. 9 ~ ly 

reports consisted of largely opportunistic field observations (Gunter, 

1942; Moore, 1953; Brown and Norris, 1956; Norris and Prescott, 1961; 

Layne, 1965; Caldwell et al. , 1965; Brown et al. , 1966). Only during 

the la t 0 ad ha in stigatio of f ee- a gi 9 ~T i e e ged 

in the nature of deliberate, detailed studies based on boat, aircraft, 

or land observation techniques. Irvine and Wells (1972) presented 

preliminary findings regar ding movements and social structure of tagged 

bottlenosed dolphins, and Asper and Odell (1980) captured, cryogenically 

marked, and later resighted 25 dolphins in the Indian and Banana Rivers 

on the east coast of Florida. Leatherwood and Platter (1975), Barham 

et 1. )1980) and Ildeil a d R yn Ids )1980) felly s y d ~Tlo 

in several regions of the Gulf of Mexico, and Saayman et al. (1972, 

1973) and Saayman and Tayler (1973) conducted shoreline observations 

of I di 0 b ttle d dolphin (~Tu lo d s) and h pb eked 

dolphins (Sousa) on the southeastern Cape coast of South Africa. 

7 I g-t st die oi ~Tsio s withi lot lit 0 are h 

been conducted. Hogan's (1975) thesis draft described several months' 

observations of the movements, group composition, and behavior of the 

species at the mouth of the Savannah River along the South Carolina and 

Georgia coastlines. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) con- 

ducted an intensive, year-long investigation of the population biology 

f ~T lo s I th A as Pas are of T as. 9" ig d ll";sig's 

71979) 71-no th t dy f u d o the ol gy d b h ui of T~r i s 



off the Argent1ne coast, and Irvine et al. (1979) captured, tagged, 

and released 47 dolphins during their 18-month field study of the 

t d ts its s F~Ti st Fl ld. 
These 1nvestigations, in conjunction with short-term stud1es and 

opportun1stic observations, have begun to lay the foundat1on from which 

to continue accumulating baseline data on the natural hi story and 

elgy f1~iso«t . Th fllol gs tlo slips sly 

focus upon bottlenosed dolphins in the Gulf of Mex1co. 

Distribution 

The bottlenosed dolphin, distr1buted throughout tr op1cal and 

temperate water s of the world (R1 ce, 1977), is found 1 n the coastal 

waters of the Gulf of Mex1co, where 1t 1nhabits the bays, channels, 

lagoons, and marshlands. There have been reports of dolphins ascend1ng 

several kilometers up rivers although greatest numbers are present near 

the passes wh1ch connect the large bays to the Gulf (Lowery, 1974). In 

the Gulf, they are often found just beyond the surf and may be seen 

several k1lometers offshore, ranging as far as the 200-m curve. Dol- 

phins living offshore may represent a separate stock that is larger 

and harbors a d1fferent parasi te load than do 1nshore an1mals (W1nn 

et al. , 1979). The 1nshore population 1s possibly div1ded into two 

subgroups, the first being confined to near-shore Gulf waters (hocean" 

porpoises) and the second being restricted to inlet, lagoon, and con- 

fined salt water river waters ( "river" porpoises) (Wi nn et al. , 1979) . 

The extent to which these subgroups 1ntermingle is unclear. Shane 

(1977) and Shane and Schm1dly (1978) stated that dolph1ns 1n their 

study area m1xed quite eas1ly w1th Gulf dolphins, although the latter 

were almost never noted entering Aransas Pass. 

Home Range and Movements 

Bottlenosed dolph1ns appear to be organized into local populations, 

each occupying a small reg1on of the coast (Odell et al. , 1975). Cald- 

11 (19'. gI p ld d the fs st ld f h ge f T~i 



Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a) later proposed two or more ranges connected 

by a traveling range, Irvine and Wells (1972), Shane (1977), Shane and 

Schmidly (1978), and Irvine et al. (1979) found evidence demonstrating 

the use of home ranges. Wells (1978) observed that indi vidual home 

range size and location varied with age and sex class. 

A certain amount of migration occurs to and from inshore and off- 

shore areas, as well as linearly along the coastline (Odell et al. , 
1975), Strandings and sightings along the coastline suggest the absence 

of seasonal migrations of entire populations although localized seasonal 

movements do seem to occur. Irvine and Wells (1972) recorded fewer 

dolphins in their study area during the winter than in the summer, and 

Irvine et al. (1979) noted a distinct difference of habitat utilization 

according to season. Although Gunter (1942) claimed a lack of seasonal 

a i tion 1 b dane of ~Trsio 1 ~ Te t, sh )1977) d 

Shane and Schmidly (1978) reported higher winter population counts due 

to an influx of animals from either the Gulf of Nexico or from adjacent 

bay systems. Several other authors, including True (1890), Caldwell 

and Caldwell (1972a), and Hogan (1975) suggested that seasonal movements 

occur along the Atlantic coast. 
Environmental factors including temperature, tide, and time of day 

pparently 1 f iden th daily m nts of ~Tursi . teide 11 ~ d 

Caldwell (1972a) stated that the local movement of dolphins along the 

northeastern coast of Florida appeared to be southeasterly in the morn- 

ing and northwesterly in the afternoon. Irvine and Wells (1972) and 

Irvine et al. (1979) found that bottlenosed dolphins along the Gulf 

coast of Florida moved with the tides, although Shane (1977) and Shane 

and Schmidly (1978) found significant movement against the tidal flow. 

Hogan (1975), Irvine et al. (1979), Shane (1977), and Shane and Schmid- 

ly )7978) b r ed th t ~Tio folio d set 9 tte of o m t fo 

several days or weeks, after which they would abruptly adopt a new 

pattern. 

Social Composition 

Goups f' 200~Tsiosh b n dd ffth costi 



waters of Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana (Leatherwood and Platter, 

1975). Mean herd sizes vary from one area to another, although Hogan 

(1975), Shane (1977), Shane and Schmidly (1978), Wursig and Wiirsig 

(1977), Wursig (1978), and Irvine et al. (1979) have observed subgroups 

averaging three to eight animals. Wells (1978) observed group size 

variation according to season, time of day, water depth, and habitat 

complexity. Large groups of dolphins were seen in the winter and in 

deep water, while small groups were noted early in the morning and late 

in the afternoon. Leatherwood and Platter (1975), Leatherwood et al. 

(1978b), Shane (1977), Shane and Schmidly (1978), and Irvine et al. 

(1979) also found larger groups in the more open areas rather than in 

the constricted marshlands, lagoons, and shallow embayments. 

Irvine et al. (1979) identified a population of dolphins in their 

Florida study area that was composed of one to two discrete social 

units with several small groups that appeared to be subunits of the 

larger, socially-interacting herd. Shane (1977), Shane and Schmi dly 

(1978), and Irvine et al. (1979) noted that dolphins seemed to asso- 

ciate with many of the same individuals repeatedly over time, and 

stated that short-term encounters were also evident, variable, and 

unpredictable. Irvine and Wells (1972) captured the same three male 

7~sin s togeth r o th ee diff ent c ion, d nsp r d od 11 

(1980) observed two freeze-branded males together every one of the 

nine times in which they were sighted. 

Abundance and Status 

No all-inclusive population counts are available for the entire 

Gulf of Mexico, although Prescott et al. (1979), Leatherwood (1979), 

and Barham et al. (1980) presented density estimates for several regions 

of the Gulf of Mexico and east coast of Florida. These values range 

f 0. 23 Thirst s k i nis issippi ate to 0. 73 ~T i s/k 

along the Texas coast, Odell and Reynolds (1980) estimated 0. 06 

T~io s/k and 0. 12 ~fu sio /k ' i' 0 1f at ff th flo id 

peninsula and panhandle. 

Hogan (1975) estimated 150 to 300 dolphins in the vicinity of the 



mouth of the Savannah River, and Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly 

ligyg) d d an in a f o a8 t 10a ~Trsi i 0 tobe 1375 t 
164 to 281 individuals in January 1977. Irvine et al. (1979) estimated 

102 dolphins in their study area along Florida's central west coast. 

The above density estimates suggest population sizes that vary 

from one region to another. Food abundance, habitat type, human 

activity, and pollution, may account for these differences. Although 

Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a) stated that population numbers in Florida 

waters were stable and unaffected by the live-capture dolphin fishery, 

Odell (1976) suggested that heavy boat traffic in Biscayne Bay, Flori- 

da, ight be ponsibi f the s ity f ~Tu si i th t 
7 ~T io s i ~ th St. John iii 1 fio id re1 ted ith in- 

creased commercial shipping. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly 

(1978) stated that although boat traffic was quite heavy in the 

Aransas Pass area, it seemed to have no effect upon dolphins in that 

area. Gunter (1942), Lowery (1974), and Walraven (1976) also claimed 

that shooting and explosion of seismographic charges in offshore waters 

were responsible for a decline in dolphin numbers. 

Reproduction 

Males mature at 2. 45 to 2. 6 m or 10 to 13 years of age (Sergeant 

et al. , 1973). Females mature at lengths ranging from 2. 2 to 2. 35 m 

or 5 t 12 y a s of g Is geant t 1. , 7973l. 5 tati 1 ~ 7~sic s 

is approximately 12 months, with most calving and mating from February 

to May in Florida waters. A second calving and mating period from 

September to November may also occur in south Florida waters (Essapian, 

1963). 
Calves measure from 98 to 126 cm and weigh 9. 1 to 1!. 4 kg at 

birth (Gunter, 1942; Sergeant et al. , 1973). Females have been esti- 
mated to give birth to about eight calves in their lifetimes (McBride 

and Kritzler, 1951). 
The percentage of calves in a population is indicative of its 

reproductive viability, and knowledge of this parameter is important 

for management purposes. Leatherwood and Platter (1975) reported 



calf counts of 7. 7 to 7. 9% of the population in coastal waters off 

Alabama, Hississippi, and Louisiana during the summer of 1975. Irvine 

et al. (1979) calculated spring calf counts of 147. near Tampa Bay, 

Florida. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) stated that calves 

constituted 7, 61% of the population in the Aransas Pass area of Texas. 

Calf counts of 8. 1 to 10. 1% in the Indian and Banana Rivers on the east 

coast of Florida were reported by Leatherwood (1979), while Barham et 

al. (1980) recorded 9. 35 calves in Texas waters. 

Dolphin — Shrimp Fishery Association 

Several authors have reviewed food preferences and feeding behavior 

of T~i 2T e, 189O: 8 t , 1938, 1942, 1943, 1951, 1954: 8 is, 

1938; Kemp, 1949; Hoese, 1971; Caldwell and Caldwell, 1972a; Hogan, 1975; 

Leatherwood, 1975; Leatherwood et al. , 1978a; Shane, 1977; Shane and 

Schmidly, 1978). The general consensus is that bottlenosed dolphins 

appear to be quite flexible in their feeding regimes, preying upon the 

most abundant of various fishes, molluscs, and arthropods. Leatherwood 

(1975) concluded that, assuming bottlenosed dolphins are relatively 

limited in their ranges and engage in relatively short-term movements, 

plasticity in food habits is essential for survival. 

Specific reference to bottlenosed dolphins feeding in conjunction 

with shrimping operations is more limited. Gunter (1938, 1942, 1954) 

described dolphins feeding behind working shrimp boats. The attraction 

f ~Tur io s to boat f ou coh id abl di tao e ay, 9 obably i 

response to the sounds produced by winching in the nets, was described 

by Norris and Prescott (1961). Leatherwood (1975) stated that dolphins 

foraged behind working shrimp boats, fed on trash fish and fed on 

fish attracted to non-working shrimpers. Shane (1977) and Shane and 

Schmidly (1978) also described several aspects of dolphins' associations 

with shrimp boats. 

Strandings 

Sch idly d helch (1914) o sid d ~T ~ si the t co 



delphinid in Texas waters due to the large numbers of beached animals. 

S h idly d Si ii978I i t d th t i~i as ti t o 

cetacean in their study area, but did not regard stranding data as a 

good indication of the relative abundance of cetaceans. Other accounts 

by Caldwell and Golley (1965), Caldwell et al. (1971), Caldwell and 

Caldwell (1973), and Mead (1975b) have compiled the records of strand- 

ing occurrences along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. 
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STUDY AREA 

The Pass Cavallo area of Matagorda Bay (Fig. I) (28o22'N, 96~24'N) 

was chosen as the study site because of a reported abundance of dol- 

ph1ns, its habitat complexity, s1gnificant land observation po1nts, 

and wide spectrum of water-related human act1vities. The 75 km-' study 

area (Fig. 2), located in the southwestern corner of Matagorda Bay 

and its env1rons, is compr1sed of several physiographic areas, includ- 

1ng a natural pass, open bay waters, a variety of channels, extensive 

mud flats and grass beds, and the near-shore Gulf of Mex1co. 

Physiographic Characteristics 

Pass Cavallo, the channel between Matagorda Island and Matagorda 

Peninsula, exh1bits extensive shoaling, and its depth var1es consider- 

ably over time. The man-made Matagorda Ship Channel cuts through 

Matagorda Peninsula 6 km northeast of the Pass. It has been dredged an 

average ll m deep and 61 m w1de throughout 1ts 35 km length. Pass 

Cavallo and the Matagorda Ship Channel constitute the major avenues 

of Gulf exchange w1th the estuar1ne system. Tankers, freighters, o11 

company supply boats and crewboats, shr1mp boats, and recreational 

small craft regularly use the Matagorda Ship Channel, wh1le Pass 

Cavallo 1s primarily limited to small craft. 
The largest portion of the study area, approximately 58 km~, 

cons1sts of the open waters of Matagorda Bay northwest to the harbor 

of Indianola, south to Pass Cavallo, northeast to the Matagorda Sh1p 

Channel, and northeast along the Matagorda Peninsula shoreline to the 

Peninsula bulkhead. Mean depth of Matagorda Bay is 3 to 4 m. 

The remaining 16. 5 km~ of the study site are conta1ned with1n an 

area of marshlands, mudflats and grassbeds, and small embayments. Two 

marshland channels, Saluria Bayou (6 to 12 m deep) and Big Bayou (3 to 

5 m deep) communicate with Pass Cavallo and Matagorda Bay to the 

northeast and w1th Espir1tu Santo Bay to the southwest. Extensive 

areas of mudflats, grass beds, and oyster shell 11e to the south and 
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west of Saluria Bayou and B1g Bayou, adjacent to Espiritu Santo Bay. 

Twelve km of the Intracoastal Waterway intersect the study area at a 

dredged depth of 4 to 5 m. 

Division of the Study Area 

The study site was divided 1nto six sections (F1g. 3) which were 

either dist1nguished as distinct1ve physiograph1c units or could be 

cons1dered separate from adjacent areas due to the presence of var1ous 

man-made structures. The division of the study area 1nto these s1x 

smaller regions made coverage more manageable and organized, and 

allowed easy referral to general sites within the entire area. 

Each section was further broken down into varying numbers of 

gr1ds which made it possible to clearly specify which small portions 

of the area were being investigated or discussed. The study area 

consisted of a total of 94 grids (Fig. 3). 

Land Observation Points 

Observations from land po1nts aided in clarifying daily movements 

and near-shore behav1or and were used in conjunct1on with boat and 

aircraft-based observations. The six locales (Fig. 3) which were 

frequented throughout the year 1ncluded: (l) Decros Point at the far 

southwestern tip of the Matagorda Peninsula, (2) the U. S. Coast Guard 

Station ruins on Saluria Bayou, (3) the northeastern end of Matagorda 

Island, (4) the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties, (5) the ends of the 

Port O' Connor jetties, and (6) the intersection of Fisherman's Cut 

and the Intracoastal Waterway. 

Vegetation 

The Natagorda Bay floor var1es from sand or mud off the Matagorda 

Peninsula to a bottom composed pr1mari ly of fine si its and sands in 

the northwest region of the study area. Small beds of shoalgrass 
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(Balod le ~i htii) f d along the h 11 f S ti S, hile 

turtle grass (Thalass1a testudinum) is the dom1nant sea grass spec1es 

in depths of 1. 2 to 1. 8 m. 

Vegetation in the marshlands consists of submerged smooth cord- 

g s (unaffttf i aa alta if 1 ) s 11 a f eqoently I d t d s It o t 
(Batis a iti ). E g ed as of s th o dg s (~S a ti a alta ni- 

fl a) and als It d dg a (u tti ig t ), G ~ If dg ss 

(~S ti a ~s ti a ), and gl ss t (S 11 I ) co only o . Sh 

grass (Monanthochloe littoralis) is found in the high, drier portions 

of the extens i ve mars hl ands. 

Climate 

The study area is located in the Southern Plains and Lowlands 

Climatic Region, which is character1zed by m1ld, humid w1nters, and 

warm, humid summers. Table l presents the mean air and water tem- 

peratures during all four seasons of the study. Seasons were defined 

as: Fall--September, October, November; Winter--December, January, 

February; Spring--March, Apr11, May; Summer--June, July, August 

(Shane, 1977; Shane and Schmidly, 1978). 
Prevailing southeast winds are common year-round. However, 

strong, sudden northerly winds, or "northers", greatly affect the 

area dur1ng the winter months. Following several northers, mean 

water level in the bays may drop as much as 1 m. 

Tides and Currents 

The tides 1n the area are character1zed as d1urnal and mixed 

semi-d1urnal. The mean diurnal tide range for Matagorda Bay 1s 0. 21 m, 

and the estimated max1mum t1dal range is 1. 07 m (Federal Power Com- 

mission, 1977). Tidal levels and currents may be substant1ally altered 

by storms and winds. T1dal fluctuation, most evident in the Matagorda 

Ship Channel, is also quite apparent in Pass Cavallo, Saluria Bayou, 

and at the mouth of Powderhorn Lake. 
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TABLE 1. — Seasonal mean air and water temperatures ( C) during the 
1978-1979 study. 

Fall 
Minter 

Spring 

Summer 

Air 

24. 16 

13. 07 

22. 75 

29. 89 

Mater 

24. 00 

13. 05 

21. 59 

29. 48 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The summer of 1978 was spent delineating the boundaries of the 

study area, finalizing observation and census techniques, gathering 

initial data, and interviewing local shrimpers and fishermen. Data 

gathered during the initial summer period were not included in the 

computer analysis, but proved helpful in subsequent comparisons of 

dolphin movements and distribution. During the one-year study from 

1 September 1978 until 31 August 1979, a total of 255 days (1121 

hours) was spent observing dolphins (Table 2). 

Observation Types and Platforms 

A 4. 3 m aluminum flat-bottomed boat and 25 horsepower motor served 

as the main observation platform during the summer of 1978 pilot study. 

The boat proved to be impractical for covering the open bay waters 

under a variety of sea conditions, so a more suitable project boat was 

acquired at the end of August. The 5. 2 m tri-hull Falcon Cougar (wi th 

85 horsepower motor) was small enough to maneuver easily among the 

dolphins and into relatively shallow areas, yet substantial enough to 

work in rougher water and in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The Falcon was the main observation platform, and four types of 

observations were conducted from it including: (1) census runs, 

(2) regular boat observations, (3) "following" observations, and 

(4) shrimp boat observations. Dolphins in each of the six sections 

of the study area were counted by the zig-zag census technique 

(Shane, 1977) (Fig. 4). Sections which were predominantly composed 

of channels were covered by piloting the boat forward at a slow, 

steady speed and counting dolphins on either side of the boat. In 

order to cover areas that were much wider, the boat was handled in a 

slow, zig-zag course that assured total coverage of the whole section. 

Each of the six sections was censused separately, and dolphin num- 

bers were recorded by section and grid location. Efforts were made 
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TABLE 2. — Days of observation (total 255) by month and season and 

hours of observation (total 1121) by day, month, and season. 

Days of Observation 

By Month By Season 

Hours of Observation 

By Season By Month Avg. /Day 

September 

October 

November 

December 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

14 

20 

30 

20 

24 

21 

24 

24 

48----MINTER----184 

74----SPRING----297 

6c SUMMER 312 

zz 
] 26 ( 

64-----FALL-----328 

16 ) 

14 

121 

138 

69 

52 

53 

79 

133 
73 

91 

99 

90 

123 

5. 50 

5. 30 

4. 31 

3. 71 

3. 79 

3. 95 

4. 43 

3. 65 

3. 79 

4. 71 

3. 75 

5. 13 
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0 2 4 
Scale in km 

Fig. 4. — Designated routes traveled in each of the six study area 
sections when conducting "zig-zag" censuses (Shane, 1977; Shane and 

Schmidly, 1978). Section 3 was covered in the Section 8 and Section 
5 patterns. 
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to census the whole study area on the same day so that a more realistic 
p1cture of dolph1n numbers and d1stribution could be obtained. Censuses 

were conducted several times/month. 

Regular observations cons1sted of dr1ving the boat through differ- 
ent sections of the study area unt11 dolphins were observed. Once 

dolphins were s1ghted, the number of animals, general direction of 

movement, basic group compos1t1on, and initial behavior were recorded. 

Then, either the initial distance was kept and observation cont1nued, 

or the dolphins would approach the observation platform, or the inves- 

tigator would approach the dolphins, giving them wide berth and never 

heading directly into the animals. Individuals were photographed and 

i dentified, dolphins were recounted, group composition and distribution 
were exam1ned more closely, calves were recorded, direct1onal movements 

and changes were noted, and behav1or was closely observed. Observa- 

tions of these types lasted from a few seconds to over an hour, 

If the dolphins were engaged in goal-or1ented travel and movement 

when initially s1ghted, they were often followed (uFollowing", Obser- 

vation Type 3j for several minutes to over 2 hours. Observations of 
this sort proved helpful in examining daily movement patterns. 

The fourth type or ohs rretio i oi d foiio ihg ~ru si s hi h 

were assoc1ating with shrimp boats both inside and outside the study 

area. The dolphins followed behind the boats, presumably feeding on 

fish and other organisms either caught in the net or stirred up as it 
was towed along the sea floor. They also approached shrimp boats in 

order to feed on the trash fish that were culled out from the shrimp 

and thrown overboard. Several days of observations wer e made from 

shrimp boats; however, the project boat was considered the superior 

observation platform. It allowed more freedom to closely approach 

dolphins; to travel back and forth among several shrimp boats so that 
dolphin numbers, group composition, and behavior could be compared; 

to observe feeding at close range; and to follow departing dolphins in 

order to note subsequent movement and activities. A total of 97 hours 

of shr1mp boat-related observation dur1ng the fall, late spr1ng, and 

summer was made aboard the 5. 2 m Falcon. 

The second observation platform was the 14. 7 m shrimp boat, the 
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"Capt. Morocco" of Port O' Connor. The majority of observations were 

conducted during the fall and spring shrimping seasons (15 August to 

15 December, 15 May to 15 July) in the study area, as well as in other 

areas of Matagorda Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. A total of 16 days 

during September and October 1978 and March through July 1979 was spent 

aboard the "Capt. Morocco". Dolphins associating with the shrimp boat 

could be seen throughout the day. Their interaction with the shrimp 

boat and trawl during all stages of the shrimping operation could be 

viewed without disturbing them; also, night feeding and milling patterns 

around the shrimp boat could be studied. 

The third observation platform was land . Although observations 

from land wer e conducted whenever possible, they were made more on an 

opportunistic than regular basis. Observations were recorded from all 

six land points during all four seasons, but emphasis on this observa- 

tionn 

type was secondary. 

Aerial observations were made on several occasions. Three surveys 

of the study area were conducted on 10 August 1978, 30 September 1978, 

and 16 October 1978 from a Piper Cub PA ll. Five observations from 

helicopters (Petroleum Helicopters, Inc. and Evergreen Helicopters) 

were made on 11 December 1978, 18 December 1978, 14 January 1979, 25 

February 1979, and 7 March 1979. Follow-up surveys (Cessna 172 Sky- 

hawk) of dolphins in several regions of the study area were undertaken 

during May, August, and November 1980, and February 1981 when the 

investigator was involved in several days of National Marine Fisheries 

Service (NMFS) aerial surveys along the Texas coast. 

Interviews 

Discussions and interviews contributed a vast amount of essen- 

tially subjective information regarding the movements, habits, and 

areas of greatest concentrati ons of bottlenosed dolphins. Local 

residents, shrimpers, commercial and sports fishermen, fishing guides, 

marina owners, oil rig workers, crewboat employees, and ai rcraft per- 

sonnel provided assistance. An excellent rapport was maintained with 

area shrimpers who permitted the investigator to accompany them on their 



boats, shared their opinions about dolph1ns and shrimping, 1nformed 

the investigator of stranded animals, and notified the invest1gator of 

any instance in which a dolphin was caught in a shrimp trawl. These 

informal discussions led to the eventual distribution of a question- 

na1re which aimed to gather more detailed 1nformation about dolph1ns 

and shrimpers. 

Strandings 

Signs requesting information about distinctively marked dolphins, 

unusual behavior, and strandings were posted in Port O' Connor and in 

the neighbor1ng towns of Seadr1ft and Ind1anola (Fig. 5). Aside from 

publicizing the study, the posters proved most helpful by providing a 

person to contact 1n the event of stranded cetaceans. 

The majority of reported strandings occurred in the study area or 

within a 20-km radius of Pass Cavallo. Accessible stranded animals 

were photographed and measured (Norris, 1961) and efforts were made to 

determ1ne possible causes of death. Five skulls were transferred to 
Texas ASM University, and teeth taken from four dolphins were used 

for age identificat1on. Records of all stranded cetaceans were sent 

to Edward Smith, Jr. , National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminis- 

tration (NOAA), Department of Commerce, who forwarded the copies to 
the Smithsonian Institution. 

Equipment 

Field notes were taken on a portable cassette tape recorder. The 

notes were later transcribed verbatim, and then recorded onto specially 

designed computer data sheets. 

Eight hundred black and white prints and 1040 color slides were 

taken with a Nikon Nikkormat camera and 300 mm lens. The 55 mm lens 

was rarely used. Kodachrome 64 film was used for color slides, and one 

15. 2 m roll of 16 mm color movie film was taken. 

Binoculars (7x35) were pr1marily ut1lized aboard shrimp boats and 

during land observat1ons. 
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Fig. 5. — This notice was posted throughout Port O' Connor and surround- 

1ng towns to publ1cize the study and gain additional information about 

dolphins. 
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Data Sheets 

Data in the field notes were recorded on computer sheets that 

were specif1cally developed for the three main observation types: 

regular, census, and shrimp boat. 

Air and water temperatures were taken at the beg1nning of each 

day's sess1on using a standard cent1grade thermometer. Da1ly weather 

conditions were determ1ned through the use of the National Oceanograph- 

ic and Atmospher1c Administration (NOAA) Coastal Weather Log, Coastal 

Station (NOAA Form 72-5a) and were: clear--zero to two-tenths of sky 

covered; partly cloudy--three-tenths to seven-tenths of sky covered; 

cloudy--eight-tenths to all of sky covered; storm near or present-- 

imminent rain, rain, snow, or fog. The Petroleum Helicopter, Inc. 

(PHI) wind sock located opposite the project boat dock was used to 

obtain wind direct1on, Tidal cond1tions were determined by observing 

the flow of water around the pilings and channel markers in the 

Matagorda Ship Channel. 

In addit1on to field notes, data sheets, stranding catalogues, 

and plotted maps of aerial and ground sightings, 64 "following" maps 

were drawn. When the travel routes and movements were plotted out on 

maps, movement patterns as well as the regular uti 11zation of certain 

areas became more evident. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was conducted us1ng the Amdahl V-6 computer at 

Texas A8M University. The Statistical Analysis System or SAS (SAS 

Institute, Inc, , 1979) computational package was used for data 

analysis. 
The General Linear Model, GLM (Ott, 1977) and Duncan's Multiple 

Range Test (Ott, 1977) were used to determ1ne the sign1f1cance of 

the relationships between dolph1n abundance and sect1on, dolphin 

abundance and month, and dolphin abundance and the interaction of 

section and month. The specific sect1on locations of s1gnificant 

differences were then located. A Chi-Square Test (Ott, 1977) was used 
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to test for the sign1ficance between direction of dolphin movement 

and tidal flow and time of day. The same test was also ut1lized to 

assess the relationship between certain behav1ors and t1me of day, 

t1dal flow, month and season. Relat1onships between mean group sizes, 

and month, season, t1me of day, depth, sect1on, and behavior were 

determined through the use of the GLM procedure. The Duncan's Multiple 

Range Test ident1fied those means which were signif1cantly d1fferent. 

The Mann-Whitney U test (Ott, 1977) was also utilized to compare 

mean herd sizes 1n two sect1ons of the study area . 
Estimated dolph1n density for each sect1on was obtained by 

di iding th m an bw of ~f io s/se ti s y d, by th be 

of km w1thin that section . The quoti ent was then divided by the 

number of censuses conducted in the particular section during that 

month. The subsequent density estimate was then mult1pli ed by the 

total number of kmz in the section to obta1n the mean number of 

dolphins per sect1on per month. Entire study area totals by month 

were computed by sumning the individual sect1on monthly counts. 
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RESULTS 

Spatial and Temporal Abundances 

Estimates of dolphin abundance were calculated and plotted using 

the 315 censuses (250 census hours) conducted between l September 1978 

and 31 August 1979. Throughout this section, the values follow1ng 

density estimates equal 1 SD about the mean. 

Entire Study Area 

Est1mated dolph1n density in the study area as a whole varied by 

month and season. The highest monthly estimate of dolph1n density 

occurred du ing f b y ith 1. 29 ' 0. 161 ~T si /kn or 98. 16 6 1- 
phins present in the study area (Fig. 6). Lowest monthly density 

d du ing Ap ii ith a e tinated 0. 396 0. 094 ~T io s/k s o 

30. 08 dolph1ns. 

Seasonal density conformed to the monthly results and ranged from 

an asti ted i t high of 1. 23 ~ 0. 071 ~T sio /k ' to 0. 640 0. 252 

~T sio s k th fo11o ing 9 i g (fig. 6). By itipiyi g th season- 

al density values by the 75 km~ total study s1te area, an estimated 

t t t 1 of 93. 39 — 5. 39 T~ia a d sp ing t t 1 of 48. 60 + 19. 25 

7~is e e obt i d. 

Six Sect1ons 

Estimates of density and numbers were also computed on a yearly, 

monthly, and seasonal bas1s for each of the s1x sect1ons of the study 

area (Table 3). The mean dolphin densities for the six sections over 

the e ti y ~ ged f 4 high f 3. 99 + 2. 17 ~T i s/kn' (12. 09 

d 1 phi ) i se ti 3, t 1 o of 0 . 366 - '0 . 284 ~T s i o s/ k 
" -( 8 . 1 9 

dolphins) in Sect1on 5 (Fig. 7). Although Sect1on 6 density was third 

1o est y Ty ba is (1. 05 — 0. 639 ~T sio s/k ), th high st 
absolute number of dolphins present w1th1n a single sect1on (17. 38 
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Fig. 6. — Estimated dolphin density (Tursio s km~) over the entire 
area by month and season. Histogram i ustrates seasonal values. 
Broken lines of graph and histogram represent estimated number of dol- 
phins over the ent1re study area by month and season. 
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TABLE 3. — Data on estimated dolphin density in each section by month, 
over the entire study area by month, and in each section over the 
entire year. (GLM factors follow. ) 

Section 
(km~) 

X Total 
~Tio /k N . ~T 

SD SE 
~RB 

Min Max 

1 (6. 10) 
2 (20. 42) 
3 (3. 02) 
4 (7. 46) 
5 (22. 4) 
5 (16. 53) 

Tota lb 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

Sept 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Jan 

Feb 

0. 615 
0. 362 
0. 662 
2. 280 
0. 702 
1. 050 
0. 832 

2. 100 
0. 188 
8. 590 
2. 550 
0. 186 
0. 931 
1. 060 

2. 620 
0. 470 
5. 830 
3. 070 
0. 232 
1. 230 
1. 210 

2, 020 
0. 833 
4. 130 
1. 900 
0. 313 
1. 530 
1. 170 

2. 950 
0. 906 
3. 150 
3. 020 
0. 000 
1. 550 
1. 240 

1. 940 
0. 600 
3. 150 
2. 140 
0. 342 
2. 470 
1. 290 

3. 75 
7. 39 
2. 00 

17. 00 
15. 72 
17. 29 
63. 15 

12. 80 
3. 84 

25. 94 
19. 00 
4, 17 

15. 40 
80, 65 

16. 00 
9. 60 

17. 60 
22. 88 
5. 20 

20. 33 
91. 61 

12. 33 
17. 00 
12. 47 
14. ZO 

7. 01 
25. 83 
88. 84 

18. 00 
18. 50 
9. 50 

22. 50 
0. 00 

25. 67 
94. 17 

12. 00 
12. 25 
9. 50 

16. 00 
7. 66 

40. 75 
98. 16 

0. 70 
0. 29 

1. 00 
0. 42 
0. 80 

0. 25 
0. 13 

0. 41 
0. 16 
0, 30 

0. 09 0. 04 

1. 32 0. 42 
0. 19 0. 08 
4. 01 2. 32 
1. 50 0. 47 
0. 20 0. 09 
0. 57 0. 25 
0. 11 0. 04 

1. 23 0. 55 
0. 30 0. 14 
5. 41 2. 42 
1. 01 0. 36 
0. 29 0. 13 
0. 44 0. 25 
0. 09 0. 04 

0. 53 0. 30 
0. 20 0. 10 
0, 23 0, 17 
0. 48 0. 21 
0. 17 0. 10 
0. 70 0. 40 
0. 08 0. 04 

2. 32 1. 64 
0. 57 0. 29 
0. 23 0. 17 
0. 47 0. 34 
0. 00 0. 00 
0. 77 0. 44 
0. 12 0. 05 

0. 70 0. 49 
0. 26 0. 13 
1. 64 1. 16 
1. 28 0. 64 
0. 21 0. 12 
1. 37 0. 68 
0. 16 0. 07 

0. 000 2. 130 
0. 042 0. 722 
0. 662 0. 662 
0. 536 3. 220 
0. 130 1. 300 
0. 302 2. 600 
0. 000 3. 220 

0. 000 4. 430 
0. 000 0. 425 
9. 270 16. 223 
0. 000 5. 360 
0. 000 0. 486 
0. 363 1. 690 
0, 000 16. 230 

1. 150 4. 430 
0. 850 0. 510 
0. 000 12. 580 
1. 610 4. 960 
0. 000 0. 681 
0. 726 1. 510 
0. 000 12. 580 

1. 640 2. 620 
0. 512 0. 977 
5. 960 6. 290 
1. 070 2. 280 
0. 097 0. 422 
0. 726 1. 990 
0. 000 6. 290 

1. 310 4. 590 
0. 340 1. 570 
2. 980 3. 310 
2. 680 3. 350 
0. 000 0. 000 
0. 968 2. 420 
0. 000 4. 590 

1. 480 2. 460 
0. 340 0. 892 
1. 990 4. 300 
1. 340 4. 020 
0. 097 0. 486 
1. 210 3. 930 
0. 0 0 4. 300 
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TABLE 3 (Continued). 

Section 
(km -') M„th X Tota 

~Tio 5/k 
* 

N . T~i SD SE 
Range 

Mi n ala x 

1 (6. 10) 
2 (20. 42) 
3 (3. 02) 
4 (7. 46) 
5 (22. 4) 
6 (16. 53 

Total 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Total 

Mar 

Apr 

May 

June 

July 

Aug 

1. 910 
0 551 
3. 970 
0. 345 
0. 313 
1. 450 
0. 902 

0. 205 
0. 849 
0. 497 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 605 
0. 396 

1. 580 
0. 607 
4. 420 
0. 201 
0. 238 
0, 305 
0. 621 

1, 890 
0. 744 
5. 500 
0. 000 
0. 536 
0. 484 
0. 834 

2. 500 
0. 784 
4. 300 
0. 536 
0. 476 
0. 726 
0. 934 

1. 360 
0. 212 
3. 860 
0. 000 
1. 050 
0. 262 
0. 687 

11. 67 
11. 25 
12. 00 
2. 57 
7. 01 

24. 00 
68. 50 

1. 25 
17. 33 
1. 50 
0. 00 
0. 00 

10. 00 
30. 08 

9. 63 
12. 39 
13. 33 
1. 50 
5. 33 
5. 00 

47. 18 

11. 50 
15. 19 
16. 60 
0. 00 

12. 00 
8. 00 

63. 29 

15. 25 
16. 00 
13. 00 
4. 00 

10. 66 
12. 00 
70. 91 

8. 29 
4. 33 

11. 67 
0. 00 

23. 52 
4. 33 

52. 14 

1. 12 
0. 36 
3. 75 
0. 49 
0. 14 
0. 78 
0. 09 

0. 31 
0. 24 
0. 70 
0. 00 
0. 00 
0. 68 
0. 09 

1. 33 
0. 46 
3. 18 
0. 40 
0. 22 
0. 37 
0. 06 

0. 62 
0. 15 
1. 59 
0. 00 
0. 16 
0. 19 
0. 04 

0. 81 
0. 26 
1. 32 
0. 54 
0. 14 
0. 18 
0. 02 

1. 05 
0, 09 
0. 40 
0. 00 
0. 10 
0. 79 
0. 04 

0. 46 
0. 18 
2. 65 
0. 18 
0. 10 
0. 30 

0. 16 
0. 14 
0. 50 
0. 00 
0. 00 
0. 39 
0. 04 

0. 47 
0. 21 
1. 84 
0. 20 
0. 13 
0. 15 
0. 03 

0. 62 
0. 15 
1. 59 
0. 00 
0. 16 
0. 19 
0. 04 

0. 81 
0. 26 
1. 32 
0. 54 
0. 14 
0. 18 
0. 02 

1. 05 
0. 09 
0. 40 
0, 00 
0. 10 
0. 79 
0. 04 

0. 328 
0. 170 
1. 320 
0. 000 
0. 130 
0. 544 
0. 000 

0. 000 
0. 467 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 181 
0. 000 

0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 993 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 000 

0. 164 
0. 340 
2. 650 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 000 
0. 000 

0. 328 
0. 085 
2. 980 
0. 000 
0. 162 
0. 181 
0. 000 

0. 000 
0. 000 
3. 310 
0. 000 
0. 162 
0. 000 
0. 000 

3. 440 
0. 977 
6. 620 
1. 340 
0. 324 
2. 540 
6. 620 

0. 656 
0. 935 
0. 993 
0. 000 
0. 000 
1. 390 
1. 390 

3. 440 
1. 060 
7. 280 
0. 804 
0. 421 
0. 907 
7. 280 

3. 110 
1. 100 

11. 590 
0. 000 
0. 778 
1. 090 

11. 590 

4. 100 
1. 320 
5. 630 
1. 610 
0. 616 
1. 390 
5. 630 

7. 380 
0. 595 
4. 640 
0. 000 
1. 130 
0. 544 
7. 380 
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TABLE 3 (Continued). 

Sectionc X T~i/k ' Total 
No. ~T 

SD SE 

1. 800 
0. 592 
3. 990 
1. 340 
0. 366 
1. 050 

11. 00 
12. 09 
12. 05 
9. 97 
8. 19 

17, 38 

1. 51 
0. 37 
3. 86 
1. 47 
0. 35 
0, 85 

0. 190 
0. 050 
0. 682 
0. 190 
0. 050 
0. 110 

GLM:Model Density = Section Month Section*Monthd 

Source d. f. T e I SS F Value PF & F Error 
Corrected 

Total 

Section 5 522. 36 60, 13 0. 0001 d, f, : 243 d, f. : 314 

Month 11 83. 70 4. 38 0. 0001 SS: 422. 17 SS: 1306. 17 

Section*Month 55 277. 94 2. 91 0. 0001 

Estimated dolphin density in each section by month. 

Estimated dolphin density over the entire study area by month. 

Estimated dolphin density in each section over the entire year. 

GLM factors. 
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~fi ) d th 

Sections by Month 

Peaks in abundance occurred during different months in the dif- 
ferent sections. Monthly density ranged from a high of 8. 59 + 4. 01 

~fi /k (2544dtphi )1 ~ 5 ti 31 ~ oth, t 1 f 
00-'00~7sio s/k i 5 etio 4d 1 g Ap f1, Ju . d Ag st, 
and 1n Section 5 dur1ng January and April (F1gs. 8 and 9). Although 

est1mates for the entire study area peaked 1n February, those for 
Sections l and 2 were h1ghest 1n January, and for Sect1ons 3 and 4 

were highest in October and November, respectively. Sect1on 5 counts 

were highest during August, and Section 6 peaked during February. 

Lows for Sections 1, 3, and 4 occurred dur1ng Apr11. Oensit1es in 

Section 2 were lowest dur1ng October, and 1n Sect1on 6 during August. 

Sect1on, month, and the 1nteract1on between sect1on and month 

were highly signif1cant (p & 0. 0001) factors influencing population 

density and expla1ning abundance variability within the study area . 
No significant d1fferences at the 0. 05 level were found between 

Sections 1 and 4 or Sections 2 and 5. However, sign1ficant differences 
were found between Section 3 and all other sections, between both 

Sections l and 4 and the remainder of the study area, between Sect1on 

6 and the remaining sections, and between both Sections 2 and 5 and 

the remainder of the study area. 

Sections by Season 

Estimated seasonal dens1ty (Fig. 10) ranged from a high of 5. 03 + 

4. 02 Tursiops//km~ (15. 18 dolphins) 1n Section 3 during the fall, to a 

lo of 0. 179 - '0. 309 T~u sio /k (1. 34 4 1phi ) 1 ~ 5 tio 4 d 1 g 

the summer. Sect1ons 3 and 4 exhib1ted highest est1mated density 

during the fall, and Sect1ons 1, 2, and 6 dolphin densities peaked 

dur1ng the winter. Sect1on 5 exh1bited greatest dolphin density and 

numbers during the summer. 

Examination of the three highest density est1mates among the s1x 
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sections by season suggests that dolphins concentrated in Sections 

3, 4, and 1 during the fall and winter. Fall estimates of 5. 03 + 4. 02 

~Tsi /k ", 2. 63 0. 394 ~fr so 6/kH, d 1. 7 ~ + 1. 114 ~fi s/k 

and winter densities of 3. 47 + 0. 506, 2. 36 + 0. 592, and 2. 31 + 0. 552, 

respectively, were observed there. Spring concentrations were greatest 

in Sections 3, 1, and 6 (2. 96 + 2 . 1 5, 1 . 23 + 0. 906, and 0 . 786 + 0. 483 

T~u si s/k , 0 ctirely); th high st d iii s (4. 55 0. 849. 

1. 91 + 0. 570, d 0 687 ' 0. 308 ~rio /km ) e t 4 1 Se ti 3, 

1, and 5, respectively. 
The portion of Section 2 along the Natagorda Peninsula is physio- 

graphically similar to Section 4. However, they exhibited extremely 

different density estimates by season. Estimated fall and winter den- 

siti f 5 tio 2 ne 0. 340 ~ 0. 141 ~fi /k 6 0. 780 - '0. 071 

T~sio /k 3 1 o t t to densiti f 2. 63 ~ 0. 394 d 2. 36 11. 592 

~Tsi /k 1 5 ction 4. Sg i g 4 d s d ities 'thi both 

sections remained virtually unchanged (0. 669 + 0. 136 and 0. 580 + 0. 316 

~Tio s/k, S tio 2; 0. 182 ~ 0. 173 nd 0. 179 0. 309 ~Ti /k 

Section 4). 

Aerial Observations 

Aerial observations offered insight into dolphin numbers and con- 

centrations, and seasonal movement patterns and distribution. They 

also acted as rough verification for boat censuses, provided additional 

behavioral observations, and offered an alternate observation platform 

during periods of low tides when portions of the study area were inac- 

cessible by boat . Although circumstances forced the reduction of 

flights both in number and scope, they proved efficacious in these 

terms. 
The majority of the study area was covered during the September and 

October 1978 flights, but only small porti ons of the marshland channels, 

Pass Cavallo, and the Natagorda Ship Channel were surveyed in the 

te snd ly gri g flight . 5 e, th dist ib ti of ~fu io s 

(Figs. 11-13) appears somewhat representative of the distribution 

determined from boat censuses conducted throughout the year. 
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~Surve Date ~Sbo1 
I 30 September o 

II 16 October ~ 

0 2 4 
scslo m kill 

Fig. 11. — Aerial surveys I and II (speed: 145 km/hr; altitude: 152 m) 

conducted in September and October 1978. Shaded portions represent 
regions surveyed. The number beside each survey date's symbol repre- 
sents the number of dolphins counted at that location. 
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Fig. 12. — Aerial surveys III, IV, and V (speed: 145 km/hr; altitude: 
152 m) conducted in December 1978 and January 1979. Shaded portions 
represent regions surveyed. The number beside each survey date's 
symbol represents the number of dolphins counted at that location. 
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Fig. 13. — Aerial surveys VI and VII (speed:145 km/hr; altitude: 152 m) 

conducted in February and Narch 1979. Shaded 
regions surve ed. 

a e portions represent 
ye . ihe number beside each survey date's symbol re re- 

sents the number of dolphins counted at that location. 



Concentrations of bottlenosed dolphins were generally present both in 

and around the mouths of the Port O' Connor jetties, Big Bayou, and 

Saluria Bayou, as well as in Pass Cavallo (especially near Decros 

Point and the tip of Matagorda Island), the Matagorda Ship Channel 

jetties, and along the Matagorda Peninsula shoreline. 

Figures 11-13 may also be compared to Barham et al. 's (1980) 

dolphin sightings during March and April 1978 (Fig. 14), as well as 

to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) aerial surveys, which 

were undertaken in May, August, and November 1980 and February 1981 

(Figs. 15-18). Again, peak areas included the mouth of the Port 

O' Connor jetties, in and around the mouth of Saluria Bayou, in Pass 

Cavallo particularly off Matagorda Island and Matagorda Peninsula 

(Oecros Point), and in and around the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties. 
Especially evident in the November NMFS aerial survey was the sharp 

increase over August of dolphins in the marshlands and in the vicinity 

of Pass Cavallo. Weather and sea state conditions were very good and 

quite comparable both times. The increased number of sightings in 

that area may have indicated a seasonal change in distribution, pos- 

sibly corroborating this investigator's observations of an increase 

ft~sio 1 getiosi d6begini gi ptob andN b 

respectively, and peaking in January and February 1979. During the 

February 1981 NMFS aerial surveys, the highest numbers of dolphins in 

the Pass Cavallo area were concentrated in Pass Cavallo off the tip 
of Matagorda Island, and in and around the Matagorda Ship Channel 

Jetties. 
Estimated density in the Pass Cavallo area during this study 

(0. 93 -+0. 262 ~tsio s/k, ) pp 0 pa ble t, 6 1 so s 

slightly higher than, other inshore regions which have been surveyed 

(Table 4). Other density estimates which range from lows of 0. 06 and 

0. 12 ~tsi /k offsh f th Fto id P 1 1 a d P h d1 

(0 1f of N 1 o sho 11 ) to a high of 2. 63 T~(o s/k 1 the 

Aransas Pass, Texas, area, suggest highest concentrations of dolphins 

in deep channels, passes, and salt river areas. 
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Fig. 14. Line transects 13-16 of Barham et al. 's (1980) aerial sur- 
veys conducted 26 March through 1 April 1978. The number beside each 
survey date's symbol represents the number of dolphins counted at that 
location. 
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Fig. 15, — Zones I - III of the National Narine Fisheries Service 
(NNFS) aerial surveys (speed: 155 km/hr; altitude: 225 m) conducted 
6-17 May 1980. (Six replicates; 1 transect/zone/day. ) The number 

beside each survey date's symbol represents the number of dolphins 
counted at that location. 
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Fig. 16. — Zones I-III of the National I4arine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 
aerial surveys (speed: 145 km/hr; altitude: 225 m) conducted 22-27 
August 1980. (Six replicates; 1 transect/zone/day. ) The number beside 
each survey date's symbol represents the number of dolphins counted at 
that location. 
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beside each survey date's symbol represents the number of dolphins 

counted at that location. 
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beside each survey date's symbol represents the number of dolphins 
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TABLE s. — B esty ts te fo T~si I I otee of the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Indian and Banana Rivers in Florida. 

Location ~Ti /t Reference 

Louisiana Gulf Coast 

MississiPPi Gulf Coast 

Texas Gulf Coast 

0. 44 Leatherwood et al. (1978a)(A)* 

0. 23 Leatherwood et al. (1978a) (A) 

Pass Cavallo Area 

Florida Gulf Coast 

0. 93 

Inshore, Sarasota Area 1. 20 

Northern Half of Study Area 1. 80 

Southern Half of Study Area 0. 60 

Offshore 

Including Aransas Pass Area 0. 75 

Excluding Ar ansas Pass Area 0. 62 

Aransas Pass Area 2. 63 

Barham et al. (1980) (A) 

Barham et al. (1980) (A) 

Barham et al. (1980) (A) 

lhis Study (8)** 

Irvine et al. (1979) (8) 

Irvine et al. (1979) (8) 
Irvine et al. (1979) (8) 

Peninsula 

Panhandle 

0. 06 

0. 12 

Odell and Reynolds (1980) (A) 

Odell and Reynolds (1980) (A) 

Florida Indian and Banana Rivers 0. 68 Leatherwood. (1979) (A) 

* (A) - Aerial *" (8) - Boat 
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hNaturally Tagged" Dolphins 

In order to undertake an in-depth study of the movements, social 

composit1on, and behavior of bottlenosed dolph1ns, it was essent1al 

that several individuals be recognizable over an extended per1od of 

time, from one encounter to the next. The 20 dolph1ns from throughout 

the study area wh1ch were most ident1fiable by un1que markings, scars, 
and discolorat1ons, or un1quely tom or nicked dorsal fins, were 

designated "natural tags". Table 5 presents the name of each animal, 

in1tial s1ght1ng date and locat1on, and total number of times sighted 

during 1978-1979. Photographs of several of the mnatural tagsm may be 

found 1n Fig . 19. 

Home Range 

The concept of "home range", the area an 1ndividual regularly 

covers during the course of its normal activit1es (8urt, 1943; Jewell, 

1966) has been applied to the movements and activity patterns of 

~t si by ve ai uthe a (tale tt, tata: taayma et at. , 1972, 

1973; Shane, 1977; Shane and Schm1dly, 1978; Irvine et al. , 1979; Wells 

et al. , 1980). Several "naturally tagged" dolph1ns were regularly 

observed in the same portions of the study area throughout the year or 

on a seasonal bas1s, thereby supporting the argument for the existence 

of individual home ranges. Those dolphins rarely sighted were invar1- 

ably recorded in the same regions during each encounter. 

Many of the "natural tagsm were seen too infrequently to accurate- 

ly pinpoint the entirety of their movements. The sporadic nature of 
many of the s1ghtings may have indicated home ranges that extended far 
out of the study area or the regular use of one or more add1tional 

home ranges. The fact that dolphins seen even a few times during the 

year were recorded in the same regions suggests that certain areas were 

preferred over others, and that movement and d1stribut1on, w1thin the 

study area at least, were of a localized nature. 

The term "home range", as 1t is used in this thesis, refers to 

the sect1on of the dolphin's ent1re range which fell within the chosen 
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TABLE 5. — Name f e h 
" ate 11y t gg 5" 

~T 1 , fhata 1 aghtf g 

date and location, and total number of times sighted. 

Name 
Sighting 

Date 
Location 

Times 
Sighted 

Sea Wolf 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

Gash 

Ourania 

Flag 

Ka lymnos 

Pointed Finoer 

Little Chopped 

Ilios 
Al iki 

Antimos 

Ragamuffin 

Tal 

Stubby 

Gi 1 

Huckleberry 

Echo 

Thick Fin 

Xenon 

7-13-78 

7-15-78 

7-26-78 

9-4-78 

9-11-78 

10-28-78 

10-29-78 

11-5-78 
11-9-78 

11-26-78 
12-4-78 

2-12-79 

3-1-79 

3-9-79 
3-20-79 

3-20-79 

5-6-79 
6-13-79 

6-29-79 

7-12-79 

Matagorda Ship Channel off Powder- 3 
horn Ranch (Grid 27) 

Matagorda Peninsula shoreline NE 34 
Section 2 oil wells (Grid 25) 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
(Grfd 82) 

Mouth of Port O' Connor jetties 10 
(Grid 63) 

Indi anol a Harbor/Powderhorn Lake 7 

(Grid 41) 

Ends of Matagorda Ship Channel 2 

jetties (Grid 32) 

Ends of Matagorda Ship Channel 1 

jetties (Grid 32) 

SE of Port O' Connor jetties (Grid 15) 19 

2, 5 km NW Peninsula Bulkhead 9 
(Grid 93) 

Peninsula bulkhead (Grid 37) 5 

Intracoastal Waterway between 18 
Port O' Connor jetties and Fisherman' s 
Cut (Grid 64) 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisherman's 6 
Cut (Grid 65) 
Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 7 

(Grid 83) 

SE Port O' Connor jetties (Grid 15) 8 

Between Bayucos Island and Grass 4 
Island (Grid 86) 
Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 7 

(Grid 83) 

Big Bayou (Grid 76) 5 

Shallows NW Port O' Connor jetties 2-3 
(Grid 57) 

Gulf of Mexico; 50 m SE Matagorda 1 

Ship Channel jetties 
75 m NE Indianola Harbor (Grid 44) 1 
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boundar1es of the study s1te. Individual home range maps of each 

"natural tag" w111 be presented under the section entitled "'Natural 

Tag' Individual Home Ranges". 

Social Differentiation 

In order to understand study area utilization as it relates to 
the dolphins' social structure and home range, the terms "pod", 

"herd", and "extended herd" must be clarified. A "pod" contains 

anywhere from a single ind1vidual to eight or n1ne dolph1ns actively 

associating with one another at any given time, and generally perform- 

ing the same behavior in close prox1mity or less than I to 2 m 

apart. Several pods of varying s1zes, each of wh1ch may or may not 

be act1vely associat1ng with another pod or engaged in the 

same behavior, but that together form a fairly cohesive un1t within 

an area of 100 to 200 m at any g1ven time, constitute a "herd". An 

exception to this occurred in the case of "porpo1se parades", in 

which small pods strung themselves out 1n a long, narrow 11ne which 

extended 1. 0 to 1. 5 km. Such pads, evenly spaced from one another 

and engaged in steady, forward travel, constituted a single herd. 

During this study, herds numbered anywhere from eight or nine to 

approximately 40 dolphins. 

The term "extended herd" character1zes membership of particular 

ind1viduals in a large, soc1ally interact1ng unit. The "extended 

herd" denotes long-term membership in the soc1al unit 1n contrast 

to the "herd" which ind1cates the presence of many individuals within 

a limited area because of attractive env1ronmental factors coupled 

w1th social bonds known to exist at that moment 1n t1me only. Animals 

w1thin the same extended herd need not be located with1n the same, 

11mited area at any given time. An animal sighted alongside or with a 

pod of dolphins may be a member of an extended herd that is scattered 

over a d1stance of many kilometers in several seemingly unrelated 

pods . Llpon other occasions, extended herd members may be seen feeding 

or traveling together. 
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Extended Herd Home Ranges 

Most "naturally tagged" dolph1ns were found in the same general 

regions from one encounter to the next. With one exception, "natural 

tags" regularly s1ghted in one area were never observed associating 

with unatural tagsh from another region. It appear ed that the majority 

f" t iiytggd" t~ihi gdt fth i ah et d- 

ed herds, each with 1ts own home range wh1ch overlapped with the study 

area. In order to simplify, the term "extended herd home range" will 

be written as "herd range" throughout the remainder of the text. Herd 

Range I (Fig. 20) included Pass Cavallo, an adjacent portion of Mata- 

gorda Bay to the north and northeast, and the marshland channels, flats, 

and embayments to the southwest, i. e. , Sect1ons l, 2 and 6. Nearly all 

sightings of Kinara, Kalypso, Gash, Po1nted Finger, A11ki, Ant1mos, 

Ragamuffin, Tal, Stubby, G11, Huckleberry, and Echo were recorded in 

Herd Range I. Herd Range II (Fig. 20) extended from several hundred 

meters southwest of the Matagorda Ship Channel (Gr1ds 19, 20, 25, and 

26), northeast along Matagorda Peninsula to the bulkhead (Section 4), 

north towards the m1ddle of Natagorda Bay, and northwest to the Mata- 

gorda Ship Channel and Intracoastal Waterway. Ilios and Little Chopped 

were always observed in these areas. Herd Range III (Fig. 20) included 

the northwestern two-thirds of Section 5, an unknown port1on of Powder- 

horn Lake, and an undetermined distance farther northwest and north in 

Natagorda Bay. Sea Wolf, Ourania, and Xenon were recorded in this 

area. Flag and Kalymnos, two of the three dolphins that did not appear 

to have home ranges within Natagorda Bay, were sighted twice at the 

ends of the Natagorda Ship Channel jetties (Gr1d 32 ). They were repre- 

ss t tive s an ppa tiy sep ate popui tion f ~Tu i s th t f 

quented the near-shore Gulf of Mexico. Most of these dolph1ns had 

uniquely r1pped dorsal fins that were often infested with the obligate 

cetacean barnacle Xenobalanus glob1~ci 1tus. Although such dolph1ns 

were rarely noted in Matagorda Bay, movement within and just outside 

the Ship Channel jetties was observed upon several occas1ons. One 

uniquely marked dolphin that was photographed inside the jetties on 

8 March 1979 was fortuitously s1ghted a second time 20 months later 
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Fig. 20. — Inshore extended Herd Ranges I, II, and III which over- 
lapped with the study area. 
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as 1t milled around the ends of the jetties on 6 November 1980. The 

two sightings within 0. 5 km of one another may indicate that the use 

of home ranges, or, at least, certain preferred areas, may be charac- 

teristic of "Gulf" dolphins as well as those which appear to frequent 

inshore waters. 

A third "naturally tagged" dolphin, observed in the Gulf 0. 5 km 

southwest of the Matagorda Sh1p Channel jett1es, was recognized and 

confirmed as Th1ck Fin, a prev1ously identified animal from an earlier 
study in the Aransas Pass area of Texas, 95 km to the southwest (Shane, 

1977; Shane and Schmidly, 1978). 
Herd ranges were assumed to extend an unknown distance beyond the 

study area. Chance s1ghtings of several "natural tags" suggested that 
Herd Range I probably extended farther southwest in Espiritu Santo Bay. 

The northeastern limit of Herd Range I appeared to be the Matagorda 

Ship Channel, since only three out of 144 sightings of Herd Range I 

dolph1ns were recorded northeast of it in Herd Range II. No Herd Range 

I dolphins were ever sighted farther northwest than the Port O' Connor 

jetties and the Intracoastal Waterway. Some degree of overlap between 

the northeastern extent of Herd Range I, and the southwestern limit of 
Herd Range II occurred in Grids 18 to 20 and 24 to 26. It is not known 

to what extent Herd Range II extended to the north and northeast in 

Matagorda Bay, although sightings of Little Chopped in both of those 

areas contributed insight into the potential expanse of Herd Range II. 
Herd Range III also appeared to extend farther north and- northwest in 

Matagorda Bay and into Powderhorn Lake. No Herd Range I or Herd Range 

II "natural tags" were ever sighted in Herd Range III, and Herd Range 

III dolphins were never noted south of Broad Bayou (adjacent to Grid 

48 1n Section 5). The frequent s1ghtings of previously unrecorded, 

indentifiable dolph1ns 1n the northwestern half of Section 5 also led 

to the strong impression that Herd Range III extended far to the 

northwest and north of Sect1on 5. 

"Natural Tag" Ind1vidual Home Ranges 

The "natural tags'" 1ndividual home range sizes, s1ghting 
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occurrence, location, and seasonal fluctuat1on 1n locat1on var1ed. 

"Naturally tagged" dolph1n sight1ngs by month and season are presented 

1n Table 6, and Figures 21-24 plot all locations 1n whi ch each dolphin 

was found. 

Sea Wolf (F1g. 21) was sighted only three times dur1ng the study, 

but was always seen 1n the same locat1on. On 26 June 1979, Sea Wolf 

was s1ghted traveling to the northwest near another "natural tag", 

Ourania (F1g. 21), who was also always found in Herd Range III, 
Ourania was sighted a total of seven times, in September, October, 

and November 1978 and February, March, and June 1979. In1tially noted 

moving in and out of Powderhorn Lake on ll September 1978, she and her 

calf then continued northwest along the Matagorda Bay shoreline. Suc- 

cessive sight1ngs predom1nated near the northwestern per1phery of the 

study area with the exception of a June 1979 s1ghting when she was 

observed farther south than usual while following a shr imp boat towing 

to the south in the Matagorda Ship Channel. Known to frequent Powder- 

horn Lake and regions northwest of the study area, the relatively few 

sightings of Ouran1a were probably due to her more frequent utilization 

of those areas. 
A third dolph1n, Kenon (F1g. 21), was noted a single time along 

the extreme northwestern boundary of the study area. An extremely 

1 g ~Tsi, k o sf f ted tthth kt fog I. hose 

and the dorsal surface from the trailing edge of the fin to the 

anterior portion of the ta11 flukes appeared as a scarred, wart-11ke, 

thick, crusty, pinkish-white surface. It is unlikely that only a single 

s1ght1ng of such a d1stinct1vely marked ind1v1dual would occur unless 

its presence 1n the area were extremely lim1ted. guenon's southeastern- 

most home range limit appeared to overlap with the northwesternmost 

limit of the study area. 
Kinara (Fig. 21) was s1ghted a total of 34 t1mes during the 

year, and was one of several dolphins whose home ranoe included study 

area Sect1ons 1, 2, and 6 (Herd Range I). A chance siqhting of K1nara 

and Stubby southwest of the study area expanded this dolphin's known 

range 1nto the northeastern portion of Espi ritu Santo Bay. K1nara 

was or1ginally s1ghted 1n Section 2 near Matagorda Pen1nsula during 
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TABLE 6. — Number of times each "naturally tagged" dolphin was sighted 
during the summer of 1978 pilot study and during each month and season 
of the year-long study. 

Total No. 

1978 
SONDJFMAMJJA FWSSU ofTimes 

1978 

Sea Wolf 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

Gash 

Ourania 

Flag 

Kalymnos 

Pointed 
Finger 

Little 
Chopped 

Il i os 

Al 1 k i 

Antimos 

Ragamuffin 

Tal 

Stubby 

Gil 

Huckleberry 

Echo 

Thick Fin 

Xenon 

1 1 

1 131247651 3 

1 3 11175113 
3 1 4 1 1 

111 11 2 

3 3 2 1 4 2 1 3 

1231 1 1 

1111 1 

21362 31 

21 3 

1 1131 
231 2 

1 1 1 1 

3 3 1 

1 31 

1? 

161 1 9 

130 1 5 

068 4 18 

021 3 

002 5 

006 2 

002 2 

007 0 

001 4 

0?0 0 2 

000 1 

000 1 

2-3? 

1 1 0 0 1 3 

1 4 7 18 4 34 

1 3 3 13 4 24 

405 1 10 

311 2 7 

200 0 2 

100 0 1 

366 4 19 
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Fig. 21. — Home ranges of several of the "natural tags" which over- 
lapped with the study area. 
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the summer of 1978, and subsequent s1ghtings during the fall and winter 

were pr1mari ly recorded in Saluria Bayou and 1ts environs to the north- 

east (Pass Cavallo) and to the southwest (Dev11's Elbow). Kinara and 

yoth ~fi fo of th f 1t f11 t11 

March when increased movement into Section 2 was noted. Subsequent 

observat1ons of Kinara in the sprino and summer were most common in 

Matagorda Bay along the southwestern portion of the Peninsula where 

this dolph1n had been initially sighted during the previous summer. 

Kalypso (Fig. 22), observed 24 times, was usually recorded in or 

near Saluria Bayou and in the Intracoastal Waterway of Section 6. 
Observations of ths s dolphin travel 1ng southwest into Espi ritu Santo 

Bay dur1ng March and April 1979 expanded the originally proposed home 

range. Kalypso was seen only in Saluria Bayou during September, and 

only in the Intracoastal Waterway near F1sherman's Cut during December, 

January, and February. March, April, and May s1ght1ngs predom1nated 

1n or near Saluria Bayou. Dur1ng June, and twice in July, Kalypso 

was observed in Matagorda Bay and near the Port O' Connor jetties. 
Pointed Finger (F1g. 22), observed 19 times, was nearly always 

found in Herd Range I but was also s1ghted traveling in the far out- 

ly1ng regions of that range as well as outs1de of it. The first four 

sightings of Pointed Finger in November and December l978 were all 

recorded off the Port O' Connor jett1es. The f1fth observat1on, also 

1 n December, was recorded 2 . 8 km from the jett1es in the Matagor da 

Ship Channel, several hundred meters north of Herd Range I. Then, 1n 

January, Pointed Finger was followed over 5 km from the Port 

O' Connor jett1es into Sect1on 4. On 23 February 1979, this dolphin 

was sighted at the 1ntersection of the Intracoastal Waterway and the 

Army Cut, 14 km from its previous s1ghting. Depending upon Pointed 

Finger's route of travel, its home range may have thus included a 

port1on of Esp1ritu Santo Bay. March sightings of Po1nted Finger were 

all recorded in the Salur1a Bayou-Oev11's Elbow area, and summer 

sightings alternated between the marshlands and Matagorda Bay. 

All ki (Fig. 23), observed with Kinara, Kalypso, and Pointed 

F1nger, also exh1bited Herd Range I movements. An undetermined 

port1on of Esp1r1tu Santo Bay was 1ncluded in this dolphin's home 
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range. Th1rteen out of a total of 18 sight1ngs were recorded in the 

northwestern port1on of Sect1on 6, primarily in the v1cin1ty of the 

Port O' Connor jetties and Fisherman's Cut. All winter sightings 

occurred in the above locat1on, although by March, Aliki was observed 

throughout Section 6. Aliki was seen in the Intracoastal Waterway 

aga1n on 1 and 2 April, and, like Pointed Finger, alternated between 

the marshlands and open Bay during the summer. 

Gash and her calf (Fig. 23) were seen a total of 10 times during 

September, October, March, Apr11, and June. Eight of Gash's 10 

sightings occurred well within Herd Range I, and she was observed in 

the company of K1nara, Kalypso, and Alik1 upon different occas1ons. 

However, two sightings of Gash traveling away from the study area and 

outside of the study area, as well as her prolonged absence during late 

fall and throughout the winter, posed questions as to the full extent 

and seasonal utilization of her range. 

Although Tal (Fig. 24) was observed eight t1mes during the study, 

th1s dolph1n's movements were not mon1tored prior to March. Tal's 

home range appeared similar to that of the other "natural tags" found 

in Herd Range I. S1ghtings varied among Saluria Bayou, Devil's Elbow, 

the Intracoastal Waterway, Pass Cavallo, and the northeastern end of 

Section 2. Two April sightings of Tal with Kalypso expanded Tal's 

home range southwest into Espiritu Santo Bay. 

Raaamuffin (F1g. 24), who was not 1ndi vidually identified until 

I March 1979, was seen in Herd Range I on seven occasions during the 

spr1ng and summer of 1979. Four of the seven sightings were recorded 

within 2. 6 km of the Port O' Connor jetties. Ragamuff1n was noted 

several meters off the Matagorda Peninsula motte on 29 June 1979, and 

was noted 10. 5 km to the northwest 4 days later. This dolphin's 

home range is substantially enlarged if one assumes that Tal traveled 

from Matagorda Bay through either Big Bayou or Saluria Bayou and 

continued west through Espiritu Santo Bay in order to reach the south- 

eastern end of the Army Cut. 

Gil, Antimos, and Huckleberry (Fig. 24) were sighted seven, six, 

and f1ve times, respectively, within Herd Range I. Movements of 

these dolphins were monitored between February and July; their where- 
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abouts pr1or to that period are unknown. 

Although Stubby (Fig. 24) was sighted only four times between 

March and August 1979, all s1ghtings occurred along the western 

periphery and southwest of Section 6. Speculat1on that the north- 

eastern edge of Stubby's individual home range overlapped w1th the 

southwestern edge of Sect1on 6 1ncreased when Stubby was observed 

nearly 4 km southwest of the study area with Kinara. 

Echo (F1g. 23) was observed once with Huckleberry in June 1979 

off the Port O' Connor jetties, and once in July 1979 in the north- 

eastern corner of Section 2. A previous, unconfirmed sighting of 

Echo was made on 29 October 1978 near the Ferry Channel in Espiritu 

Santo Bay, 0. 5 km west of Matagorda Island and 17 km southwest of the 

subsequent summer sighting. Observations of Echo are inadequate to 

offer any further assumpt1ons regarding the extent of 1ts home range. 

Ilios and Little Chopped (Fig. 21) were noted f1ve and seven 

times, respectively, in the northeastern portion of the study site 
(Herd Range II). Ilios was observed following a shrimp boat w1th 

Po1nted Finaer on 18 December 1978 north of Section 2 in the Matagorda 

Ship Channel. Little Chopped, a calf, was also observed I hour later 
in the northeastern corner of Sect1on 2. On 10 January l979, Ilios 
and Little Chopped were both noted among 30 dolphins 1n Matagorda 

Bay that were scattered near the Ship Channel jetties. Subsequent 

s1ghtings of the two dolphins were recorded pr1mar11y along the 

Matagorda Peninsula and north towards the m1ddle of Matagorda 

Bay. 

~tsi ithditi tiassas. t ti, adh i 

usually observed only a single time within or near the ends of the 

Matagorda Ship Channel jetties (Gr1d 32) and in the near-shore Gulf 

of Mexico. Many of these dolphins were so much more d1st1nct1vely 

marked than those ordinarily recorded within the study area that they 

would have easily been recognized had they frequented the study area 

on a regular basis. It 1s assumed that they 1nhabited the near-shore 

Gulf and occasionally entered Matagorda Bay, either via the Matagorda 

Ship Channel or Pass Cavallo. Flag (F1g. 22) was sighted in Grid 32 

on 28 October 1978 and 29 October 1978. On 29 October, both Flag and 
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Kalymnos (Fig. 22) were noted in the same area where Flag had been 

encountered the prev1ous day. It was hoped that subsequent sightings 

would aid in clarifying the movement patterns of the "Gulf" dolph1ns 

both in and out of the study area, 
Thick Fin (Fig. 22) was observed following a shr1mp boat 0. 5 km 

southwest of the Natagorda Ship Channel jett1es in the Gulf on 29 

June 1979. Easily recognizable because of an unusually th1ck, scarred 

dorsal fin and congenital hunchback, Th1ck Fin had been 1nitially 
1dentified during an earlier study conducted in the Aransas Pass area 

of Texas, 95 km to the southwest (Shane, 1977; Shane and Schmidly, 

1978). Although he had been regularly observed throughout 1976-1977, 

1t was assumed that Thick Fin had a second home range elsewhere because 

he was seen only a s1ngle t1me that winter (25 January 1977). Thick 

Fin was therefore also included as a "natural tag" during this study 

because of the mult1tude of questions regard1ng home range, movements, 

social structure, and inshore/offshore d1stribution which the single 

sight1ng precipitated. During the summer of 1979, Thick Fin was seen 

by several Port Aransas ferry operators on 24 June 1979, and, although 

he may have returned to the area, was not noted again until 22 July 

1979. It was during that interval that he was sighted near the Nata- 

gorda Ship Channel jetties. It is not known whether Thick Fin moved 

farther offshore during any segment of his absence from the Aransas 

Pass area, if his movements were largely limited to the near-shore 

area between the Aransas Pass jetties and the Natagorda Ship Channel 

jetties, or 1f he continued still farther northeast of the Ship 

Channel jett1es before returning to Aransas Pass. 

Seasonal movements 

Seasonal movement patterns were generated by reviewing "natural 

tag" movements and by comparing estimated populat1on dens1ty among 

the six sections through the year. Some "natural tags" were seen con- 

s1stently in the same regions of the study area throughout the year, 

and others, although sighted on a less frequent bas1s, were also 

recorded in the same areas from one encounter to the next. This led 
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were res1dent animals whose movements were fairly localized in and 

around the study area. The repeated sightings, wh1ch gave the appear- 

ance of 11m1ted movement and consistent location, were generally too 

sparse to assure that extensive travel between sightings did not occur. 

"Natural Tag" Seasonal Movements 

Kinara, regularly found in the southwestern region of Sect1on 6 

(Saluria Bayou and Devil's Elbow) dur1ng the fall and winter, was 

primarily s1ghted in Matagorda Bay during late spring and summer. 

Kalypso was sighted in and around the Intracoastal Waterway and 

Saluria Bayou as well as farther northeast in Matagorda Bay during 

the spr1ng. Pointed Finger, found in Pass Cavallo and Matagorda Bay 

during the fall, winter and summer, frequented Saluria Bayou and 

Dev11's Elbow during the spring. Winter observations of Aliki were 

concentrated 1n the Intracoastal Waterway near Fisherman's Cut. 

During the spring and summer, Aliki was seen throughout the Sect1on 

6 area, including the Port O' Connor jetties, F1sherman's Cut, B1g 

Bayou, and Dev11's Elbow. One spring and one summer s1ght1ng 1n 

Matagorda Bay near the southwestern corner of Matagorda Peninsula 

were recorded. Kalypso was noted three t1mes in September and was 

not observed again unt11 December, after which s1ghtings were 

recorded once a month until March. Because Kalypso was known to 

range into Esp1ritu Santo Bay, and because several March s1ghtings 

cons1sted of Kalypso traveling from Devil's Elbow into Espiritu Santo 

Bay, it is possible that this dolphin's winter movements and act1vities 

were predominantly confined to that bay. 

The resumption of more frequent s1ght1ngs of Kalypso 1n March 

may have been related to the init1al s1ghtings of Antimos, Ragamuffin, 

Tal, and Huckleberry during the same period. Sightings of 611 were 

recorded only during the spr1ng. Stubby, initially sighted during 

March, was observed during the spring and summer along the southwestern 

periphery of the study area, as well as outside 1t. Fall and winter 

movements may have been concentrated farther southwest of the study area. 
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Ilios was observed dur1ng the fall, winter, and summer, and Little 

Chopped was sighted dur1ng all four seasons of 1978-1979 as well as 

after the study's formal conclus1on. Three of Ilios' four fall s1ght- 

ings were recorded in Sect1on 4, while the fifth s1ghting, during the 

summer, was recorded farther southwest along the Peninsula shoreline. 

Fall and w1nter s1ghtings of Little Chopped were recorded near the 

Ship Channel jett1es and northeast along the Pen1nsula to the bulkhead. 

Two other sightings were recorded northwest of Section 4. The s1ngle 

spring sighting of Little Chopped occurred on 25 April 1979 when the 

calf was noted 1n a large herd that was following a shrimp boat 11, 7 

km north of the bulkhead. At the end of the summer of 1979, Little 

Chopped was s1ghted several hundred meters north of the bulkhead. Two 

more s1ghtings of the calf were made 1n that area dur1ng the fall 

follow1ng the study's conclusion. 

Ourania, sighted dur1ng all four seasons, was observed only once 

during the winter and once during the spring of 1979. Because she was 

seen so rarely and was known to frequent Powderhorn Lake, it was as- 

sumed that her movements were concentrated in Powderhorn Lake and 

farther north and northwest in Matagorda Bay. 

Accord1ng to Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978), although 

Thick Fin was noted around Aransas Pass dur1ng all four seasons of 

1976-1977, he was seen only a single time during the winter. The ob- 

servation of Thick F1n outs1de the Matagerda Ship Channel jetties on 

29 June 1979 was a chance encounter because that area was rarely 

covered. It is not known how many, or if, in fact, all, of Thick 

Fin's absences from the Aransas Pass area may be traced to the Pass 

Cavallo-Matagorda Ship Channel area. 

Seasonal Variation 1n Estimated Population Density 

Estimated fall dens1ty was h1ghest in Sections 3, 4, and I, the 

Matagorda Ship Channel (part1cularly in Grid 32 and Grids 27, 28, and 

29 adjacent to Sect1on 5 where fall shr1mping act1vity was common), 

the near-shore area northeast of the Matagorda Ship Channel, and Pass 
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Caval lo. Dolphins also concentrated along the Matagorda Peninsula 

southwest of the Sh1p Channel, as well as in and around the mouth of 
Big Bayou, the Army Cut-Intracoastal Waterway 1ntersection, inside 
and at the mouth of the Port O' Connor jett1es, and northwest of the 

jetties along the shoreline to the harbor of Ind1anola. 

Estimated dolph1n sensit1es peaked during the winter and were 

highest in Sections 3, 4, and 1. Most dolphins in Section 1 were 

observed at the po1nt of 1ntersection of Saluria Bayou and the Pass, 
at the northeastern tip of Matagorda Island, and at the southwestern 

tip of Matagorda Peninsula (Decros Point). Although the total 16 kmz 

area of Section 6 ranked fourth in overall estimated winter density, 
more dolphins were seen in Section 6 in February than were seen in any 

other sect1on of the study area with the exception of the Matagorda 

Ship Channel. Mean density in and around the mouths of the Port 
O' Connor jett1es and in the 2. 7 km stretch of Saluria Bayou and Devil's 
Elbow exceeded the density observed in the remainder of the section 
and was higher than any other similarly-sized reg1on of the study 

area. During mid-winter, 20 to 25 dolphins were regularly observed 

in Saluria Bayou. This dramatic winter increase of dolph1ns 1n the 

area of communicat1on between Pass Cavallo and Salur1a Bayou and 

southwest along the length of the Bayou to Devil's Elbow, was noted 

along with isolated, sporadic incidents of herds of 20 to 30 dolphins 

traveling northeast and southwest between the Port O' Connor jetties 
and Fisherman 's Cut, and southwest into Barroom Bay . A brief, 2-week 

id- i t at atio of ~to sio s as also oh s d i th i t 
coastal Waterway during a mullet run. 

Few dolphins were sighted in Section 5 dur1ng the winter. Dol- 

phin sightings in Sect1on 2, although double the fall value, were 

erratic and continued to be so through the spring and summer. 

Observations ranged from a few, scattered individuals, to herds of 
15 to 30 dolphins in the northeastern corner of Section 2 near oil 
platforms and midway along the Peninsula between Decros Point and 

the Matagorda Ship Channel. 

Few dolph1ns were seen in the study area dur1ng the spring. Al- 

though an increase in movement from Salur1a Bayou and Devil's Elbow 
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southwest into Esp1r1tu Santo Bay was noted during the spr1ng, est1mat- 

ed density from February to March decreased by half 1n Sect1ons l and 

6, and by a factor of e1ght 1n Sect1on 4. Dolph1n dens1ty in Sect1on 
3 d 11 d f 4 3. 41 - '0. 566 ~tsio s/k ( i te ) to 2. 96 ~ 2. 15 

~trieste (prig). 5 dolphi f di sett 4 5 

during April, and only Sect1on 2 exhi b1ted an increase (0. 551 + 0. 36 

~tio /k t 0. 549 - '11. 24 ~Ti /k ). 5 tio 3, 1. d 6 

exhib1ted highest overall density. Section 5 exhibited its lowest 

density of the year during this time. 
Summer dolphin sightings in Sect1on 5 were triple what they had 

been during the spr1ng. A decrease was noted in Section 6, a slight 
increase was evident in Section 3, and Sections l, 2, and 4 remained 

fairly constant. Large decl1nes 1n dolph1n numbers in Sections 2 

and 6 occurred from July to August, whereas the summer 1ncrease of 
dolphins observed in Section 5 was mainly due to a large July to 

August increase. 

Daily Movements 

General observations, short-term movement patterns of "naturally 

tagged" T~ursio s a d 65 ufoll. o i g" map of both " atu ally tagg 0" 

and un1dentified dolph1ns offered insight 1nto daily movements. A 

review of "natural tag" movements within a single day, among consecu- 

t1ve days, and from one period of sight1ngs until the next, portrayed 

the var1able nature of short-term movements. 

"Time-Group" Sightings 

Table 7 presents 34 groups of "natural tag" sighti ngs in which 

an interval of 3 days or less between sightings of the same dolphin 

occurred. Movements were relatively localized, and si ght1ng locat1ons 

from one encounter to the next did not exceed a distance of 10 km. 

Seventy-n1ne percent of the "time-groups" were composed of consecut1ve 

sightings in which the "natural tag" was found less than 5 km from 

its last sight1ng. Periods between one "time-group" of consecutive 
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TABLE 7. — "Time-Group" sightings: sighting dates and locations of 
"natural tags" in which an interval of 3 days or less between sightings 
of the same dolphin occurred. 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

Date 

31 October 
3 November 
4 November 
7 November 

11 January 
15 January 

12 February 
14 February 

24 February 
28 February 

3 March 

17 March 
19 March 
20 March 
24 March 
26 March 
30 March 

1 April 

18 April 
19 April 

25 April 
27 April 

15 May 
16 May 
17 May 

23 September 
24 September 

3 March 
4 March 

17 March 
19 March 
22 March 

28 Narch 
29 March 

1 April 

6 April 
7 April 

Sal uri a 
Saluria 
Saluria 
Saluria 
Saluria 
Saluria 

Saluri a 
Devil 's 

Location 

Bayou/Devil's Elbow 
Bayou 
Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 

Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
Bayou (Mitchell's Cut 

Bayou/Devil's Elbow 
Elbow 

Saluria Bayou 
Port O' Connor Jetties 
Mitchell's Cut 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
Devil's Elbow 
Devil's Elbow 
Saluria Bayou 
Mitchell's Cut 
Devil's Elbow 
Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
Port O' Connor Jetties 
Saluria Bayou 
Saluria Bayou 

Decros Stake, Matagorda Bay 
Matagorda Peninsula Mott 
Decros Point area, Matagorda Bay 

Saluria Bayou 
Mitchell's Cut/Saluria Bayou 

Devil's Elbow 
Saluria Bayou 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
Intracoastal Waterway (Clark's 

Fish House) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
Devil's Elbow/Bayucos Point 
Big Bayou/Mailboat Point 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
Saluria Bayou/Bayucos Point 
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TABLE 7 (Continued). 

Date Location 

Kaiypso (Cont. ) 17 July 
21 July 

Decros Stake, Matagorda Bay 
NE Little Old Jetties, Pass 

Cavallo 

Gash 16 September 
18 September 

3 March 
4 March 
5 March 

26 March 
1 April 

Big Bayou/Matagorda Bay 
Matagorda Peninsula Corral 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 

Port O' Connor Jetties 
Barroom Bay/Fisherman's Cut/ 

Intracoastal Waterway 

Ourania 

Flag 

25 June 
26 June 

28 October 

29 October 

Matagorda Ship Channel 
NE Indianola Harbor/Matagorda 

Ship Channel 

Matagorda Ship Channel/Gulf of 
Mexico 
Matagorda Ship Channel/Gulf of 

Mexico 

Pointed Finger 

Little Chopped 

23 November 
25 November 

18 December 

20 December 

28 March 
29 March 

18 December 
19 December 

10 January 

12 January 

Port O' Connor Jetties 
Port O' Connor Jetties 
Matagorda Ship Channel (N Section 

2) 
Pass Cavallo (N Saluria Bayou/ 

Pass Cavallo intersection) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
Devil's Elbow 

Section 2 Oil Platforms 
NE Section 4 

Section 2 Oil Platforms/Matagorda 
Ship Channel Jetties 

Matagorda Peninsula shoreline 
towards bulkhead 

Al i ki 12 February 

15 February 

14 March 
17 March 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisherman' s 
Cut 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisherman' s 
Cut 

Port O' Connor Jetties 
Big Bayou/Mailboat Point 
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TABLE 7 (Continued). 

Aliki (Cont. ) 

Antimos 

Ragamuffin 

Gil 

Huckleberry 

Date 

20 March 
24 March 

25 March 

1 April 

2 April 

6 June 
8 June 

8 June 
12 June 

Zg June 
3 July 

20 July 
Z4 July 

20 March 
22 March 
25 March 

16 April 
18 April 

9 June 
13 June 

Location 

Devil's Elbow 
Intracoastal Waterway (Clark's 

Fish House) 
Matagorda Peninsula Mott 

Intracoastal Waterway (Fisherman 's 
Cut) 

Intracoastal Waterway (Clark's 
Fish House) 

Port O' Connor Jetties 
Saluria Bayou 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 

NE Big Bayou/Matagorda Bay 

W Bay Stake (Matagorda Bay) 

Army Cut 

Port O' Connor Jetties 
Port O' Connor Jetties 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 

Barroom Bay/Big Bayou 
Matagorda Peninsula Mott 

Little Mary's Stake, Big Bayou 

Intracoastal Waterway/Port 
O' Connor Jetties 

Matagorda Ship Channel 
Port O' Connor Jetties 
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sightings until the next "t1me-group" varied from 6 days (Kalypso) to 

6 months (Gash); however, animals were found with1n 5 km of their last 
"time-group" sighting 82% of the time. 

Examples of "naturally tagged" dolphin movements from one sighting 

to the next during longer intervals revealed much movement throughout 

the study area, as well as the prolonged, concentrated coverage of 

certain sites. Between 9 March and 20 March 1979, A11ki traveled from 

Saluria Bayou to the Port O' Connor jetties to the west end of Big Bayou 

and back through Saluria Bayou into Devil's Elbow. Four days later, 
Aliki was observed in the Intracoastal Waterway near the jetties, and 

was found 9 km from the jetties on the following day. Six days later, 
on the morn1ng of I April, Ali ki was s1ghted once again in the Intra- 

coastal Waterway, and during the following afternoon was found w1thin 

0. 5 km of the previous day's sighting. Aliki may or may not have left 
the immediate area during the 24-hour period between sightings, and 

the chance that extensive travel may have occurred cannot be ruled 

out. 
The consecutive sightings of Gash and her calf on 3, 4, and 5 

March at the mouth of Salur1a Bayou are an example of the heavy, 

temporary use of particular areas. Then, on 26 March and on I April, 

Gash and her calf were recorded at the ends of the Port O' Connor jet- 
ties and in the area of the Intracoastal Waterway and Fisherman's Cut. 

It is very possible that extensive movements occurred dur1ng that 

5-day period, because during a similar interval, for example, Thick 

Fin traveled at least 95 km, 

Predictable movement patterns were noted for several days, after 
wh1ch an abrupt sh1ft or change 1n locat1on occurred. Very few dol- 

phins were noted 1n the Intracoastal Waterway during January and 

February. Dur1ng a brief mullet run, large pods consistently appeared 

to herd mullet in a cooperative fashion 1n the Waterway between the 

Port O' Connor jetties and the U. S, Coast Guard Stat1on. Two weeks 

later, few dolph1ns were noted in that area. During March, for exam- 

ple, cons1derable movement between the northeast end of Saluria Bayou 

to Devil's Elbow and west into Espiritu Santo Bay was ev1dent, By 

April, dolphins were rarely seen in those areas. 
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"Following" Maps and Short-Term Travel 

"Following" maps (Figs, Z5-Z8) depicted the movements of dolph1ns 

trailed from a few minutes to over 2 hours. The maps, representative 

of the most commonly observed travel1ng patterns, helped illustrate 
the divers1ty of activity and movements with1n limited periods of 

time. Date, time, number of an1mals followed, and behav1or may be 

found in Table 8. 
Four major travel routes were noted: (1) traveling east from the 

Port O' Connor jett1es to the Matagorda Peninsula, (2) northeast or 

southwest along the Peninsula shorel1ne, (3) northwest or southeast 

in Pass Cavallo, and (4) northeast or southwest between Matagorda 

Bay through the marshlands and into Esp1r1tu Santo Bay. These 

"travel routes" appeared to constitute arteries between the large, 

open expanses of water (Matagorda and Espiritu Santo Hays), as well 

as between the Port O' Connor jetties, Matagorda Peninsula, and Pass 

Cavallo. 
"Travel" was the most frequently recorded behav1or (69% of all 

behavioral observations) (F1g. 29). "Travel" was recorded under ci r- 
cumstances of strong, forward, goal-oriented movement, 1n add1tion to 

slow, often 1ndecisive progression with frequent changes of direction 

and speed and "random movement" or "milling". Therefore, the per- 

centage of "travel" is somewhat unreal1st1cally inflated s1nce it is 
not limited to actual goal-oriented forward progression, but includes 

"random movement" as well. 
Even so, it is clear from Figs. 29 and 30 that a major1ty of the 

dolphins' time is spent 1n either progressive travel or random move- 

ment (possibly in conjunction w1th feed1ng). When the four behaviors 

of travel, feed, mate, and approach-the-observation-platform are 

viewed as one unit, a chi-square test revealed a highly significant 

relationship (p & 0. 0001) between month and behavior (x = 216. 020, 

d. f. = 33), season and behavior (x = 729. 064, d. f. = 9), and area 

and behavior (x-' = 87. 84, d. f. = 9). Time of day had a significant 

effect (p & 0. 05) upon those behaviors (xe = 20. 1 1, d. f. = 9), but 

tide d1d not (p & 0. 10). 
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Fig. 25. — nFollowingn Map I: Ten daily movement patterns which were 

recorded between 11 September and 23 December 1978. See Table 8 for 
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Fig, 27. — mFollowing" Map III: Seven daily movement patterns which 
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TABLE 8. — "Following" map data including date, time, number of 

T~ai f liow d, d O ha l 

Date 

1. 9/11 

2. 9/17 

3. 9/20 

4, 9/30 

5. 10/2 

6. 10/5 

7. 10/19 

8. 11/25 

9. 12/19 

10. 12/23 

Time 

0700-0733 

1600-1700 

1015-1230 
1605-1615 
1333-1500 
1135-1311 
1537-1615 
1425-1445 

1240-1303 
1100-1215 

"Followingw Map I 

T~i 
Ourania + calf 

15 

4 

4 

15 

10 

4 

4 

Little Chopped + 15 

13 

Behavior 

traveling/feeding 

traveling/mating 

traveling/mating 

traveling/riding bow-wave 

traveling 

traveling 

traveling 
traveling/feeding 

traveling 

traveling 

Date 

1. 1/10 

2. 1/19 

3. 1/22 

4. 1/24 

5, 2/6 

6. 2/12 

7. 2/15 

8. 2/15 

9. 3/13 

Time 

1120-1230 
1425-1525 

1115-1210 
1530-1700 
1700-1800 

1345-1406 

1205-1230 

1425-1445 

1015-1115 

"Following" Nap II 

~T" I'a 0 a 

Pointed Finger + 2 

2 

Pointed Finger + 20 

25 

Kinara + 2 

traveling 

traveling 

traveling 

traveling 

traveling 
traveling 

traveling 

traveling 

traveling 

Behavior 



TABLE 8 (Continued). 

Date 

1. 2/14 

2. 3/19 

3. 3/20 

4. 3/20 

5. 3/26 

6. 3/27 

7. 3/27 

Time 

1120-1235 

1645-1702 

0935-1020 
1025-1041 

1655-1723 
1100-1117 
1125-1230 

"Following" Nap III 

T~s 
pointed Finger + Kalypso 

Al iki + 3 

Stubby + 3 

20 

3 

15 

Behavior 

traveling/feeding 

traveling 
traveling 

traveling 
traveling 
traveling 
traveling/mating 

Date 

1. 4/6 

2. 5/15 

3. 6/1 

4. 6/9 

5. 6/16 

6. 6/27 

7. 7/21 

8. 8/7 

9. 8/10 

Time 

0935-1040 
1215-1310 
1050-1140 
1150-1230 

1520-1700 

1715-1900 
0950-1120 
1930-2100 

1555-1620 

"Following" Map IV 

Stubby + 8 

15 

Gash + calf + 1 

2 

25 

10 

7 

3 

Behavior 

traveling 
traveling/randomly moving 

traveling/mating 

traveling/randomly mov- 

ing/feeding 

traveling 
tr avel i ng 

traveling 
traveling 

traveling 
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Spat1a1 Organization 

The most str1k1ng example of intentional, d1rected group movement 

was exh1bited in the form of "porpoise parades". Pods of three to five 

dolphins strung themselves out in a long, narrow line, often l to 2 km 

1n length. Pod d1stances rema1ned consistent as the 11ne slowly pro- 

gressed forward. The fluidity and 1ntermingling among pads so often 

seen in other movement patterns and under other circumstances was ab- 

sent, and pod structure remained stable and 1ntact. As many as 20 to 

Sg T~io s t 1ee 1 st g, gos1-o 1 t e ove e t, often 1 g 

several kilometers within an hour. "Porpoise parades" were recorded 

most often along the length of the Matagorda Peninsula, although they 

were also observed in the Intracoastal Waterway (usually moving in a 

northeasterly direction towards Matagorda Bay), and 1n Pass Cavallo 

(moving in a southerly direction towards the Gulf of Mexico). 

A second movement type and herd configurat1on 1nvolved entire 

herds which moved "en masse" and were assembled in dynam1c, fluid 

pods that were more difficult to differentiate. The herd appeared 

less structured and progressed more as a single, large un1t of inter- 

mingling pods. This type of organizat1on was most often observed in 

conjunct1on w1th feeding and mating. 

A third type of herd configuration resembled a hollow oval. 

This structure was rarely observed. 

Generally speaking, flu1d pod structure was most evident during 

periods of random movement and m1111ng, mating, and playing. Frequent 

trans1t of 1ndividuals from pod to pod, coupled with the h1gh degree 

of interaction among pods, made it difficult to determine pod integrity. 

Oil Sp111 

An oil spill occurred in the Port 0 ' Connor area in September 1978, 

raising serious questions concern1ng effects upon the general health, 

behavior, and short-term movements of dolphins which might come into 

contact with contaminated areas. On 25 September 1978 at 0120 h, the 

towboat "Dixie Volunteer" ran aground on shoals around a dredging 
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platform located approximately 4. 8 km northeast of the Port O' Connor 

jetties. The towboat ran aground while pushing three 61-m barges that 

were bound for Lake Charles, Louisiana, with a load of Number Six fuel 

oil. An estimated 11, 356 1 of fuel oil washed onto nearby shores. 

One large oil slick approximately 0. 5 km long and 247 m wide polluted 

the Port O' Connor jetties and Intracoastal Waterway southwest towards 

Fisherman's Cut, while several deposits of oil were found around the 

mouth of Big Bayou to the south and Boggy Bayou to the northwest. 

Large concentrations of 5 to 7. 5 cm thick oil accumulated in the 

marshlands immediately northwest of the Port O' Connor north jetty. 
Areas where the oil had accumulated were known to be regularly 

frequented by dolphins. Although the Intracoastal Waterway inside 

the jetties was still extremely polluted by Wednesday, 27 September, 

20 dolphins including one calf were found in the areas of heaviest 

oil concentrations. The animals swam back and forth through the 

large oil globules and most severely contaminated areas, seemingly 

unaffected by the oil as they repeatedly surfaced in the midst of the 

thickest concentrations. Host striking was the overwhelming atmos- 

phere of play. Animals continuously mated, leaped, body-surfed on the 

small swells, trunk- and tail-slapped, and tossed fish back and forth 

to one another, Fish were held in the dolphins' mouths for several 

moments before being tossed to other dolphins. Although fish-tossing 

had been observed several times prior to the oil spill, and was seen 

periodically thereafter, upon no other occasion was this activity as 

prevalent and conspicuous as it was immediately following the oil spill. 
The jetties area was checked three times during that day, at 1000 

h, at 1300 h, and 1800 h. Special efforts were undertaken to identify 

individuals so that the amount of time spent in the area might be 

compared with the dolphins' presence there during more typical days. 

Although oil had polluted the areas around both the north and south 

jetties, the majority of dolphins were scattered up and down the 

inside of the north jetty, precisely where the oil slicks were most 

abundant. One dolphin that was identified at 1025 h was resighted 

the a at 1315 h tth 13 the T~ie th t at111 

tossing fish and playing. The jetties were checked a third time at 
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1800 h, and although the uniquely-scarred dolphin seen earlier during 

the day was absent, 15 other dolphins were mating, surf1ng, and 

tossing f1sh. 
A "norther" blew in on Thursday, 28 September, preventing coverage 

oi the jetti s. 0 29 S ot h, ii ~Ti ohs ed t id 

and to the south of the south jetty. During a morning aer1al survey 

on Saturday, 30 September, no dolphins were recorded inside the jetties 
and few dolph1ns were seen throughout most of the study area. Oil 

slicks covered much of Sect1ons I and 2. However, 44 dolph1ns were 

s1ghted from the project boat in Sections 2 and 4 later that afternoon. 

Bay-Gulf Interchange 

Dolphins were never observed traveling the entire d1stance from 

any point in Matagorda Bay through the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties 
and into the Gulf of Mexico, or vice versa. Dolphins were somet1mes 

s1ghted in Matagorda Bay near the Ship Channel jetties (Grids 26 and 

33) and were followed into the jetties, but were lost in the swells or 

in the aftermath of their approach towards incoming or outgoing 

vessels. Other dolphins which were sighted m1dway through the jetties 
(Grids 31 and 32) and followed out to the Gulf were not known to have 

frequented Matagorda Bay. Still other animals observed at the ends 

of the jetties in the Gulf were never noted entering the jetties and 

the Bay. 

Dolphins were seen in Pass Cavallo, within Matagorda Bay adjacent 

to the Pass, and farther within the Bay travel1ng towards the Pass. 

They were also observed near the northeastern tip of Matagorda Island, 

far out 1n the Pass. Two incidents suggest that an undetermined 

amount of exchange between the Bay and Gulf does exist. The first 
incident, on 27 March 1979, involved a herd of 15 dolphins (including 

a newborn calf flanked by adults on either side and several juveniles 

to the rear of the herd) that traveled along the Matagorda Peninsula 

Gulf beach, around the t1p of Decros Point, north into the Pass, and 

1nto the edge of- Matagorda Bay. They returned to the Gulf within 45 

minutes of the1r 1n1t1al sighting and were followed an addit1onal 2 km 
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as they continued northeast along the Peninsula Gulf shoreline towards 

the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties. 
Th 9 dt td 1 9 77171979 h 79~7 

followed from 0950 h until 1120 h as they traveled from just outside 

the Port O' Connor jetties towards Oecros Point. Although the herd 

separated into several pods, the majority of which traveled northeast 

along the Matagorda Peninsula bay shoreline, a pod of four animals 

was followed down the Pass and into the Gulf. 

Influence of Tidal Flow and Time of Day 

Dolphins moved against the tidal flow significantly more often 
than they moved with the flow (Chi-Square Test, x = 15. 226, d. f. = 4, 
p & 0. 005). They were more likely to move randomly during an ebb tide 
than during a flood tide. Southeasterly movements were more common 

during flood tides, and northwesterly movement was more predominant 

during an ebb tide. 
When the day was divided into four time periods ( I: 0600 - 1000 h; 

II: 1000 - 1300 h; III; 1300 - 1700 h; IV: 1700 - 2100 h), significantl!7 
more northwest-southeast movement was recorded during Time I (x 
29. 02, d. f. = 12, p & 0. 005). Time II movements tended to be either 
random or in a northerly direction, and Time III movements were most 

often noted to the southeast or were random. Time IV movements pre- 
dominated to the southwest. 

Social Composition 

"Naturally Tagged" Dolphins 

The majority of "natural tags" appeared to belong to one of three 
extended herds. When the 96 incidents of "natural tag" associations 

are reviewed, 18 of the 20 "naturally tagged" dolphins were observed 

in the company of one or more other "natural tags" from one to 15 

times, with a mean of 5. 3 times. With one exception, animals which 

were assumed to . be members of one extended herd were never seen 



associating with an1mals of another extended herd. 

Table 9 11sts the date, locat1on, and type associat1on 

among "natural tags". The types of associations included "pod 

member", "herd member", or "located 1n vicin1ty", i. e. , within 1. 0 to 

1. 5 km of another "natural tag". Pod composition tended to be fluid 

and dynamic, and "natural tags" repeatedly interacted with the same, 

recognizable 1ndi v1duals over time as well as with other dolph1ns that 

had not been 1dentified. The manner of association and degree of 

1nt1macy was variable. An1mals observed as pod members during one 

encounter were each noted interact1ng with different animals dur1ng 

other encounters, although previous pod members were recorded in the 

vicinity. "Natural tags" were documented as herd members or within 

the same vicinity of other "natural tags" 74% of the time. In several 

cases, those "naturally tagged" dolphins wh1ch were seen most frequent- 

ly in the same herds or vicinity of other wnatural tags" tended to be 

the pod members as well. 

Kinara associated with the largest number of other "natural 

tags", includ1ng three times each w1th Kalypso and Gi 1, twice each 

with Ant1mos, Po1nted Finger, and Stubby, and a s1ngle t1me each with 

Gash, Alik1, and Ragamuffin. Kinara was noted once in the same pod 

and tw1ce w1thin the same vicinity as G11, once in the same herd and 

twice in the same v1cinity as Kalypso, and only once in the same herd 

as Aliki. The seven "natural tagsw with which A11ki was noted were 

the same animals that were seen w1th Kinara, although 

Aliki was not seen w1th Ragamuffin, Although Kinara was observed in 

the same pod only once with Gil and once with Stubby, pod members 

among Aliki's various encounters included Gil, Antimos, Pointed Finger, 

and Kalypso. 

Kalypso was noted alone upon three occasions, and was sighted 

w1th six "naturally tagged" dolphins (Aliki, Kinara, Gash, Pointed 

Finger, Stubby, and Tal) among several encounters. Kalypso and 

Pointed Finger were noted 1n the same pod three of the four times in 

which they were sighted together. This was the only case in which 

tw ~Ttsi re hs rdwithi th aced eethah . Pi ~ td 
Finger's presence within the same herd as Ilios, as well as this 
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TABLE 9. — A 91 tf f " te 11y t gg e" T~i fth 9 9 th 
Listed are dates and locat1ons of jo1nt s1ght1ngs and type of associa- 
t1on (pod, herd, or vicinity). 

Sea Wolf 

Ourania 

Kinara 

Antimos 

Gash 

Ka lypso 

Pointed Finger 

Al iki 

Stubby 

Gil 

Ragamuffin 

Gash 

Kalypso 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

A11ki 

Date 

6-26-79 

2-28-79 

3-24-79 

3-3-79 

3-3-79 

3-17-79 

3-19-79 
3-19-79 
6-25-79 

3-20-79 
3-20-79 
8-30-79 

3-20-79 
4-27-79 

5-5-79 

5-22-79 

3-3-79 

3-3-79 

3-4-79 

4-1-79 

Location 

Matagorda Sh1p Channel, off 
Powderhorn Ranch (Gr1d 27 ) 

Southeast of Port O' Connor 
jetties (Grid 15) 

Saluri) Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
(Grid 82) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Dev11's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Matagorda Peninsula Mott 

(Gr1d 24) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Devil's Elbow (Gr1d 85) 
Southeast of Farwell Island 

(Grid 88) 
Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Saluria Bayou/Devil's Elbow 

(Grid 85) 
Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 

(Grid 8) 
Southeast of Little Old Jetties 

(Grid 15) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavall o 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Gr1d 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisher- 
man's Cut (Gr 1d 65) 

Type 

vi c1ni ty 

herd 

herd 

v1cin1ty 

vicinity 

herd 

vicinity 
v1c1ni ty 
vic1n1ty 

herd 

vi cin1ty 
pod 

vicinity 
pod 

vicinity 

herd 

vi c1ni ty 

vicinity 

herd 

herd 
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TABLE 9 (Continued). 

Gash 

Date 

4-1-79 

Pointed Finger 7-17-79 

Location 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisher- 
man's Cut (Grid 64) 

Northwest of Decros Stake, 
Matagorda Bay (Grid 17) 

Type 

herd 

pod 

~tittle tho o 

Pointed Finger 

Il i os 

Antimos 

Aliki 

Kinara 

~Ra ffi ~ 

Kinara 

Tal 

Tal 

Kalypso 

Ragamuffin 

~Stubb 

Kinara 

Aliki 

12-18-78 

1-10-79 

12-18-78 

1-10-79 

2-28-79 

2-12-79 

6-8-79 
2-28-79 

3-24-79 

5-22-79 

8-6-79 

4-7-79 
4-16-79 
8-6-79 

3-20-79 
8-30-79 

3-20-79 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Ship 
Channel jetties (Grid 30) 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Ship 
Channel jetties (Grid 30) 

1 km northeast of Matagorda 
Ship Channel jetties (Grid 34) 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisher- 
man's Cut (Grid 64) 

Saluria Bayou (Grid 82) 

Southeast of Port O' Connor 
jetties (Grid 15) 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
(Grid 82) 

Southeast of Little Old Jetties 
(Grid 15) 

Southeast of Little Dld Jetties 
(Grid 15) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Southeast of Little Old 
Jetties (Grid 15) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Southeast of Farwell Island 

(Grid 88) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

vicinity 

herd 

vicinity 

herd 

vicinity 

herd 

pod 

herd 

herd 

herd 

vicinity 

herd 
pod 

vicinity 

vicinity 
pod 

vicinity 
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TABLE 9 (Continued). 

~Kal so 

Al i ki 

Date 

12-4-78 

7-17-79 

Kinara 

Gash 

3-3-79 

3-17-79 

3-19-79 
3-3-79 

3-4-79 

Stubby 4-6-79 

Tal 

Ourania 

4-7-79 
4-16-79 

Pointed Finger 3-19-79 

3-28-79 

3-29-79 
7-12-79 

Location 

Intracoastal Waterway near 
Clark's Fish House (Grid 64) 

Northwest of Decros Stake, 
Matagorda Bay (Grid 17) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Pass Cavallo 
(Grid 8) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
(Grid 83) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
(Grid 83) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Northwest of Decros Stake, 

Matagorda Island (Grid 17) 

Saluria Bayou (U. S. C. G. ruins) 
(Grid 82) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Type 

herd 

pod 

vicinity 

herd 

V1C1n1ty 

vicinity 

herd 

pod 

pod 

herd 
pod 

vicinity 

herd 
pod 

Sea Wolf 

Flaq 

Kalymnos 

~K1 dd 

6-26-79 

10-29-78 

10-29-78 

Matagorda Ship Channel off 
Powderhorn Ranch (Grid 27) 

Ends of Matagorda Ship Channel 
jetties (Grid 32) 

Ends of Matagorda Ship Channel 
jetties (Grid 32) 

vicinity 

pod 

pod 

Echo 

Huckleberry 

~Pi tdtd 
6-13-79 Port O' Connor jetties (Grid 63) herd 

Il ios 12-18-78 

1-10-79 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Ship 
Channel jetties (Grid 30) 

herd 

vicinity 
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TABLE 9 (Continued). 

Date 

L1ttle Chopped 12-18-78 

1-10-79 

Kalypso 

K1nara 

3-19-79 

3-28-79 

3-29-79 
7-17-79 

3-19-79 
6-25-79 

Al i ki 7-17-79 

Huckleberry 7-22-79 

Little Chopped 12-18-79 

1-10-79 

2-28-79 

Illos 
Pointed Finger 12-18-78 

1-10-79 

Location 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Ship 
Channel jett1es (Grid 26) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
(Grid 83) 

Saluria Bayou/Mitchell's Cut 
(Grid 83) 

Dev11's Elbow (Gr1d 85) 
Northwest of Decros Stake, 

Matagorda Bay (Gr1d 17) 
Devil's Elbow (Grid 17) 
Matagorda Pen1nsula Mott 

(Grid 24) 

Northwest of Decros Stake, 
Matagorda Bay (Grid 17) 

Ends of Port O' Connor jetties 
(Grid 63) 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Ship 
Channel jetties (Grid 30) 

Matagorda Ship Channel south- 
east of 23/24 (Grid 29) 

Matagorda Bay/Matagorda Sh1p 
Channel jetties (Grid 30) 

1 km northeast of Matagorda 
Ship Channel jetties (Grid 34) 

Type 

vi cinity 

herd 

pod 

pod 

herd 
pod 

vlclnlty 
vicinity 

pod 

vlclnl'ty 

herd 

vi cini ty 

vi c1n1ty 

herd 

vicinity 

Al 1 ki 

Kalypso 

Antimos 

K1nara 

Stubby 

Gil 

12-4-78 

7-17-79 

2-12-79 

6-8-79 
3-20-79 
3-20-79 

3-20-79 
3-25-79 

Intracoastal Waterway near 
Clark's Fish House (Gr1d 64) 

Northwest of Decros Stake, 
Matagorda Bay (Grid 17) 

Intracoastal Waterway/Fisher- 
man's Cut (Grid 64) 

Saluria Bayou (Grid 82) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Devil's Elbow (Gr1d 85) 
Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Matagorda Peninsula Mott 

(Grid 24) 

herd 

pod 

herd 

pod 

herd 

vi ci ni ty 
vlclnl'ty 
pod 
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TABLE 9 (Continued). 

Huckleberry 

Gil 

A11ki 

Stubby 

Date 

6-26-79 

3-20-79 
4-27-79 

5-5-79 

3-20-79 
3-25-79 

3-20-79 

Location 

Northwest of Mitchell's Cut 
(Gr1d 80) 

Dev11's Elbow (Gr1d 85) 
Salur1a Bayou/Dev11's Elbow 

(Gr1d 8) 
Salur1a Bayou/Pass Cavallo 

(Gr1d 8) 
Dev11's Elbow (Grid 85) 
Matagorda Pen1nsula Mott 

(Grid 24) 

Devil's Elbow (Grid 85) 

Type 

v1cinity 

vicinity 
pod 

vicinity 

v1cinity 
pod 

v1cini ty 

~Hklebe 

Echo 

Stubby 

6-13-79 
6-26-79 

Po1nted Finger 6-22-79 

Port O' Connor jetties (Grid 63) herd 

Northwest of Mitchell's Cut vic1ni ty 
(Grid 80) 

Ends of Port O' Connor jetties vic1nity 
(Grid 63) 
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dolphin's presence near Ilios and Little Chopped upon three occasions, 

marked the only encounter in which a dolphin assumed to be a member of 
one extended herd interacted with dolphins from another extended herd. 

Pointed Finger was recorded alone 26K of the time and was observed four 

times with Kalypso, twice with Ki nara, once with Ali ki, and once with 

Huckleberry, Stubby, noted four times along and outside the western 

border of Section 6, was sighted southwest of the study area once with 

Kinara, and in the vicinity of five "naturally tagged" dolphins. 

Assuming that the largest portion of Stubby's home range lay southwest 

of the study area in Espiritu Santo Bay, Stubby's presence with Herd 

Range I dolphins may therefore have constituted an example of home 

range overlap and interaction with dolphins of other extended herds 

as was seen in the case of Pointed Finger. 

Thick Fin was sighted with 10 other dolphins in the Gulf of Mexico 

approximately 0. 5 km southwest of the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties . 
None of the 10 dolphins was recognized from the study area or as a 

"naturally tagged" dolphin which Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly 

( 1978) had identified in the Aransas Pass area. The nature of Thick 

Fin's relationship to the herd is not known. 

Mean Pod Size 

Pods usually contained from two to four dolphins. Ten percent 

of the pods consisted of single animals. Mean pod size per month 

ranged from a low of 2. 09 + 0. 96 (+ values equal 1 SD about the mean) 

in January to a high of 3. 32 + 1. 94 during both June and July. The 

slightly lower fall and winter monthly pod sizes were reflected in fall 
and winter seasonal pod means of 2. 59 + 1. 55 and 2. 54 + 1. 45 and in 

spring and summer pods of 3. 16 + 1. 64 and 3. 30 + 1. 76. Pods tended 

to be largest in the early morning (X = 3. 02 + 1. 73) and in the early 

evening (X = 2, 97 + 1. 66). An increase in pod size was also noted with 

increasing water depth. Pods varied from 2 . 35 + 1 . 27 in water less 

than 0. 9 m deep, to 2. 92 + 1. 67 in depths of 2. 7 to 4. 6 m deep and 

3. 29 + 1. 69 in depths of 4. 6 to 9. 2 m. Although many of the above 

mean pod sizes were significantly different (Duncan's Multiple Range 
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Test at the 0. 05 level) they represented two versus three dolphins in 

most cases. 
A significant difference (Duncan's Multiple Range Test; p & 0. 05) 

was found between pod size in open Bay Sections 1, 2, 3, and 5 and pod 

size in Sections 4 and 6. With the exception of Section 4, all pods 

in the open Bay were significantly larger than those in the constricted 
marshland areas and small embayments. Significant differences (p & 

0. 05) between seasonal pod sizes among the six sections were found 

using Duncan's Multiple Range Test. Section 4 and Section 6 fall and 

winter pod sizes were significantly smaller than spring and summer 

pod sizes in Sections 4 and 6 as well as in Sections 1 and 2. Mean 

pod sizes in Section 4 and Section 6 were also significantly smaller 

(p & 0. 05) than mean pod sizes in Sections 1 and 2 when pod size in 

each section according to time of day was tested (Duncan's Multiple 

Range Test). 
Mean pod size and standard deviation for each "natural tag" is 

listed in Table 10. The mean pod size for "natural tags" found in 

Herd Range I, composed predominantly of Sections 1, 2, and 6, was 

3. 22 + 1. 91. The mean pod size found for all dolphins in Sections 1, 
2, and 6 as a whole was 3, 17 + 1, 68. Herd Range II "natural tagsm 

(regularly found in Sections 3 and 4) exhibited a mean pod size of 
3. 05 + 1. 00. Mean pod size of those two combined sections for all 
dolphins was 2. 88 + 1. 49. The mean pod size of Herd Range III (Section 

5) "natural tags 
" was 3. 14 + 1. 59, Mean pod size for all dolphins 

found in Section 5 was 3. 12 + 1. 88. The three "naturally tagged" 

~Tsi athtme ie deca e i th Gif Itic, dttem, ad 
Thick Fin) exhibited mean pod sizes of 6. 5 + 2. 12, 8. 00 + 2. 83, and 

10. 00 + 3, 16, respectively. 

Mean Herd Size 

Although an oversight in herd notation resulted in a small sample 

size which may not be representative, mean herd size was calculated 

according to several parameters. Mean herd size varied from 11. 29 + 

8. 52 (+ values equal 1 SD about the mean) in January to 15. 24 + 7. 35 
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TABLE 10. — Mean pod and herd sizes (including 
for each "naturally tagged" dolphin. 

standard deviation) 

Name Pod Size SD N X Herd Size SD 

Sea Wolf 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

Gash 

Ourania 

Flag 

Kalymnos 

Pointed Finger 

Little Chopped 

I 1 i os 

Al iki 
Antimos 

Ragamuffin 

Ta1 

Stubby 

Gi 1 

Huckleberry 

Echo 

Thick Fin 

Xenon 

3. 00 

3, 79 

3. 65 

3. 50 

3. 43 

6. 50 

8. 00 

2. 89 

2. 89 

3. 20 

3. 06 

2. 67 

3. 00 

2. 63 

3. 75 

3. 29 

3. 40' 

3. 00 

10. 00 

3. 00 

1. 31 

2. 63 

2. 22 

1. 79 

1. 73 

2. 12 

l. 73 

1. 45 

0. 55 

1. 50 

1. 03 

2. 43 

1. 93 

2. 08 

2. 56 

1. 92 

1. 15 

3 

34 

24 

10 

7 

2 

1 

19 

9 

5 

18 

6 

7 

8 

7 

5 

2 

1 

1 

8, 00 

11. 67 

11. 91 

15. 00 

10. 00 

23. 50 

27. 00 

15. 57 

14. 32 

14. 50 

14. 33 

8. 01 

13, 00 

11. 00 

11. 67 

11. 00 

9, 33 

8. 00 

10. 00 

1. 00 2 

4. 63 16 

8. 76 11 

5. 02 

1, 16 

2. 83 

7. 10 

4. 99 

4. 95 

4. 60 

3. 54 

3. 54 

4. 24 

1. 53 

1. 73 

2. 83 
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in August. The slight monthly 1ncrease in herd size was illustrated 
more clearly in the mean herd size according to season which increased 

from 11. 49 + 3. 21 and 12. 28 + 4. 75 in the fall and winter to 13. 91 + 

4, 78 and 14. 58 + 6. 64 in the spring and summer. Herd sizes were 

largest early 1n the morn1ng (13. 42 + 5. 75) and early in the evening 

(13. 74 + 2. 36). Mean herd size 1ncreased as depth increased (& 9 m, 

10. 7 + 2 . 66; & 9m, 14. 84 + 1 . 49) . Herd s1zes did not d1ffer signi- 
ficantly accord1ng to month, season, or depth (Duncan's Mult1ple Range 

Test; p & 0. 05). However, a s1gnif1cant difference (Mann-Whitney U 

Test; p & 0, 05) was found between herds recorded in the open waters 

of Sect1on 2, and herds found 1n Section 6. Mean herd size in Section 

6 was larger than herd s1zes in Sections 4 and 5, although this dif- 
ference was not sign1ficant. 

A s1gnificant relationship (p & 0. 05) was found between herd size 
and t1me of day and herd size and behavior (Duncan's Mult1ple Range 

Test). Largest herds were found during Time I (0600 - 1000) and during 

Time IV (1700 - 2100); they differed significantly (p & 0. 05) from herd 

sizes which were recorded between 1000 - 1300 and 1300 - 1700. Herds 

engaged in play and in shrimp boat-associated behavior were also sig- 
n1ficantly larger (p & 0. 05) than traveling, feeding and mating groups. 

Female-Calf Pairs 

Calves compr1sed 7. 21K of the total dolphin count during the year- 

long study. Many of the 522 sight1ngs of female-calf pa1rs consisted 

of newborn dolphins that were easily identifiable due to their extreme- 

ly small size, black appearance, v1vid fetal folds, and their awkward, 

uncoord1nated respiration. Older calves, believed to be less than 1 

year old, were 1dentified by their less than 1. 7 m length (R1dgway, 

1968) and the1r close physical contact with larger animals presumed 

to be the1r mothers. 

Calves composed 8, 91K of the total dolphin count in the spr1ng, 

and was lowest during the fall (6. 29%). When calf percentages are 

broken down by month, lowest f1gures were recorded in October and 

December (5. 23/ and 5. 07%%u, respect1vely), and highest calf percentages 
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were observed in April and June (9. 09%%u and 9. 21', respectively). 
Several newborn calves were sighted in January 1979 when calves com- 

posed 8, 60/ of the population. Figure 31 provides a more detailed 

breakdown of calf percentages by month and season. 

Although calves were noted throughout the study area, the highest 

female-calf counts were consistently recorded in Section 6, the area 

primarily composed of relatively protected deep channels and extensive 

shallow areas adjoining the channels and flats. Over the year, 39%%u of 
all female-calf pair sightings occurred within Section 6. During the 

fall and winter, 29K and 63K of all female-calf pair sightings were 

recorded in Section 6, whereas 44% and 27K were recorded there during 

the spring and summer. A breakdown of mother-calf pair/month and 

season by area is presented in Table 11. Table 12 lists the number 

of ti d p tag of ti e each Mnat 113 t gg d" ~fi as 

seen in the same pod or herd as one or more calves. 

Only two of the "natural tags", Gash and Ourania, were known to 

have been mothers during the year of the study. Gash was observed 

with her calf during all 10 sightings, and with at least a second 

female-calf pair in the same pod 40% of the time. On 16 and 18 Septem- 

ber 1978, Gash, her calf, a second mother -calf pair, and a fifth 
dolphin, were seen traveling towards Pass Cavallo. Following a 6- 

month interval in which Gash and her calf were not seen, they were 

subsequently sighted at the mouth of Saluria Bayou with 20 other 

T~io 0 3, e, nd 5 M h 1919. 0 3 Ma h, Gash s see with t 
her calf for brief periods of time and possibly joined one of the 

mating pods for several minutes. However, she was usually observed 

next to her calf, a second female-calf pair, and a fifth identifiable 

dolphin. On 26 March, Gash and her calf were again observed with a 

1 g h d fggt gg~fiosneartheootg'to 3tti . 51 

days later, they were noted traveling northeast with a herd of 30 

dolphins from Fisherman's Cut to the Port O' Connor jetties. Gash and 

her calf traveled in a pod with two other mother-calf pai rs, and two 

or three other calves were noted within the herd. Two months later 
in June, Gash, her calf, and a third dolphin were sighted alone, 

traveling southwest in Matagorda Bay, north of the study area, 
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TABLE 11. — Mother-calf pairs/month and season by section. 

Shrimping; 
Month Gulf; EspirItu Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Santo Ba 

September 5 

October 9 

November 4 

December 0 

3 2 8 8 22 

5 6 13 1 11 

2 10 11 2 13 

5 1 4 1 13 

51 

53 

53 

January 0 13 2 3 0 14 32 

February 0 

March 18 

April 1 

2 3 2 1 35 

4 1 0 1 44 

5 0 0 0 14 

14 

43 

74 

34 

May 9 14 4 1 0 5 34 

June 8 

July 13 

August 9 
76 67 41 ~4 35 

10 
205 

4 5 0 5 13 

9 1 0 7 11 

1 

54 

43 

38 
F22 

%%d 14. 6 12. 8 7. 85 8. 4 6. 7 39. 3 10. 3 

Fall 

Winter 

~Srin 

Summer 

18 10 18 32 11 46 

11. 5 6. 4 11. 5 20. 4 7. 0 29, 3 

0 20 6 9 2 62 

0 2. 0 6. 1 9. 1 2. 1 62. 6 

28 23 5 1 1 63 

19. 7 16. 2 3. 5 0. 7 0. 7 44. 4 

30 14 12 2 21 34 

24. 2 11. 3 9. 7 1. 6 16. 9 27. 4 

22 

14. 0 

21 

14. 8 

8. 8 

157 

99 

142 

124 
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TABLE 12. — T t 1 u be of tt h 
" atu 11y t gg u" T~io aa 

sighted with one or more calves. 

Name 
Total No, 
Sightings 

Pod Herd 

Total No. and 5 of Time 
Seen With Calf in Pod 
or Herd or Both Pod 
and Herd Simultaneousl 

Sea Wolf 

Kinara 

Kalypso 

Gash 

Ourani a 

Flag 

Ka1ymnos 

Pointed Finger 

Little Chopped 

Il ios 

Al iki 
Antimos 

Ragamuffin 

Tal 

Stubby 

Gil 

Huckleberry 

Echo 

Thick Fin 

Xenon 

3 

34 

24 

10 

7 

2 

1 

19 

9 

5 

18 

6 

7 

8 

4 

7 

5 

2 

1 

1 

1 — 50K 1 — 50%%d 

5 — 24/ 16 — 76%%d 

4 — 33%%d 11 — 92%%d 

10-100% 6 — 60%%u 

6-100K 2 — 33'X 

0 — O%%d 2-100K 

0 — 
O%%u 2-100%%d 

1 — 13% 7 — 88%%d 

9-100%%d 

5 — 56%%u 4 — 44%%d 

0 — OX 3-100%%u 

2 — 29K 5 — 71%%d 

1 — 33% 3-100%%d 

0 — 
O%%d 3-100%%d 

2 — 50% 2 — 50K 

1 — 25/ 3 — 75%%d 

0 — O'X 0 — 
O%%u 

2-100%%d 1 — 50K 

2-100'X 1 — 50K 

0 — OX 0 — 
O%%d 

0 — 
O%%d 1-100%%d 

2 — 67K 

21 — 56'%%d 

12 — 50% 

10 — 100%%d 

6 — 86K 

2 — 100% 

1 — 100% 

8 — 42K 

9 — 100K 
(With presumed mother) 

9 — 100% 
(With other calves) 

3 — 60%%d 

7 — 39K 

3 — 50%%uo 

3 — 43K 

4 — 50% 

4 — 100K 

2 — 29%%d 

2 — 40/ 

0 — 
O%%d 

1 — 100% 

0 — 
O%%u 
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Ourania was observed with a small calf dur1ng the fall and winter. 

On 2 November, she and her calf were noted following a shrimp boat, 
k pig o dit ayfoetheth eothe ~yi tht 1 

follow1ng the boat. Ourania and her calf then joined a pod of five 
dolphins that were randomly moving several meters away but immediately 

moved away from the pod when they began to mate. Although Ourania and 

her calf rema1ned in the vic1nity, they d1d not approach again unt11 

the dolphins ceased to mate several minutes later. Ouran1a was seen 

ith h if d 10 oth ~T sio s oo 26 Feh y, h t ight d the 

following week w1thout her calf. She was also seen without a calf 
during the next sighting on 25 June, although a calf was noted in the 

vicinity. However, the following day she was sighted in a pod of 
four adults 10 to 15 m from a second pod wh1ch included three calves. 
Several minutes later the two pods mingled, and Ourania was seen in the 

presence of a calf. She and the calf approached a shrimp boat together 

and began following the boat for the next hour. It is not known if 
th1s was the same calf seen during the prev1ous encounters. 

Little Chopped, a calf at least one year old, frequently left its 
mother's s1de and also approached the observat1on platform many times. 

On 19 December, after Little Chopped approached the bow of the obser- 

vation platform, a larger animal imnedlately appeared near the boat 

and emitted a series of loud, expulsive breaths or snorts. Three weeks 

later, on 10 January 1979, Little Chopped was observed w1th an an1mal 

presumed to be its mother, and a newborn calf. The newborn calf was 

also noted 2 days later with Little Chopped and the female; however, 

by 22 January, only Little Chopped and the presumed mother were observed 

together. On 28 February, Little Chopped, the presumed mother, and a 

second female-calf pair were observed traveling together. 
Host evident among the s1m1lar1t1es with respect to Ourania 

Gash, Little Chopped, and other mother-calf pairs was the degree of 
segregat1on wh1ch was maintained. Female-calf pa1rs were often sighted 

travel1ng completely alone or in the company of a third dolphin or a 

second female-calf pa1r. Within herds, female-calf pairs were also 
e1ther alone or in the company of one or two other female-calf pairs. 
Newborn calves, noted close to their mothers and often flanked by a 



seen d d lt, t y d o di t y f th T~i , peci ity 

when traveling and when following trawling shrimp boats. Calves were 

never observed w1thin mat1ng pods, and deliberate movement away from 

such pods was, 1n fact, observed. Hhen herds were followed, older 

calves frequently approached the observation platform 1n the company 

of other large calves or juveniles without their mothers. Groups of 

older calves w1thin large herds were also observed leap1ng and playing 

together. It is not known if female-calf pairs tended to range over 

large dist s th did othe ~T io , altho gh G h d h calf 
were found over widely-separated areas. 

Herd Composition 

Large herds were composed of variously-sized animals, w1th 

notable segregat1on w1thin the larger unit. Pods of female-calf pairs, 
female-calf pa1rs plus one or two larger animals, juveniles, and large 

animals const1tuted the ent1re herd un1t. 

Dolphin - Shrimp Fishery Associat1on 

Published accounts of food and feeding behav1or by True (1885)a 

Townsend ( l914a), Gunter (1938, 1942, 1951, 1954), Harris (l938), Kemp 

(1949), Galley (1966), Hoese (1971), Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a), 
Leatherwood (1975), Shane (1977), and Shane and Schm1dly (1978) depict 

~Trsio s b i g fl ibis in it f di g h bits and e sily d Ptabl 

t th t abundant d il bl fish t th ti . That ~T si 

is both catholic in 1ts feed1ng reg1me and adept at exploiting an 

easy food source was illustrated in the dolphins' shrimp boat-associ- 

ated feeding patterns. Initially considered a small, insign1ficant 

aspect of their feed1ng repertoire, it became apparent that the dol- 

phins' attract1on to shr1mp boats not only 1nfluenced feeding ecology, 

group composition, social behavior, and interspecific 1nteractions, 

but also posed many questions regarding activity cycles and seasonal 

movements. 

Shrimping is exclus1vely a bottom trawl fishery (Moffett, 1974). 



Dolphins have exploited the shrimping operation due to the fact that for 

every pound of shrimp, eight to as many as 20 pounds of unwanted fish 

and other organisms are incidentally captured and later discarded (Fig. 
32A). A ide g f p 1 1 luding Atla ti k (~Ni 

d 1 t ), spotted s* t o t (~Ci b losus), s d t t (~C 

s ion 1 ), she p h d (~Annus ~btoc h 1 ), flo de 

(~fa lichth s), ibb fish il ichi ~lt ), g ffton t~a 

i us), h dh d (A 1 f 11 ), At)a tic sting 3 (~ths ti abi a), 
t ip d b f'1 h (~thi)on cte ~sh fi), a d a g lfish (~Ch t di t 

faber) are commonly caught (Fig. 32B). Organisms not captured in the 

net are stirred up by the pressure of the otter doors and net as they 

are tawed along the sea floor. Therefore, dolphins may frequently 

be seen several meters behind the boat, often in the vicinity of the 

cod-end of the net, presumably picking gilled fishes out of the net as 

well as feeding on stirred-up fishes and organisms along the bottom 

(Figs. 33A and 33B). When the catch is dumped onboard, the incidental- 

ly-caught trash fish are culled out from the more valuable shrimp and 

then thrown overboard, usually wounded, dead, or dying. Dolphins also 

closely approach the boats in order to take trash fish as they are dis- 

carded (Figs, 33C and 33D) in addition to following the net as it is towed. 

Major Stages of Operation 

Five major stages of the shrimp fishery operation were recognized 

as follows: (1) the docked or anchored non-working shrimp boat, (2) 

underway to or from the shrimping grounds, (3) towing the trawl, (4) 

towing the trawl and simultaneously culling out, and (5) idling, 

drifting, or anchored in the Bay or Bulf and culling out. 

Docked or Anchored Non-Workin Shrim Boats. Dolphins were ob- 

served milling around docked shrimp boats upon 53 occasions. Mean pod 

size during these instances was 2. 2 l. 34 (+ values equal 1 SD about 

the mean). In some cases, the dolphins were moving through the adja- 

cent Intracoastal Waterway and veered off into the boat slips, milled 

around the boats, randomly dived, and possibly fed. Herds traveling 

past the shrimp boat docks generally followed their original course, 
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although some individuals would meander around the boats before rejo1n- 
ing the herd. 

Dolphins were noted milling around anchored shrimp boats in Mata- 

gorda Bay near the Matagorda Ship Channel jetties several times as the 

boats wa1ted to continue into the Gulf of Mexico later in the day. 

Underwa To or From Shrim in Grounds. Dolphins often rode the 

bow-waves of shr1mp boats underway to or return1ng from shr1mping 

grounds at relatively high rates of speed (Fig. 34A) Dolphins usually 

approached by performing rac1ng-dives (ser1es of rapid surfacings 

exposing much of the dolphin's dorsal surface). Mean pod size of 
dolphins riding the bow-waves was 3. 00 + 1. 97. 

Dolphins were followed upon eight occasions after the last catch 

was boated and the shr1mper headed towards town. In two instances, 

they rema1ned 1n the area and began randomly mov1ng and feed1ng and 

occasionally nuzzling one another, Upon another occasion, a herd of 
ig ~Tursio s split into t o distinct gods bien continued to feed f 
several minutes, and then, still separate, moved towards shore and 

began to mate. During the other 1nstances, dolphins followed the 

departing shrimp boats for several seconds, abruptly ceased to follow, 

and began to mill around. 

Towin the Trawl. Dolphins were observed racing-diving towards 

shrimp boats when the net was in1t1ally put over. Other t1mes they 

were already following the trawls when 1n1tially sighted. Dolphins 

travel1ng 1n a definite, goal-oriented manner were followed as they 

abruptly changed direction in order to approach a shrimp boat. Upon 

still other occas1ons, dolphins engaged in random movement, mating, 

or play behavior, would suddenly approach and begin to follow shrimp 

boats wh1ch had been work1ng in the v1c1n1ty for several hours, 

During towing, the dolphins followed several meters behind the boat, 

most often in the vicinity of the cod-end of the trawl, and sometimes 

near the mouth of the net. They would also move up and down or across 

the net in pods averaging 2. 86 + 1. 57 (Fig. 338). Three to 10 

~tstos/boat igi it igiigpd ft t f t isis 
were most commonly observed. 

During towing, a minimum of the dolph1ns' time was spent in close 
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proxim1ty to the shrimp boat, since they tended to associate near the 

net, several meters behind the stern. When the trawl was "picked up", 

the dolphins would follow it up to the stern (F1gs. 348 and 34C) and 

would usually mill around the sides or bow of the boat while the "bag" 

was hoisted aboard, the catch dumped out on deck, and the trawler knot 

retied (Figs. 35A and 35B). The mean pod size of 4. 39 + 1. 36 during 

this portion of the procedure was larger than that of any other shrimp 

boat-related activity due to the dolphins' habit of converging upon the 

net from several directions as it was slowly hauled towards the boat. 
As the trawl was put over again, the dolphins would return near the 

stern and 1mmediately beg1n to follow the trawl away from the boat. 
They would then turn about-face and racing-dive towards the boat in 

order to keep up with it as it temporarily increased speed to insure 

that the cable and trawl entered the water untangled. When the boat' s 

speed decreased and normal towing resumed, the dolphins once more began 

to follow the net in smaller pods (X = 2. 79 + 1. 59). 
Simultaneousl Towin the Trawl and Cullin Out. During per1ods 

of simultaneous towing the trawl and culling out trash fish, dolphins 

still appeared to prefer following several meters back from ihe stern 
in the vicinity of the mouth and cod-end of the net and did not closely 
approach the shrimp boat unt11 the net was hauled onto the deck once 

more. In only one instance were dolphins ever observed up at the 

stern feeding on discarded trash f1sh wh1le the net was simultaneously 

being towed (Fig. 36A and 36B). 
Idlin , Driftin , or Anchored and Cullin Out. Dolphins ap- 

proached shrimp boats closely during culling out when the boat did 

not tow a net, but rather drifted, idled, or was anchored in the Bay. 

They would approach d1rectly up to the stern or s1des of the shrimp 

boat while feeding on discarded trash fish. Shr1mpers somet1mes hand- 

fed dolph1ns as the animals crowded close to the shrimper and raised 
their bod1es halfway out of the water, bobbing up and down. 

In order to conserve both time and fuel, many bay shrimpers work 

2 to 4 days in the bays or Gulf before returning to the docks to 
unload the1r catches. After the last tow of the day, they either 
t1e up to an o11 platform or anchor the boat, and then f1nish culling 
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t th i t t . s *of the sag st o t ation f~ssio s 

around shrimp boats were recorded during these periods as 15 to 25 

dolphins would completely surround the boat and cont1nuously dive 

after cull for several hours. 

"Naturally Tagged" Dolph1ns and Shrimp Boats 

Nine of the 20 "naturally tagged" dolphins were observed associat- 

ing with shr1mp boats in some way. Sea Wolf followed shrimp boats in 

the Matagorda Ship Channel during all three s1ghtings. Ourania was 

observed follow1ng shr1mp boats five of the seven t1mes that she was 

s1ghted. The single s1ght1ng of Xenon occurred as the dolphin followed 

25 m behind a trawling shrimp boat. Pointed Finger and Ilios were each 

noted feeding on discarded trash fish near the stern of a small shrimp- 

er in the Matagorda Ship Channel. Little Chopped was sighted ll km 

north of the Peninsula bulkhead following a shrimp boat, and Ragamuffin 

was observed follow1ng a shrimper in the middle of Section 2. Thick 

Fin was sighted in the Gulf of Mexico feeding and milling around sever- 

al boats. On 14 March 1979, when the investigator was aboard the 

"Capt. Morocco", Aliki rode her bow-wave from the Port O' Connor jetties 
west in the Intracoastal Waterway to Clark's Fish House, where the boat 

slowed down. Huckleberry was noted r 1ding the bow-wave of the Gulf 

shrimper "Jet Star" on 9 June 1979 as the vessel traveled east towards 

the Matagorda Ship Channel jett1es, With the except1on of the Apr 11 

sight1ngs of Little Chopped, all other sightings of "natural tags" and 

shrimp boats occurred in the general areas where they had been pre- 

viously recorded. 

Seasonal Movements 

virtually no bay shr1mp1ng occurs 1n Matagorda Bay during the 

winter except for a limited amount of bait shrimping in the Ship 

Channel. Dur1ng the winter of 1979, an 1ncrease of dolph1ns in the 

deep back channels of the study area was noted, and extensive movements 

back and forth from Pass Cavallo through Saluria Bayou and into the 
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shallow back embayments and Espiritu Santo Bay were recorded. A slight 

decline of dolphins in the open Bay sections was seen with the exception 

of the portions of Sect1on 2 closest to the Ship Channel jetties and 

Pass Cavallo, and the grids in Pass Cavallo adjacent to Saluria Bayou. 

A more dramatic decline was noted in the spr1ng when relat1vely few 

dolphins were found throughout the entire study area. Shr1mpers, how- 

ep t d high u b of ~T st 8 t 10 k th f th t dy 

area. These reports were confirmed during several days of observations 

1n April, May, and early June when 50 to 75 dolphins were regularly 

seen associating with shrimp boats. It was during one of these en- 

counters that Little Chopped was sighted 9 km north of Section 4 on 

25 April 1979. Fifteen shrimp boats and 67 dolphins were counted. 

Section 5 and the port1on of the Matagorda Sh1p Channel adjacent 

to 1t were virtually empty of dolphins during much of the winter and 

spring. By late spr1ng, and especially during the summer and early 

fall, a dramat1c 1ncrease of dolph1ns that coincided with the section's 

heavy use by shrimpers was ev1dent. Nearly all an1mals observed were 

associat1ng w1th shrimp boats in some way, whether by actively follow1ng 

and feeding, or by mating, playing and randomly moving to the side of 

the boats. Estimated density in Section 5 increased from 0. 23B + 0. 22 

T~ursio /k i 8 y t 1. 115 +- 0. 29 T~si /k 1 4 g t (f 5. 33 

to 23. 53 dolphins, respectively). 51m1larly high numbers were recorded 

during the prev1ous summer's pilot study. Numbers remained high until 

the end of September and beginning of October when shrimpers shifted 

from Section 5 near the mouth of Powderhorn Lake to the Sect1on 4 area 

along and north of the Pen1nsula near the bulkhead. Sect1on 5 den- 

sity droop d fr esti ted 0. 102 '- 0. 42 T~i s/k in 5 pt b 

to 0. 186 - +0. 20 ~fu 1 s/k in 0 tob 

Activity Cycles 

Predominant act1v1ties during the morn1ng appeared to consist of 

following the net and feeding. Mating was noted dur1ng the late 

morning and in the afternoon, usually after several hours of 

uninterrupted feeding. Following the net in a less regimented 



fashion was seen in the afternoon, and dolphins often hung far back 

from the net and erratically moved from boat to boat, mated for 

several minutes, haphazardly followed a boat again, switched boats, 
and then mated again. Recognizable pods of dolphins often remained 

in the same area throughout much of the day, sometimes completely off 
to the side of the mass of boats t"awling back and forth and in circles 
in small selected areas of the Bay. Identifiable dolphins were sighted 

following shrimp boats within the same area on consecutive days, and, 

as previously mentioned, late night feeding around anchored boats in 

the Bay and Gulf was quite common. 

Social Composition and Behavior 

Mean pod size ranged from 2. 22 + 1. 19 in the fall to 3. 33 + 1. 87 

in the spring of 1979, Herd sizes rarely exceeded eight to 10 dolphins, 

although during April and July 1979, 10 to 15 dolphins per boat were 

g1 ty td. D tg tyAgtt, 15te25~yi Dee d 

behind each of the three or four boats that were shrimping in Sections 
3 and 5. Herds consisting of female-calf pairs, juveniles, and large 
animals were segregated at variously-spaced intervals at least 20 to 

50 m behind the stern toward the cod-end of the trawl and along its 
width. Dolphins that were briefly sighted alone also associated with 

other animals in pods that constantly restructured, 

Although female-calf pairs were seen following shrimp boats, it 
was not determined whether any of the calves were actively feeding. 

During April 1979, several newborn calves that were flanked by an 

adult on either side were observed in herds that were following 

working boats. 
Pods and herds intermingled when animals that had just entered 

the general area approached a boat which other dolphins were already 

following, or when dolphins ceased to follow one shrimp boat and 

switched to another boat which several dolphins were already following. 

Switching occurred when a boat being followed left the area and a new 

boat was approached; or when dolphins began to follow a new boat 

rather than wait for the initial boat's net to be hauled in, emptied, 



and put over again; or when dolphins mated and played and haphazardly 

moved back and forth among several boats. Dolphins that had switched 

from one boat to a second boat often encountered pods already following 

the second boat. In some cases, a brief separation existed between the 

two pods, after which all animals would mingle. Other times, all ani- 

mals immediately interacted with one another. Agonistic displays by 

dolphins already following a boat were never observed towards dolphins 

that had joined them. 

Mating and playing were frequent occurrences around the shrimp 

boats, although interactions of these sorts appeared to be most pre- 

valent following several hours of feeding, During other occasions, 

the usual short- and long-dive patterns were interspersed with much 

collective aerial behavior as dolphins leaped simultaneously, nuzzled 

one another, racing-dove, and tail-slapped. 

Gulf Shrimping 

Dolphins were observed following shrimp boats in the Gulf (2 to 

5 km offshore) twice from the "Capt. Morocco", and three times from 

the project boat. Mean pod size (3. 81 + 1. 91) was larger than was 

observed in the Bay; herd sizes, averaging 12 to 15 dolphins per boat, 

were also larger. Active and vigorous surface and aerial behavior 

including frequent leaps, racing-dives, and tail-slaps were recorded 

more often in the Gulf than in the bays. 

0 22M h1979, f ~Tiosf11 d vt 1 t bhi d 

the "Capt. Morocco" for 2 hours. The trawl was "picked up" at nearly 

1800 h, at which time the dolphins immediately departed. The trawl 

was completely empty and apparently had been adjusted incorrectly 

when it initially entered the water. No fish or shrimp had been 

taken during the entire 2-hour period. Even so, the dolphins had 

apparently continued to feed on the large quantities of fish and 

organisms which were stirred up as the net passed along the Gulf 

floor. 



Shrimper Guestionnaire 

A good rapport was ma1ntained w1th area shrimpers who offered 

the1r assistance whenever possible. Informal discussions about dol- 

phins and shr1mping included cand1d descr1ptions of dolph1ns acciden- 

tally captured in the trawl, hand-feeding dolphins, shooting to scare 

away or kill dolphins in retaliation for supposed damage to nets, and 

"fish1ng" for dolphins using hook, bait, and line. Generally speaking, 

however, most shr1mpers seemed quite fond of the dolphins and were 

interested in learn1ng more about them. 

A questionna1re was distributed to approximately 50 local 

shrimpers in order to gather more deta1led information concerning the 

type and extent of contact between dolphins and shr1mpers, an area of 

great concern when taking the practical aspects of the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act into account. Fourteen of the 23 completed question- 

nairess 

were done so by personal 1nterview. The questionnaire may be 

found in Appendix A. 

It is recognized that the interviewed shrimpers could offer little 
more than conjecture regard1ng many of the quest1ons, part1cularly 

those involv1ng dolphin da1ly and seasonal movements and the influence 

that shrimping has upon them, However, shrimpers, as a group, come 

into close contact with dolphins more often than any other group of 

humans along the Texas coast. Therefore, 1t was cons1dered extremely 

important to become aware of, and thoroughly fami 11ar with, their 

ideas, att1tudes, and observations about dolphins and shrimping, no 

matter how speculative or anecdotal. 

The majority of shrimpers stated that the dolph1ns' constant 

presence around the boats did not constitute a nuisance to them. They 

appeared, in fact, rather fond of the animals although there was much 

disagreement regarding the dolphins' questionable responsibility for 

damage to shrimp trawls. Fifty-n1ne percent of the shrimpers claimed 

that dolph1ns damaged their trawls, while 23%%u replied they did no 

damage, and 18% did not know. Many shrimpers maintained that "crow' s 

feet" (small, triangular three-to-four-mesh-sized holes) which were 

eas1ly dist1nguishable from the large rips caused by sharks, were the 
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result of dolphins yanking gilled fish from the net. Other shrimpers 

claimed that jack f1sh (Caranx ~hi os) tore "crow's feet" and dolphins 

daintily plucked the fish from the trawl, causing no damage. W1de- 

spread trawl damage blamed on dolphins was claimed to occur prior to 

1961 when the trawls were constructed of cotton. Shrimpers commonly 

shot dolphins unt11 they began to use trawls constructed of a nylon- 

cotton mix (ny-cot) in the early and middle 1960's. A dramatic decline 

in damage was supposedly noted. 

Mullet (~M ~ il ~ce h 1 ) 2 p ~ ise a la g po ti f th di t 
of ~T si s hen f edi g unde t al a(tin s (G t , iget; K p, 

1949), but bottlenosed dolph1ns appeared to prefer ribbonf1sh (Trichi- 

~)tu ), d t t (~Contin ius), hiting (M tici h 

littoralisl, ~ d cr ke (~M(clo o D dul t 1 ou 11 t hen f ed 

with a cho1ce of several species from shrimp boats. Addit1onal infor- 

mation of an anecdotal nature was obtained from several shr1mpers who, 

aware of dolph1ns' supposed pred1spos1t1on towards mullet, hand-fed 

them from a variety of species including mullet, ribbonf1sh, trout, 

whit1ng, and flounder. Three shrimpers from three different boats 

during var1ous months of the year stated that none of the dolph1ns 

would accept any mullet. However, they seemed most fond of ribbonfish, 

followed by trout, whiting, croaker, and flounder (D. Walker, pers. 

comm. ) 

Strandings 

The year-long study was well-publicized in Port O' Connor, and, to 

a lesser extent, in the neighboring towns of Seadrift and Indianola. 

Posters were d1stributed throughout the three towns as well as in Port 

Lavaca, 25 km northwest of Port O' Connor. A total of 23 stranded 

cetaceans were recorded. Fourteen of them were photographed and 

measured, and eight of those were also necropsied. The remaining nine 

cetaceans were not seen primarily due to their inaccessibility. 

Table 13 prov1des a breakdown of strand1ng information, including 

reporter, date observed and/or worked, location, spec1es, number of 

1nd1v1duals, sex, length, cond1t1on, and poss1ble cause of death, 



TABLE 13, — Data on stranded cetaceans reported from June 1978 until August 1979. 

Reporter Date Location Species No. Sex 
(cm 

Remarks; 
Condition Cause of Death 

David Walker, 
Pt. O' Connor 

Gruber 

Petroleum 
Helicopters, 
Inc. 

1 ? 

6/24/78 N shore of 
Intracoastal 
Waterway/ 
Army Cut 

8/1/78 3 km NW 

Indianola 
Harbor 

T. truncatus 1 ? 

T. truncatus 1 M 

6/15/78 SW shore, T. truncatus 
Pass Cavallo 

213. 36 

193. 04 

304. 80 

Dead 2 mos. or 
more; skin 
leathery, skel- 
eton exposed 

Dead 5-7 days; 
chewed up around 
genital area, 
caudal peduncle 

Dead 1-2 days; 
bloody but no 
gross cuts or 
mutilations 

Seen immed. 
after Tropical 
Storm Amelia 

Houston Radio 12/21/78 U. S. C. G. 
Station, Pt. 
Isabel, Tex. 

Houston Radi o 12/21/78 

T. truncatus 1 M 243. 84 

S. ~di d 1 d 217. 17 

Dead 8-9 days; 
several harpoon 
wounds near 
blowhole 

Harpooned near 
ends 
ville Ship 
Channel jetties 
by Mexican fish- 
ing vessel 

Harpooned sev- 

eral1 

km of f shore 
Pt. Isabel 

Houston Radio 

Houston Radio 

Steve Knode, 
Aransas Wild- 
life Refuge, 
Matagorda Is. 

12/21/78 S. ~dodo 
12/21/78 S. ~77 d 

1/8/79 Matagorda Is. Meso lodon 
Gulf Beach, ens rostris 
9 km SW 

Pass Cavallo 

1 F 209. 55 

1 ?7 ? 

1 F 396. 24 Dead 1 day; lg. 
open wound expos- 
ing intestines, 
ribs 



TABLE 13 (Continued). 

Reporter Date Location Species No. Sex Length 
cm 

Condition Remarks; 
Cause of Death 

Chuck Williams, 
Pt. O' Connor 

Jimmy Shelton, 
Aransas Wild- 
life Refuge, 
Matagorda Is. 

1/15/79 

2/19/79 

SW Big 
Bayou 

Matagorda Is. 
Gulf Beach; 
20 km SW 

Pass Cavallo 

T. truncatus 1 M 204. 47 Dead 2-3 days; 
part of skull 
exposed; notice- 
ably emaciated 
around neck 

T. truncatus 1 ? ? Not observed 

No food in stom- 
ach 

Gruber 2/27/79 Intracoastal T. truncatus 
Waterway/ 
Army Cut 

1 M 187. 96 Dead 2-3 days; 
deep boat prop 
scars on ven- 
tral surface 

Intestines, 
colon tom and 
ripped; necrop- 
sied at TAMU 

Sch. Vet. Med. 

Gruber 

Gruber 

3/3/79 

3/3/79 

Matagorda 
Peninsula 
Gulf Beach, 
3 km NE 

Pass Cavallo 

Matagorda 
Peninsula 
Gulf Beach, 
3. 5 km NE 

Pass Cavallo 

T. truncatus 

T. truncatus 

1 F 185. 42 Dead at least 
2 mos. ; dry and 
leathery; half 
of flukes 
chewed off 

1 M 117. 76 Dead 2-3 days; 
newborn, no 
scars; hole at 
umbilicus 

Murray Muston, 
Pt. O' Connor 

3/13/79 N. shore T. truncatus 
Espiritu San- 
to Bay near 
Army Cut 

1 ? 213. 36 Dead at least 2 
mos. ; no append- 
ages; part of 
skeleton, skull 
exposed 



TABLE 13 (Continuedj. 

Reporter Date Location Species No. Sex 
cm 

Remarks; Condition Cause of Death 

Resident, 
Pt. O' Connor 

Ed Smith, Jr. , 
Law Enforcement, 
NMFS 

Ed Smith, Jr. 

Ed Smith, Jr. 

3/14/79 

3/15/79 

3/15/79 

3/15/79 

Matagorda Bay 
shore; 50 m 

NW Pt. 
O' Connor jet- 
ties 
St. Joseph' s 
Is. 28o01'N, 
97o54'W 

St. Joseph' s 
Is. 28o03'N, 
98o50'W 

45 km SW 

Bob Hall Pier, 
Padre Island 

T. truncatus 

T. truncatus 

T. truncatus 
o 

T. truncatus 
'? 

I '? 182. 88 

1 ? ? Badly decom- 
posed 

Observed from 
fixed-wing sm. 
aircraft 

1 '? Approx. Head removed 
233. 68 

1 F 115. 57 Dead 1-2 days; ? 
newborn; no ex- 
ternal injuries 

Jimmy Shelton 3/29/79 Matagorda Is 
Gulf Beach, 
18 km SW 

Pass Cavallo 

T. truncatus 1 M 236. 22 Discolored and 
bloated 

Jimmy Shelton 

Haynes Harte, 
Pilot 

4/15/79 

8/1/79 

Matagorda Is. 
Gulf Beach, 
16 km SW 

Pass Cavallo 

Matagorda Is. 
Gulf Beach, 
16 km SW 

Pass Cavallo 

T. truncatus 1 ? 114. 44 Newborn Not seen 

T. truncatus 1 ? 96. 52 Possibly newborn Not seen 



TABLE 13 (Continuedj. 

Reporter Date Location Species No. Sex 9 Condition 
Remarks; 

cm Cause of Death 

Shrimper, 
Pt. O' Connor 

Nueces County 
Parks Dept. 

8/30/79 Middle T. truncatus 
Matagorda 
Bay 

8/31//9 Boe Mal I PI, M~ol od 
Pd 11 d ~e 
27o34152MN, 
97o13'07MW 

1 ? 243. 84 Dead in shrimp- Not seen; pos- 
er's net sibly drowned 

in net 

1 F 431. 8 Dead 1 day; Some tissue 
pregnant frozen; carcass 

buried; not seen 
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Species 

Four species were represented among the strandings, including 

~frais s t n t (lo), St ell ~lion (3), ~AT d d 1 os- 
ti (1), d~M1do ~toaos(T). The cail ~ of t dd 
ctacan eerenoted sf~siost t ht t d 

the identifications have not been verified. 

Location 

Fifteen of the 23 stranded cetaceans were found within a 20-km 

di f P Ca llo (Fie. 37). Five st a ded ~fi fo d 

ithin the st dy it elf, d th dditi 1 ~T' were found 

less than 4 km away from the study area. Seven other cetaceans were 

found along the Gulf beaches of Matagorda Peninsula and Matagorda 

Island, and, farther southwest, along St. Joseph's Island and Padre 

Island. Four dolphins did not actually strand, but were harpooned by 

a Mexican fishing vessel off South Padre Island, near the town of 

Port Isabel, Texas. 

Seasonal Occurrence 

Thirty percent of the strandings occurred during the winter and 

394 occurred during the spring, No strandings were reported during 

the fall. During March alone, eight strandings (35K) were recorded, 

toof hich eenehon~Ti s. stot 1 ofsi«a inl r 

reported stranded during the summers of 1978 and 1979. 

Sex 

Eleven of the strandings were not sexed, and the remaining 12 

co si ted of seven ales d fi f 1 . Si f th ~T lo s 'ere 

1 dt f 1. Th fou hon~fi 1 1dd 
male and one female. 
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Sonl ~ In ksn 

Fig. 37. — Locations of 15 cetaceans which stranded inside or within a 

20-km radius of Pass Cavallo. Not included: Stenella la iodon (3j; 
~Tsi s t cetos (I); ~Meso Ios ~os (n; e o I . 



Age-Size Classes 

6 dy 1 gth of T~si d t pp i t th 1 ge 

Age estimates in years were made according to Ri dgway 
's (1968) age- 

size classes which are broken down as follows: less than 167. 64 cm = 

1 year or less; 167, 64 - 198. 12 cm = 1 - 3 years; 198. 12 - 228, 6 cm = 

3-6ye s; do 226. 6 =6y o oe. Th Ta~Tios 
represented all four age-size classes. Four of them were less than 

167. 64 cm long; four of them were between 167. 64 and 198. 12 cm long; 

three of them were between 198. 12 and 228. 6 cm long; and three of them 

measured over 228. 6 cm. 

Possible Causes of Death 

Four dolphins died as a result of being harpooned, and one Tur- 

~sio s was badly cut and suffered severe internal injuries caused by a 

b t pop ll . O*~Tsio p iblydo edi hi p 'shet, 
and the death of another may have been related to the unusually high 

tides and severe conditions of Tropical Storm Amelia. Causes of death 

for the 16 other strandings could not be determined. 

Preservation 

Foo sk 11 {st lla ~T iodo, 2: ~Meso 1 d h d 1 ost 1, 1; 

~Meso 1 6 ~ro e s, 1) t a sfe 6 t th Texas 2 pe tiv 

I6Iildlife Collection of Mammals at Texas A@I University. Both stenel- 

lid a d th yo hg ~T 1 that as hit by boat p op 11 e 

necropsied at the Texas A&M School of Yeterinary Medicine. 
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DISCUSSION 

Spatial and Temporal Abundances 

Entire Study Area 

An increase in dolphins around Pass Cavallo and the Matagorda 

Ship Channel jetties, through which the entire Matagorda-Lavaca Estu- 
arine System-Gulf of Mexico exchange occurs, was noted by late 
October. Heavy activ1ty along the length of the Matagorda Peninsula 

from Decros Point to the bulkhead was also recorded. The not1ceable 

concentrat1ons of dolphins near the two outlets into the Gulf may have 

been in response to the Gulfward movement of a diversity of fish 
species (Simmons and Hoese, 1959; King III, 1971; Stokes, 1977). 

Estimated density within the study area 1ncreased from late 
October until the February peak. By March, dolphin counts declined 

by nearly one-third. The April estimate numbered less than half of 
the March total. Large concentrations of dolphins were concomitantly 

found less than 10 km north of the study area, suggesting the possibi 1- 
1ty of a seasonal shift towards the middle of Matagorda Bay. Dolphins 

which were encountered dur1ng April and May appeared unusually wary 

and evasive, due, perhaps, to the high percentage of newborns accom- 

panying them. Prevailing southeasterly winds which were part1cularly 
strong during that per1od resulted in continuously choppy bay waters. 
Adverse sea state conditions coupled with the dolphins' elusive 
behav1or and avoidance of the observat1on platform may have contr1buted 

to the extremely low April count. However, dolphin counts were 

similarly low on days of good vis1bility and sea states. 
The slight increase in dolphin numbers noted in May continued 

until the end of July, although estimated numbers were substantially 
lower than the earlier fall and w1nter counts. A drop 1n density from 

July was evident in the August values and was only somewhat lower than 

the prev1ous September's count. 
Shane (1977) and Shane and Schm1dly (1978) noted a slight decl1ne 
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in dolphin numbers in the Aransas Pass area from July until October; a 

sharp increase in numbers was recorded in November and continued until 
the population estimate peaked in January. A similar trend (although 
on a far smaller basis) was noted in the Pass Cavallo area in which 

the increase in estimated population size that was noticeable by the 
end of October peaked in February. Numbers between November and Febru- 

ary remained stable with varying fluctuations among different study 
area regions. During March, April, and May, striking declines in 

the population estimates were recorded. Shane (1977) and Shane and 

Schmidly (1978) also noted a steady decline from their January high 

during February, March, and April. Their population then leveled off 
by May 1976, and was slightly higher than it had been during the 

previous summer when relatively stable numbers had been recorded. 
Stable numbers were also noted in the Pass Cavallo area during the 
summer of 1979, and a decline, as was seen in the Aransas Pass area, 
was also noted from July to August. 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) stated that the 

abundance of dolphins in their study area varied on a monthly and 

seasonal basis, thus contradicting Gunter 's (1942) claim of ". . . no 

evidence of migrations or seasonal abundance variations. . . ". Shane 

(1977) and Schmidly and Shane (1978) stated that the variation they 
observed may have been due to the unusually severe winter of 1976-1977 
which generated a mean water temperature of 11. 4'C. The mean winter 
water temperature in the Pass Cavallo area in 1978-1979 registered 
13. 05'C, and a seasonal variation in estimated numbers was also noted. 

Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a) reported heavy concentrations of 
dolphins in northeastern Florida during the spring and early summer. 

Few dolphins frequented those same areas during September and October. 
n g n IigigI ai o ted n i i tion in tb be of T~o io 
in his study area on the Atlantic coast. Contrary to the winter peaks 

observed during this study as well as by Shane (1977) and Shane and 

Schmidly (1978), Hogan (1975) recorded a summer population that was 

approximately three times the size of the estimated winter population. 
Although Irvine et al. (1979) also noted a decrease in dolphin abun- 

dance in their study area during the winter, they attributed the 
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difference in numbers to poor sighting conditions, potentially differ- 
ent activity cycles and habitat use, or possible winter emigration. 

They found no evidence strong enough to state that a seasonal migration 

had occurred. 

Six Sections 

Dolphin density among the six sections varied greatly, and, con- 

trary to Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly's (1978) assumption that 

dolphins/section related to the section's size, high estimated 

density was often found in small, constricted areas such as Saluria 

Bayou, Devil's Elbow, and the Intracoastal Waterway. Density was 

highest on a yearly basis in the Matagorda Ship Channel and in Pass 

Cavallo, while Section 4 ranked third highest, and Sections 6, 2, and 

5 ranked fourth, fifth, and sixth, respectively. In other words, the 

two outlets into the Gulf of Mexico contained the highest yearly 

estimated dolphin densities, followed by the Bay shoreline (Section 4), 
the productive marshlands (Section 6), and, finally, the open bay 

areas of Sections 2 and 5. High concentrations similar to those 

observed in Section 4 were also apparent in near-shore Grids 21 to 26 

of Section 2, These higher near-shore values of Section 2 were dam- 

pened by its larger square area nearly three times that of Section 4. 

Sections by Month and Season 

Gunter (1942) stated that in Texas, bottlenosed dolphins concen- 

trated around the passes during the winter. Irvine et al. (1979) also 

observed large numbers of dolphins in the vicinity of Florida passes 

during the winter. High winter counts were observed in Pass Cavallo, 

particularly in the lower reaches of the Pass, off the tips of Matagorda 

Island and Matagorda Peninsula, in and adjacent to the breakers along the 

shoaling middlegrounds of the Pass, and farther northwest at the point 

of intersection of Pass Cavallo and Saluria Bayou where the tidal flow 

was especially pronounced. Large concentrations of dolphins were also 

recorded 2 km to the northwest at the mouth of Big Bayou. Shane (1977) 
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and Shane and Schmidly (1978) found that dolphins were most abundant 

in Aransas Pass during November, although estimated numbers were also 

quite high there during January and June. Est1mated density in Pass 

Cavallo decl1ned slightly during February and March, and more rad1cally 

1n April, the month dur1ng which low numbers of dolph1ns were recorded 

throughout the study area. Estimated dens1ty in the Pass from May 

unt11 August was identical to the trend seen throughout the entire 

study area and generally increased from May unt11 July and declined 

from July until August. 

The Matagorda Sh1p Channel exh1bited an abundance of dolphins, 

particularly in Grids 31 and 32 during October and November. The con- 

centrat1on of dolphins in those gr1ds and near the Gulf that occurred 

with the onset of cooler weather may have been related to the emigra- 

tion of many species of fishes from the shallow bays to the deeper, 

warmer Gulf waters. Simmons and Hoese (1959) reported heavy emigra- 

tion of so th fl d (~fa li hth ~inchoate ) th o gh th Cede 

Bayou outlet from September through December 1950, and Stokes (1977) 

st ted th t lly t e ~fa alichth s left th A s Bay a a of 

Texas during October, November, and December 1974-1975 for spawning in 

the Gulf of Mex1co. 51mmons and Hoese (1959) also noted movement of 

potted at o t (~C noscion b los s) i to the 5 lf of Me i f o 

5 pte ber th o gh Ilec b 19511. At)a tic c o h (M~i d- 
1 t s), a d t t (~co cio a en i sl, st io d 11 t (~Mu 11 

~e hates), and edf'I h (~S ia s lists) ofe f om th h 11 bays 

to the Gulf during the fall (Hoese and Moore, 1977). The high numbers 

of dolph1ns in the Ship Channel during October and November dropped 

slightly in December and leveled out from January to March. The low 

April count in the Ship Channel, possibly influenced by few trips to 

the area due to extremely heavy swells, tripled by May when dolphins 

were recorded following shr1mp boats in the upper channel adjacent to 

Section 5, and when immigrat1on of a divers1ty of fishes may have 

occurred. Simmons and Hoese (1959) found abundant young southern 

flo de (~P1i hth s ~1th ti a) o i g f o th I d tl y tlat 
into the bays during March through May 1958. Accord1ng to Stokes 

(1977), axi o I ig ti of fl d (~Pa li hth ) d 
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between February and April 1974-1975. S1mmons and Hoese (1959) noted 

o tofsottd tot(~Coci ~ ebl s)f th glfi t 

the bays from late March until late June 1950. They also observed 

te se ig tio of At)a ti o k (~flic d 1 t ) 1 to 

the Gulf of Mex1co during the summer of 1951. Gunter (1945) and Miller 

(1965) took a majority of croakers from the bays during the spring and 

reported that they became more common in the Gulf dur1ng the summer. 

Miller (1965) suggested that spot (Leiostomus xanthurus) may have 

moved out of the bays in the late spr1ng and agreed w1th Gunter' s 

(lead) t tio th t s atfish (~G 1 ichth s f 11 ) o d 1 to th 

bays during the spring. Hoese and Moore (1977) stated that r1bbon 

fish (1 1 hi s ~1e t ) ese o t omsoo 1 th bays d i g the 

warmer months, and, following a winter or early spring spawn in waters 

deeper than 36 m, the young recruit to 1nshore waters. 

Most dolphins observed in the Matagorda Ship Channel in June, 

July, and August, were seen in association with shr1mp boats. Esti- 

mated density remained stable although a slight decline was ev1dent 

as the summer progressed. 

Section 2 ranked f1fth out of s1x 1n the total mean number of 

dolphins/km~ dur1ng the year. Oens1ty values were erratic in this 

section and declined and increased throughout the year. The majority 

of dolphins found 1n Section 2 were usually recorded feed1ng, mating, 

or travel1ng along the Peninsula shorel1ne 1n Grids 21 to 26. Oolphins 

noted farther north and northwest in the sect1on were most often 1n 

transit, sometimes mating, but rarely feeding. The decrease in 

numbers from September to October was followed by a steady increase 

from October unt11 January. Another decline in density occurred from 

January until March. Although all other sect1ons of the study area 

exper1enced a dramati c decline during April, density in Section 2 

1ncreased from March to April. The concurrent decl1ne in Section 6, 
the decl1ne to virtually no dolphins in Sect1on 4, the h1gh counts 

farther north towards the middle of Matagorda Bay, and the general 

s1ght1ng of several "natural tags" farther north in the study area 

may have indicated a shift north towards the middle of Matagorda Bay 

that caused Section 2 to experience a temporary increase in estimated 
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density. The majority of dolphins observed in late spr1ng and through 

the summer were recorded 1n Grids 21, 22, and 23, an area of deep 

channels extending directly from Pass Cavallo and surrounded by exten- 

sive shallow areas along the Peninsula interspersed with deep troughs. 

Dens1ty declined somewhat in May and remained fairly constant through 

the summer until a noticeable August decline. 
Section 4, although less than one-third the size of Sect1on 2, 

exhibited cons1stently higher estimated dens1ty during much of the 

year. The shoreline area of Section 2, when v1ewed separately from 

its open bay waters, exhibited s1m1lar movements and est1mated density 

as that of Sect1on 4, except that its density values were dampened 

by the extra 12 kmz included in Section 2. The 1ncrease in dolphins 

seen in Section 2 in April, particularly in the grids closest to 

the Pass, were in contrast to the decline and v1rtual absence of 

dolphins in Sect1on 4 and may have been due to the northward movement 

of dolphins from Sect1on 6 into Section 2 and from Section 4 towards 

the middle of the Bay. 

Section 4 ranked third in overall estimated density for the year 

(following the Matagorda Sh1p Channel and Pass Cavallo). The general 

increase in numbers from September until January was part1cularly 

evident during October and November when shrimp boats were numerous 

in the area. Also, following fall and w1nter northers, when the Bay 

calms and waters warm, many fishes move out of the deeper holes and 

troughs onto the flats along the Peninsula in order to feed (R. Alan 

Charles, pers. comm. ). This and the close proximity of Section 4 to 

the Matagorda Sh1p Channel and its tidal influence upon fish movements 

could have played an important part in the constant presence of 

dolphins along the shoreline. The presence of dolph1ns in these areas 

during the fall and winter likew1se may have been related to fish 

movements towards the deeper troughs near the Peninsula and deeper 

portions of the Ship Channel and the Pass. The stri king decline of 

dolphins in Section 4 began in Apr11 and continued erratically through 

the remainder of the study. During that per1od, fish were reported 

espec1ally plentiful near the oil wells and platforms in the center of 

Matagorda Bay (R. Alan Charles, pers. comm. ). Shrimp boat activity in 
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those areas was also heavy. The observation of Little Chopped approxi- 

mately 11 km north of the Peninsula bulkhead, as well as several obser- 

vations of 20 to 50 dolphins farther north in the Bay suggested the 

possibility of increased seasonal transit to the middle of the Bay 

during the spring. 
Section 5 estimated density was lowest of all six sections during 

the entire year, and appeared to be closely related to the movements 

of fishes and presence of working shrimp boats. Density during late 

summer thr ough early October 1978 remained high and constant with 

la ge h af T~io epeat day feedt g at g th ah ega th- 

west of the Port O' Connor jetties towards Indianola Harbor as well as 

following shrimp boats working in the area. Shrimpers harvested white 

shrimp (Penaeus setiferus) on the flats near the Matagorda Ship Channel 

from July until October, at which time they moved to areas north and 

northeast of the Peninsula bulkhead in order to harvest brown shrimp 

(Penaeus aztecus). Dolphin density in Section 5 also dropped in 

October, increased slightly during November, and remained erratic and 

low during the next several months until June. Increased shrimp boat 

activity in June coupled with an abundance of trout northwest of the 

Port O' Connor jetties (Grid 57) and northwest along the shoreline 

troughs towards Indianola Harbor, were reflected in steadily increasing 

numbers which peaked in August. 

Dolphins in Section 6 were regularly found inside the Port O' Connor 

jetties, the Intracoastal Waterway between the jetties and Fisherman' s 

Cut, the Army Cut, Big Bayou, Saluria Bayou, and Devil's Elbow, 

although abundance vari ed on a seasonal basis. Following a slight 

September to October decline in numbers, population density in the 

section steadily increased from October until the end of February. 

Higher concentrations of dolphins were recorded in Grids 81 to B5 and 

75 to 78 than were found there during other times of the year. Dol- 

phins were especially abundant in the Intracoastal Waterway in January 

and February during mullet runs. According to Hoese and Moore (1977), 

large schools of mullet depart the bays in the fall and smaller schools 

return over a six-month period. In general, few dolphins were found 

in the Intracoastal Waterway and Army Cut during the winter, possibly 



because the two other channels to the southeast (Big Bayou and Saluria 

Bayou) were deeper, warmer, and more productive. By March, estimated 

population density in Section 6, primarily in Saluria Bayou, had 

declined by nearly one-half. This, with the exception of the sharp 

Section 4 decline during February and March, was the largest decline 

in the study area. It also corresponded with a tremendous increase 

in boat traffic in Saluria Bayou and Mitchell's Cut during the late 

F b ary to e ly Ap 11 bl k ~ (~Po oai is) r b. Fifty to 

75 pleasure craft were regularly counted in Saluria Bayou. Although 

~T 1 med tittl ff cted by b t traffic 1 gio s f th 

study area which were well-traversed on a regular basis (the Intra- 

coastal Waterway), the sudden presence of so many boats in the con- 

stricted area of Saluria Bayou which had been virtually isolated for 

several months and had supported densely packed herds throughout the 

winter, may have influenced, and possibly hastened, the dolphins' 

movements out of the area. The entire study area density declined 

from February to March, with the majority of dolphins apparently 

departing from Sections 4 and 6. Section 6 density declined by over 

half from March to April, and again by half from April to May. A 

slight increase occurred in June and July, but by August density had 

dropped to its lowest point for the entire year. 

Aerial Observations 

Barham et al. 's (1980) aerial surveys on 26, 27, 28 and 30 March 

and 1 April 1978 were conducted along 160 km of the central Texas 

coast from the Aransas Pass area northeast to the base of the Mata- 

gorda Peninsula. Covering 17'5 of the total area during each replicate, 

they 1 ed at a e ti ated d sity of 0. 752 ~T io s/k 

(SE = 0. 074), Highest density estimates were obtained in the Aransas 

Pass area which accounted for only 6, 6X of the total area surveyed 

but contained 23K of the estimated total number of dolphins. The value 

f 2. 63 T~sio s/k i the A pass e pp o 1 t ly a. 25 

ti es g e t tha the 0. 615 ~T rsio /k ti ated f th e 1 fag 

transects. It is interesting to note that some of the regions in the 
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Pass Cavallo area wh1ch tended to have h1ghest concentrations of 

dolphins (Intracoastal Waterway, Saluria Bayou, Oev11's Elbow, Sh1p 

Channel jetties) were those most similar (albe1t far smaller) to Shane 

(1977) and Shane and Schmi dly 's (1978) study area of deep, protected 

channels and extensive shallow areas. 

When Barham et al. 's (l980) Aransas Pass density estimates are 

c1 6 d, th e 1 1 g lue f 0. 620 T~u 1 s/k ' is y 1ose t 

th pa Cau 11 sp 1 g p p iatio sti ate of 0. 640 ~Tu io s/k ', 
wh1ch was the lowest estimated density in the study area over the 

entire year. Assum1ng that many of the dolph1ns moved north in Nata- 

gorda Bay or southwest into Espiritu Santo Bay, the aerial survey 

counts may have 1ncluded those dolphins wh1ch could not be accounted 

for at Pass Cavallo because they had left the area. The mean dens1ty 

est1mate for the Pass Cavallo area over the entire year (0. 931 

T~i /k s/ ay be o acc t 1 e. 

"Naturally Tagged" Dolphins 

The use of natural markings to recogn1ze ind1viduals in order to 

undertake in-depth studies of movements, range, behavior, and sociality 

w1thout disturbing the animals has been discussed by numerous authors 

(Caldwell, 1955; Norris and Prescott, 1961; Essap1an, 1962; Irvine and 

Wells, 1972; Irvine et al. , 1979; Shane, 1977; Shane and Schmidly, 

1978; Wursig and Wursig, 1977; Wells et al. , 1980; Norris and Oohl, 

1980). Although the majority of "naturally tagged" dolph1ns in the 

Pass Cavallo area were 1dentified by distinguishable dorsal fin 

characteristics or by unique, pronounced body scars, a more unusual 

means of 1dentificat1on re1nforced many impressions regard1ng distri- 

bution and home range, posed new questions about short-term movement, 

and shed light upon the d1sease 0Lobomycosis". 

Lobomycosi s 

Lobomycosi s, a chronic d1sease of the dermis, was originally 

bel1eved to be restricted to humans in South America. Characterized 



by the development of thick, verrucose, crusty lesions, diseased areas 

most coavnonly occur on the legs and ear lobes, as well as on the face, 
arms, and buttocks. The disease, caused by the fungus Loboa loboi, 

was reported by Migaki et al. (1970) in a bottlenosed dolphin from 

the west coast of Florida. Caldwell et al. (1975) later described 

six sight records of several suspected cases of dolphins infected with 

Lobomycosis in Florida waters and cited two previously confirmed 

infections. During this study, three diseased animals within a 45 km 

region of the study area were observed and other similarly-infected 
dolphins were reported. Kalypso was monitored over a period of 12 

months, Maverick was sighted twice, and Xenon was observed a single 

time, The numerous sightings of Kalypso, and lack of such sightings 

for the latter two animals, inadvertently provided information con- 

cerning home range delineation, boundaries, and general movement, as 

well as insight into the behavior and sociality of diseased animals. 

Maverick was initially sighted approximately 1 km northwest of 

the Port O' Connor jetties at 1330 h on 25 June 1979 traveling south 

with two juveniles. A pinkish-white, thick, wart-like scarred area was 

consistent all over the dorsal surface from the sides and top of the 

head, particularly around the blowhole, to anterior to the dorsal fin, 
and laterally towards each flipper. After accompanying one of the 

smaller animals for several minutes, Maverick then continued traveling 

alone, expelling several loud puffs and expulsive breaths identical 

t th exhsietio s ti p oduced by ie g ~r 
'o s heh i s 

approached the observation platform. The three animals proceeded 

south to the Port O' Connor jetties where eight to 10 dolphins milled 

around. It was not noted if the newcomers interacted with any of the 

dolphins because several large vessels simultaneously moved in and out 

of the jetties. After the boats passed, Maverick was observed random- 

ly moving several meters south of the south jetty, although the two 

smaller dolphins could not be located. At 0640 h the following morn- 

ing, 26 June 1979, Maverick was again observed traveling south, north 

r th orth jetty. Tw th r ~Tunisia s w i obs rued t ii g 

south towards the jetties but could not be positively identified as 
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the accompanying dolphins from the previous day. Maverick was not 

observed during the remainder of the study. 

Xenon was sighted only once during the study while following the 

shrimp boat dEstelle" from 0920 h until 0957 h on 12 July 1979 in the 

extreme northwesternmost periphery of the study area, 0. 5 km west of 

the Matagorda Ship Channel. Xenon, an unusually large dolphin at 

least 320 cm long, was covered with a thick, verrucose, whitish-pink 

crusting from the trailing edge of the dorsal fin to the posterior 

aspect of the tail flukes. "Estelle" was towing to the northwest, 

circled around at 0945 h, and began moving south, at which time Xenon 

df ppe d. Atth gh the t othe ~Tto e o tf d t f tto th 

boat, they hung far back from the stern and within a few moments began 

following the shrimp boat "Miz Phil" which was towing to the north- 

west. Xenon was not noted again during the study. 

The lesions on "naturally tagged" Kalypso were far less extensive 

than those observed on Maverick and Xenon and formed small patches on 

the right side of the dorsal fin, just anterior and posterior to the 

right side of the fin, near the leading edge of the left side of the 

fin, and immediately anterior to it, Several scratches were also 

noted on the right side of the body near the fin. The verrucose 

tumefactions were white, in contrast to the pinkish-white crusts 

observed on Maverick and Xenon. Little change in the lesions was 

observed unti 1 approximately 1 year later when the size of the patches 

on the left side of the body appeared to have increased. 

Eighty-eight percent of Kalypso's 24 sightings were recorded with- 

in protected areas or channels, namely the Intracoastal Waterway, Big 

Bayou, Saluria Bayou, and Devil's Elbow. Nearly one-fourth of those 

sightings involved travel from the above-mentioned areas towards Pass 

Cavallo and/or Matagorda Bay. Kalypso was observed alone upon three 

occasions (12% of the time), traveling within a pod 42%%u of the time 

(with no other dolphins in sight) and within a herd 46/ of the time. 

Goal-oriented travel constituted the most prevalent activity, compris- 

ing 58% of all recorded behaviors. Random movement, feeding, and 

mating each constituted 14~ of all observed behaviors. 

Caldwell et al. (1975) stated that most collections and observations 
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of d1seased animals were made in protected waters, or, when farther from 

land, 1n shallow protected waters or shallow waters in the ocean near 

inlets to protected areas. They also pointed out that all an1mals were 

large, and some, such as a dolph1n captured in 1955 which measured an 

estimated 425 cm, were extremely large. Two of the d1seased dolph1ns 

they observed were not1ceably emaciated. It appeared that the most 

serious infections occurred over areas most often exposed to air (top 

of the head, top of the caudal peduncle, and tail flukes). 
This invest1gator's observat1ons corroborated many of Caldwell 

et al. 's (1975) prel1m1nary conclusions. Maverick and Kalypso were 

presumed to be adult animals 244 to 275 cm long. Xenon measured at 

least 320 cm. None of the three dolphins appeared emaciated or 

sluggish at any po1nt. Although their ventral surfaces were not 

closely observed, lesion s1tes on Maverick and Xenon were concentrated 

around the blowhole towards the dorsal fin, and from the f1n to the 

tailstock and flukes. 
It has been suggested that the distribution of cases indicates 

greatest susceptibility to Lobomycosis in r1verine-estuarine stocks of 
~ri s that y the fo be i 1st d fro te t tt tt the- 
wood, 1979). It should be recognized that the majority of reported 

cases were observed in conjunction with capture operations that are 

somewhat limited to inshore, shallow protected areas. Similar efforts 

to locate infected animals in Gulf near-shore or offshore waters might 

also result 1n the d1scovery of many cases. One reliable observer 

ho h d e K iyo s ai ti es eoo t d y ~T sio s outside 

Pass Cavallo 1n the Gulf of Mexico with sim1lar wart-like, crusted 

patches on the1r bodies (D. Walker, pers. comm. ). 
The two consecutive s1ghtings of Maverick wh1ch constituted the 

total sightings of that animal during 15 months of fieldwork posed 

many questions. Why had this dolphin never been noted before during 

all the months of regular, study area coverage? What areas d1d it 
frequent? What, suddenly, was it doing in the study area for a 

limited 2-day period, and why? What was the relationship between it 
d th t o s iie ~ysi, eithe i hi h you g if. 

Caldwell et al. (1975) indicated that infected animals were observed 
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both in the company of other diseased animals and healthy animals. 

Irvine et al. (1979) found that young males formed bachelor groups 

which sometimes included one or two females, and this may have been 

the case here. Due to the pod's rapid goal-oriented travel to the 

south while remaining close to the Matagorda Bay shoreline, they may 

possibly have originated farther north or northwest in the Bay. 

Maverick may have been mOld Scarback", the dolphin local shrimpers 

believed frequented the Matagorda Ship Channel as well as the Ferry 

Channel in Espiritu Santo Bay. If so, Maverick may have been observed 

while traveling between the two areas. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely 

that Maverick would not have been sighted more than a single 2-day 

period during the entire 15 months of fieldwork. 

Local shrimpers also stated that Xenon was not "Old Scarback". 

'The lack of si ghtings of Xenon seemed to indicate that its home range 

was not within the study area. Although Xenon was assumed to fre- 

quent the area to the northwest and north of Indianola, this dolphin 

may have ranged slightly farther south than it normally would have 

done had it not been following a shrimp boat. The fact that Xenon 

disappeared immediately after the boat began towing to the south, 

(away from its presumed home range area) and the fact that the two 

other pod members almost imnediately switched to a boat which was 

towing to the north, may have indicated their preference for remaining 

in certain areas. The southernmost sighting of another mnatural tag", 

Ourania, was also recorded as she followed a shrimp boat several 

kilometers south of the areas in which she had previously been sighted. 

The chance single sighting of Xenon at the edge of the study area 

ei fo O the i p es i that ~Ti ai t i o sist t home 

ranges of unknown number and size, or at least prefer certain areas 

over others and most probably do not roam widely in a haphazard 

manner. The brief, ephemeral encounter with Maverick may also have 

been indicative of movement to a second home range, although the total 

lack of sightings remains a mystery. For that reason, the suggestion 

that an unknown amount of random travel may occur through rarely- 

frequented regions cannot be ruled out. 

Kalypso was seen on a fairly regular basis between 26 July 1978 
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and 30 July 1979. This dolphin's physical condition appeared stable, 
although the Lobomycosis lesions possibly spread somewhat on the left 
side. Kalypso never exhibited any signs of illness, including emacia- 

tion or sluggishness, and was noted undergoing strong, goal-oriented 

travel much of the time. The disease did not appear to act as an 

isolating factor and Kalypso was seen in the company of other dolphins 

88K of the time, and was noted actively mating upon four occasions. 
Also, although nearly all sightings of Kalypso were recorded in pro- 

tected waterways or small embayments, several of the other "natural 

tags" in Herd Range I frequented virtually the same areas. 
The opportunistic observations of Maverick and xenon, and the more 

regular sightings of Kalypso, as well as their presence with other 

animals, large size, and seemingly usual manner of travel and feeding, 

affirm Caldwell et al. 's (1975) statement that affected individuals 

appear to live at least several years in the unattended, wild state. 

Home Range 

Caldwell (1955) originally proposed the idea of a home range for 

~r io . hath gh it a nossibte t dei'i e th h g ii it of 

several "natural tags" within the study area, the travel and movement 

that may have occurred outside the area between consecutive sightings 

and during sporadic and seasonal absences made it difficult to pinpoint 

the scope of home range utilization. The sighting of Thick Fin on 29 

June 1979 exemplifies both the degree of movement possible in a limited 

period of time as well as the potential use of two or more home ranges 

connected to each other by a traveling range (Caldwell and Caldwell, 

1972a) or the use of a single, large expansive range. 

Thick Fin's synthesis of both bay and channel inshore areas and 

the Gulf near-shore area into one or more ranges is unclear at this 
ti . It has been d that ~r i hith r eq e t th b y d 

channels constitute a group separate from those normally found in the 

near-shore Gulf (Shane, 1977; Shane and Schmidly, 1978). Had the 

investigator been unaware of Thick Fin's previous whereabouts, he 

no id h b id d near-sho e g if T~si that had ne e 
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been observed in Matagorda Bay. 

In the Pass Cavallo area, although several dolphins including 

Kinara, Kalypso, Pointed Finger, Little Chopped, and A11ki were seen 

fairly regularly throughout the year, the major1ty of consecut1ve 

sightings were separated by intervals of several days to several weeks. 

These "natural tags" were considered res1dent dolphins; however, they 

may have traveled long distances away from the study area with regular 

returns to it. A s1ngle home range extending an unknown distance from 

the study area, or a second home range, with a traveling range between 

1t and the home range which overlapped with the study area may have 

been utilized. The dolphins did not necessarily travel out the Mata- 

gorda Sh1p Channel jetties or Pass Cavallo into the Gulf of Mexico 

to offshore areas or to po1nts northeast and southwest along the coast- 

line. They may have instead ranged farther north and northeast in 

Matagorda Bay, or farther southwest in Espiritu Santo Bay. In the case 

of Ourania and her calf, the degree to which Powderhorn Lake was uti- 

11zed in conjunction with other areas is unknown. 

Sightings of "natural tags" within the study area consistently 

occurred in the same reg1ons. The fact that Ragamuff1n, Tal, Gil, and 

Huckleberry were not observed unt11 the spring and summer of 1979, 

after which they were recorded in Herd Range I, may have been due to 

their movement 1nto the area from a fall and winter home range located 

elsewhere. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) stated that 

Thick Fin maintained one home range within their study area, and 

presumably held a second home range outside the area during the winter. 

The sporadic nature of the subsequent s1ghtings of Ragamuff1n, Tal, 

Gi 1, and Huckleberry may have been due to time shared 1n two areas. 

The unconf1rmed sighting of Echo 1n Espir1tu Santo Bay (October 

1978) followed by two summer sightings in Matagorda Bay, suggests that 

Echo's most regularly-frequented home range was located in Espir- 

1tu Santo Bay. Ra~e v1sits farther northeast to Matagorda Bay were 

made. Stubby, noted traveling southwest along the southwestern peri- 

phery of the study area during three of the four sightings in the 

spring and summer, may have had a single home range that extended 

several kilometers farther 1nto Espiritu Santo Bay (outside the study 
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area), or may have held a second home range farther southwest in that 

bay. 

I) v1ne and Wells (1972), Shane (1977), and Shane and Schmidly 

(1978) found evidence demonstrating the use of home ranges. Irvine 

et al. (1979) identified a littoral population of dolphins with a 

definable home range. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) 

stated that two major herd ranges appeared to exist in the1r study 

area, and Irvine et al. (1979) stated that the dolphins in their study 

area separated into one to two discrete soc1al units. During this 

study, although a large amount of overlap among individual ranges 

existed, 11ttle intermingling or overlap was recorded among the three 

herd ranges. 

Flag and Kalymnos represented an apparently d1fferent group of 

dolphins usually observed near, at the ends of, or just outside the 

Matagorda Ship Channel jett1es w1thin a few kilometers of the Gulf 

beach. Their home ranges were assumed to be primarily restr 1cted to 

the near-shore Gulf of Mexico. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly 

(1978) also d1scussed the existence of an offshore population and ob- 

served "Southpaw" a s1ngle time follow1ng a shrimp boat outside the 

north jetty of Aransas Pass on 1 August 1976. They also noted that the 

study area dolphins seemed to mix quite easily with the Gulf dolphins. 

This was never noted in the Pass Cavallo area. Odell (1975), Mitchell 

(19I'5), d Wf et 1. (1979) df d G 1f p p 1 tf 5 f T~i 
and W1nn et al. (1979) suggested that inshore populat1ons included 

"ocean" porpoises and "river" porpoises 1n addition to a third group 

f T~ai ~ f d fa ffah 

The s1ghting of Thick Fin near the Gulf beach on 29 June 1979 

raised many questions regard1ng the inshore-Gulf of Mexico distr1bution 

5 g g tao f~tioa, fth Glfhyd1phf 9 o Td dt 
1nhabit inshore bays and channels (and vice versa) and the general 

nature and utflfzatfon of home ranges, which may not be employed on a 

seasonal bas1s. Although Th1ck Ffn was assumed to have a second range 

elsewhere, he was regularly observed 1n the inshore waters of the 

Aransas Pass area, and was considered to be a "study area" dolphin fn 

contrast to the Gulf dolph1ns wh1ch came extremely close to the study 
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area but were almost never observed entering Aransas Pass (Shane, 1977; 

Shane and Schmidly, 1978). 

Seasonal Movements 

An increase 1n estimated dolphin density beginn1ng in late October 

was noted primarily along the southern and eastern borders of the study 

area from Devil's Elbow northeast along Saluria Bayou, into Pass Caval- 

lo, and along the Matagorda Peninsula shore northeast to the bulkhead. 

Much activ1ty dur1ng the fall was apparent at the ends of the Matagorda 

Sh1p Channel jetties and in the near-shore Gulf. By winter, the large 

herds of dolphins along the Matagorda Pen1nsula from Oecros Point to 

the Sh1p Channel were less apparent and January increases were followed 

by a February decline. However, consistently high numbers of dolphins 

were regularly observed in Pass Cavallo, Salur1a Bayou, the Saluria 

Bayou-Pass Cavallo intersection, Devil's Elbow, Bayucos Point, and 

Big Bayou. Dolphins noted southwest of Devil's Elbow were usually in 

transit e1ther towards Espiritu Santo Bay or northeast towards Salur1a 

Bayou. In March, a predominance of movement between Pass Cavallo, 

through Saluria Bayou and Devil's Elbow southwest towards Bayucos 

Point and Espi ritu Santo Bay was evident. 

From w1nter through late March, extensive act1vity was noted in 

the deep marshland channels and adjacent shallows, and in Pass Cavallo 

and the Matagorda Ship Channel. Irvine et al. (1979) found a virtual 

shsen f ~T io s 1 th hnnnels, h 7, nd fl t d i 9 th 1 t 
with concomitant increases in the passes, Gulf beach, and offshore Gulf. 

li e(79779 ttdtht~Tsios o d it thed 9 hnnel dGulf 

dur1ng the winter 1n order to feed. The Gulf beach was rarely covered 

during this study, so it is not known if increased numbers frequented 

that area. However, the presence of mating and playing dolphins in 

shallow areas adjacent to the deep channels where they fed was often 

recorded. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) also noted 

winter congregations 1n the shallow Morris and Cummings Cut area 

and suggested that temperature m1ght not be the major factor in move- 

ments and distr1bution. 
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The seasonal variation in estimated dolphin density within the 

study S dt at s th t ddatt al ~T si tait d the ega 

during the late fall and winter 1978-1979 and that a sharp decline in 

estimated density followed during April. Movements of "naturally 

tagged" dolphins strongly suggested the possibilities of single, 

large home ranges or of additional home ranges. A dramatic winter-to- 

spring increase in number of sightings of Kinara coupled with a summer 

decline may have indicated that Herd Range I encompassed only a small 

portion of Kinara's entire home range, or that it constituted an addi- 

tional range that was utilized from time to time, most heavily during 

the spring. A similar trend was noted for Kalypso who was sighted 

far less frequently during the fall, winter, and summer than during 

the spring. Aliki was absent from the study area during the fall, and 

rare sightings during Oecember, January, and February were recorded. 

An increase in March was noted and a subsequent summer drop also 

occurred. It is possible that the increased numbers of dolphins in 

the channels and Pass during late fall and through the winter 

might have been related to movement of many of the "natural tags" to 

areas away from that region. In March, the month in which a sharp 

increase as well as initial appearance of several "natural tags" 

occurred, estimated density in Section 6 declined. Ragamuffin, Tal, 

Stubby, Gil, and Huckleberry were noted in the study area only during 

the spring and summer months and may also have moved into the area on 

a seasonal basis. Although Pointed Finger did not exhibit the large 

seasonal differences in sighting occurrence that were noted for Kinara 

and Kalypso, the nearly year-round observations were not numerous 

enough to preclude extensive movement outside the study area as well. 

Winter whereabouts of Gash and Ourania were unknown, and Little Chopped's 

extended absence from the study area during most of the spring and 

summer was attributed to movement farther north in Matagorda Bay. 

Although none of the other "naturally tagged" dolphins was noted as 

far north as Little Chopped, an increased number of Herd Range I 

dolphin sightings were made to the north in the Bay portion of Herd 

Range I. This spring and summer shift from the marshlands to Matagorda 

Bay was evident in density trends of the individual sections as well as 
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by the increased sightings of Kinara, Kalypso, Pointed Finger, and 

Aliki in Matagorda Bay. Movement out of Pass Cavallo and the Matagorda 

Ship Channel jetties into the Gulf of Mexico cannot be discounted 

and localized linear movements along the Gulf beach between the Pass 

and Ship Channel may have occurred. Odell et al. (1975) stated that a 

certain amount of migration occurs to and from inshore and offshore 

areas, as well as linearly along the coastline. 
The variation in seasonal abundance apparent in the study area is 

in direct contradiction to Gunter's (1942) statement that seasonal var- 

iation of abundance and migration are nonexistent in Texas waters. The 

evidence is also strong for the seasonal utilization of particular 

regions of the study area. Irvine et al. (1979) noted distinct differ- 
ences of habitat utilization according to season, whereby dolphins 

concentrated in the passes and along the Gulf shoreline during the 

winter and were more readily found in the bays and inshore channels 

during the summer. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) reported 

higher winter population counts within their study area that resulted 

from an influx of animals from either the Gulf or from adjacent bay 

systems. They stated that the seasonal variation in the presence of 

"natural tagsm and monthly variation in dolphin numbers within the 

study area indicated seasonal movement. It is still unclear whether 

the variation in abundance seen in the Pass Cavallo area resulted from 

a relatively localized, regional shift of dolphins from areas of Mata- 

gorda Bay and Espiritu Santo Bay into the deeper, more pro- 

ductive marshland channels, Pass, and Ship Channel, or if more long- 

range movement (such as Thick Fin's coverage of at least 190 km) occurred. 

The general movement of fishes in the fall towards the warmer, 

deeper channels, deep troughs and holes throughout the study area, as 

well as emigration towards the Gulf was reflected by similar movements 

of dolphins to those areas. Although True (1980), Caldwell and Cald- 

well (1972) and Hogan (1975) have reported seasonal migration for 

~tio along th Atl tl t, 1 1 and Wells I19721 fo ~ d no 

evidence of seasonal migration in central west Florida. Wursig (1978) 

e o d d six ~ti 1 e a from A g t laid tll Octoae 197S. 

The same dolphins were observed 300 km away 6 months later . Four of 
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the six were sighted in the original area once more by December 1976. 
However, because Wursig (1978) found recognizable individuals through- 

out the year, he stated that the dolphins in his study area did not 

migrate with the changing seasons. 

Daily Movements 

"Time-Group" Sightings 

The extent of movement between sightings of "natural tags", regardless 

of days involved, was difficult to determine due to the variability of 
movement exhibited within even a period of a few hours . Dolphins were 

often observed in goal-oriented travel and easily covered 6 to 7 km 

within 45 minutes, thus suggesting the coverage of large distances 
during each "time-group" sighting interval. On the other hand, they 
were also observed for several hours at a time within limited areas no 

larger than several hundred square meters. Upon still other occasions, 
travel and other activities were combined and dolphins slowly traveled 
in a specific direction with frequent pauses in order to mate, feed, 
or randomly move. After several minutes to several hours they would 

continue their slow, forward progression in the same or in a different 
direction. Aliki was sighted and followed four times on 12 February 

1979; at 1000 h traveling northeast in the Intracoastal Waterway near 
Fisherman 's Cut; at 1100 h milling with several other dolphins outside 
the Port O' Connor jetties 2. 2 km to the northeast; at 1212 h at Fish- 
erman's Cut in Barroom Bay, randomly moving and feeding; and at 1507 h, 
7. 3 km to the southwest, rapidly traveling through the Army Cut and 

continuing northeast in Espiritu Santo Bay. On 6 August 1979, move- 

t f hfdof2g~fioc, tctdtggg fff. e ohito d 

for over 5. 5 hours. Although a variety of activities was recorded 
most of the herd remained intact and within an area measuring less than 

2 kmz during the entire period. 
The above descriptions illustrate that dolphin activities involved 

both rapid coverage of large distances and almost aimless and random 

movement within a small area for several hours. Shane (1977) and 
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Shane and Schmidly (1978) stated that dolphins covered long distances 

quite quickly, and often moved aimlessly around small areas for extend- 

ed periods of time. The animals also followed certain movement pat- 

terns for several consecutive days or weeks, after which the pattern 

would abruptly be broken. 

Spatial Organization 

f111 1 d 6 uth y I1969I dest ihed ~01 hi us ~de1 hi Mo pa d " 

in which the entire school swam in a line with groups of two to three 

animals following one another. Schools were noted slowly swimming in 

a definite westerly or easterly direction during calm seas and good 

visibility. Distance among groups remained constant. Although they 

d'6 t eto d this f nnation f 1~in s in th tern Medit a a, 
"porpoise parades", as they were referred to in the Pass Cavallo area, 

were recorded many times and were identical to those described by 

Pi lleri and Knuckey (1969). Most occurred in shallow water less than 

4 m deep along the length of the Matagorda Peninsula in a northeast 

or southwest direction, although several "parades" were noted in the 

Intracoastal Waterway where the extremely large numbers of dolphins 

appeared conspicuous in the constricted area. Pods remained intact 

and distance among them was constant. Feeding was never noted. This 

configuration always appeared striking, perhaps due to the sheer num- 

ber of animals involved, the consistent, regimented travel, and the 

impression of a collective herd in uniformly separated pods. Reasons 

for this mode of travel, whether based upon navigational benefits or 

social structure, are inexplicable at this time. 

ti d P~Tusi ee Tso eoddtraue11 g" esse", 1 ~ 

which the dolphins were assembled more loosely in fluid pods that con- 

stantly restructured themselves. Pilleri and Knuckey (1969) recorded 

this typ of g o p positi fo ~DT hin s ~ds his and St 11 

~st x, The amount of space among pods fluctuated and the speed of 

traveling varied. A less regimented atmosphere prevailed, and mating 

and feeding were recorded. 

MPorpoi se parades" appeared to be structured formations geared 
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towards steady, uninterrupted progression to a specific area. BEn 

mass" movement, on the other hand, seemed to be synthesized with 

group feeding activity and social behavior (mating) as well as the 

general progression through an area. Wursi g and Wursig (1979) described 

herd configuration and movements that were similar to the "porpoise 

parades" and "en masse" structure described above. They noted slow, 

inshore movement in shallow water (less than 10 m deep) in which 

subgroups progressed in a tight formation 10 to 15 m wide and 50 to 

75 m long. No individual was far from shore and all animals were in 

similar depth due to the narrow formation of the group. Wursig and 

Wursig (1979) also described a more rapid type of movement which 

occurred during brief, mid-day periods of non-summer seasons. Dolphins, 

with greater than usual individual distance among individuals, moved 

into water deeper than 10 m and advanced as a wide rank which covered 

a large area. The authors suggested this movement and group configura- 

tion might have been a search pattern for schooling fish, especially 

th soothe h 2 (~En Ii h itaj. Be f di g as ft 
associated with the "en masse" movement seen in the Pass Cavallo area, 

this method of covering large areas in conjunction with forward travel 

may have been the same type of search pattern recorded by Wiirsig and 

Wursig (1979). 
A third type of herd configuration mentioned by Pilleri and 

Knuckey (1969) and infrequently sighted in the open bay area of Section 

2 as th "h 11o oval". I thi to fig tio, ~T si s s h1 d 

pods of two to five animals around an imaginary inner circle and 

traveled forward. 

Oil Spill 

According to Geraci and St. Aubin (1979), investigations of dead 

marine mammals found at oil spill sites have not conclusively linked 

the presence of oil with the animals' mortality. Although reports of 

oil spills, particularly those of the 1969 Santa Barbara Channel 

blow-out, have implicated oil contamination as responsbi le for the 

deaths of a variety of cetaceans, pinnipeds, and otters, oil was not 
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conclusively determined to be the causal agent. 

Geraci and St. Aubin (1979) stated that in some cases p1nnipeds 

and sea otters do not avoid o11, and that some marine mammals may even 

be attracted to a spill in order to feed on f1sh and organ1sms debili- 

tated or k1lled by the oil. Such an explanat1on may also clarify the 

large amount of fish-toss1ng that was so ev1dent on 27 September 1978 

nddes ihdh i. dithogh T~ios ee h d sting 
the typical div1ng and movement patterns associated with food-find1ng, 

such as long-dives and flukes-up dives in conjunct1on with erratic 

z1g-zags and circles, the most not1ceable and str1k1ng activ1ty con- 

cerned the high rate of fish-toss1ng and playing in the spill area. 

It is not known how many of the tossed f1sh were eventually eaten (if 
at all), nor how much oil was 1ncidently ingested. Geraci and Smith 

(1976) found that ringed seals rapidly absorbed crude oil hydrocarbons 

1nto body t1ssues and fluids, and ultimately excreted the compounds 

via bile and ur1ne (Engelhardt et al. , 1977). Harp seals g1ven up to 

75 ml crude oil showed no clinical, biochemical, or morphological 

ev1dence of tissue damage (Geraci and Sm1th, 1976). Although the 

authors caut1oned aga1nst comparing these f1ndings to other groups of 

marine mammals, they believed the results dampened fears that acciden- 

tal oil ingestion associated with feeding would be imedlately harmful 

to p1scivorous mar1ne mamnals. However, the long-term effects of 

ingestion of naphthalenes and tetramethylbenzene, the hydrocarbon 

components that are not metabolized by f1sh and are ultimately trans- 

ferred to top-level predators (HcCain et al. , 1978) are unknown. 

Hodgins et al. (1977) presented evidence that some petroleum hydro- 

carbons, including benzopyrene, are carcinogens in many invertebrate 

and vertebrate spec1es. 
Cetaceans have yet to be found covered with o11. Geraci and St. 

Aubin (1979) stated that odontocetes may be able to detect o11 more 

readily due to more soph1sticated long-range sensory capabilities 
(Norris, 1969). Also, cetacean skin is smooth and cannot accumulate 

oil, and oil-fouled odontocetes may go unnot1ced because of their 

wholly aquatic nature. Although the dolphins may or may not have 

detected the o11, this invest1gator's 11mited observations suggested 
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that they did not avoid it, nor did they appear directly affected by 

it in a negative manner. Irritation and inflammation of the eyes or 

skin were not observed, although the possibility of the subsequent 

appearance of such ailments was not discounted. Shane (1977) and 

Shane and Schmidly (1978) stated that following an oil spill in their 

study area, the animals swam regularly through the slick but seemed 

to avoid surfacing in the heaviest concentrations of oil. They were 

observed feeding and mating only after they had reached cleaner water, 

even though the oil appeared to have no obvious effect upon them. 

The oil spill's effects upon the movements and behavior of area 

dolphins was difficult to calculate since the large number of dolphins 

observed that day engaged in play behavior was also recorded under more 

normal circumstances, particularly during choppy or rough sea states. 
Further behavioral observations in oil spill areas, coupled with de- 

tailedd 

investigations of strandings, including histological research as 

well as the plotting of stranding locations and frequencies are neces- 

sary before the effects of oil contamination will begin to be understood. 

Bay-Gulf Interchange 

The extent of movement between Matagorda Bay and the Gulf of 

Mexico is unclear. Although such movement was observed, it was 

recorded fat too rarely to offer any preliminary conclusions at 
the present time. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) noted 

a tendency for more dolphins to move up than down Aransas Pass through- 

out the day, and suggested that some dolphins may move out of the 

Pass into the Gulf of Mexico at night. Saayman et al. (1973) and 

N is (197dj noted th t both ~Tursio s d s d Steneii ~1iro- 
tris entered the bays in the morning, having spent the night in the 

sea. During this study, deliberate travel up Pass Cavallo towards 

Matagorda Bay was especially noticeable in the mornings, while Gulf- 

ward movement down the Pass was more common during the late afternoon 

and early evening. On 24 January 1979, an early evening "porpoise 

parade" along Matagorda Peninsula reached the southwest tip of the 

Peninsula (Decros Point), at which time several animals swung around 
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to the east and began traveling down the Pass towards the Gulf. 

Social Composition 

Subgroups or pods of dolphins that are characterized by varying 

degrees of permanence and fluidity have been described by several 

authors (Irvine and Wells, 1972; Irvine et al. , 1979; Hogan, 1975; 

Wiirsig and Wursig, 1977; Wursig, 1978; Wells, 1978; Shane, 1977; 

Shane and Schmidly, 1978; Wells et al. , 1980; Asper and Odell, 1980). 

Results of this study suggested that pod composition is versatile and 

unpredictable, ranging from temporary, changeable bonds and encounters 

to long-term, enduring relationships among certain individuals. 

"Naturally Tagged" Dolphins 

"Natural tag" associations illustrated that little interaction 

among dolphins belonging to different extended herds occurred. Irvine 

t 1. (1979) ls tdtht t ally kd~fso fo 
adjacent to their study site occasionally approached groups of the 

study herd but never appeared to mingle with them. 

Herd composition was dynamic and bonds of varying intimacy wer e 

noted. Dolphins observed interacting within the same pod were later 
sighted in the same herd or in different herds. Dolphins previously 

not recorded within a pod or herd were later noted together. Irvine 

od Wells 279722 gt r d the s e th 1 ge male ~Tursio t gath 

upon three different occasions, and Asper and Odell (1980) observed 

two freeze-branded adult males together every one of the nine times in 

which they were sighted. Two other males were seen together 12 times. 

Wells et al. (1980) also described the dynamic nature of groups within 

the study herd wherein particular dolphins were sighted together on 

consecutive days, after which they were located in new groups and new 

areas. The original group was sometimes encountered intact once again. 

Hogan (1975) reported that group splintering and restructuring 

was common, but that core groups of five to 10 animals were apparent. 
W'ursig and Wiirsig (1977) and Wursig (1978) found subgroups of eight 
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to 20 animals that 1ncluded a small core unit of ind1viduals cons1s- 

tently found together. Other animals appeared and d1sappeared in the 

subgroups on different days in a h1ghly flu1d manner. Although a 

fixed core unit of dolph1ns was not observed 1n the Pass Cavallo area, 

the 1nter-related nature of "natural tags" was ev1dent . 
Saayman et al. (1972, 1973) and Saayman and Tayler (1973, 1979) 

found that humpback dolphins (Sousa) exhibited fluid group structure 

which 1nvolved a var1ety of individuals. Much regrouping and separa- 

tion into units d1fferent from their orig1nal composit1on was noted. 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) commented that the social 

it of g aa appaa td lightly i aa at hi th did thoaaoft~i 
truncatus in the Aransas Pass area. In th1s study, associations of 

bottlenosed dolph1ns were changeable over time; 1ntermingling and 

shifting among groups was often noted, but group cohesiveness and 

stability seemed more pronounced and less loosely organized than that 

of humpback dolphins. 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) descr1bed three forms 

of assoc1ation among bottlenosed dolphins that were apparent from 

"natural tag" observation 1n their study area, including: (1) the 

casual acquaintance of all dolphins in the area with one another; (2) 

herd membership or home range-sharing; and (3) pod membership including 

dolphins who spent much time together in the same pod . During this 

study, the second and third forms of association were noted. However, 

because this study area incorporated what appeared to be three extended 

herd ranges with little overlap, it was assumed that not all animals 

in the study area were acqua1nted with one another. 

Mean Pod and Herd Sizes 

51ngletons compr1sed 10K of all s1ghtings of dolphins in the 

Pass Cavallo area. This value was similar to Irv1ne et al. 's (1979) 

calculat1on of less than 15% s1ngletons, and indicates the gregar1ous 

nature of bottlenosed dolphins. Pod size, which averaged between 

two and four dolph1ns in this study area, was slightly smaller 

than other inshore Gulf reg1on pod sizes that ranged from three 
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to eight animals (Leatherwood and Platter, 1975; Shane, 1977; Shane 

and Schmidly, 1978; Irvine et al. , 1979; Leatherwood, 1979; Barham 

et al. , 1980). 
Individual pod sizes were significantly larger in the open bay 

areas of this study compared to the marshlands. Leatherwood (1975) 

also found that subgroups in the marshlands tended to be smaller than 

those in the sounds. hiean herd sizes in the Pass Cavallo area also 

tended to be larger in the open bay areas as compared to the marsh- 

lands. Leatherwood and Platter (1975), Wells (1978), Shane (1977), 

Shane and Schmidly (1978), and Irvine et al. (1979) also noted larger 

group sizes in the less constricted regions of their study sites. 
However, it should be noted that periodically, particularly during 

the winter and early spring, extremely large herds of dolphins, 

often in transit, were observed in the Intracoastal Waterway, 

Saluria Bayou, and Devil's Elbow. With the exception of "porpoise 

parades", herds in Matagorda Bay were more cohesive and less strung 

out than were herds in the constricted marshland channels. A similar 

finding was mentioned by Leatherwood (1975) regarding herd structure 

in the sounds and marshes of the northern Gulf of Mexico. 

The general decrease in both pod and herd sizes during the fall 

and winter was also noted by Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly 

(1978). Ir vine et al. (1979) found a general increase in pod sizes 

during November and December. 

6 p i* s of ~T i i the n te f the s th te n Unit d 

States appear to be smaller than those of other areas of the world. 

P111 ri nd K ky (Tedg) f d ~Tin s t c to i g ps s ging 

from eight to 100 individuals in the western Mediterranean, and 

Wursig and Wursig (1977) and Wursig (1978) noted that group sizes of 

bottlenosed dolphins in their study area along the Argentine coast 

ranged from eight to 22 animals, with a mean of 15 individuals per 

g o p. Th neon g o p 1 f ~T i d co off th nest f 6 th 

Africa was 140. 3 (Saayman and Tayler, 1973), far less comparable to 

Tur~sio s truncatus in Texas waters than was the 6. 6 mean group size 

observed in humpback dolphins (Sousa). 
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Female-Calf Pairs 

Calf percentages of approximately 7 to 10'. have been reported by 

Leatherwood and Platter (1975), Shane (1977), Shane and Schmidly (1978), 
Irvine et al. (1979), Leatherwood (1979), Asper and Odell (1980), and 

Barham et al. (1980). Odell and Reynolds (1980) stated that their 
relatively low values of 2. 1 to 2. 5/ calves may have been a function 
of the location of their study area. The Pass Caval lo area mean per- 
centage of 7. 21 calves for the year is quite comparable to Shane (1977) 
and Shane and Schmidly's (1978) 7. 61'/ calves. Narch and April 1978 
aerial surveys along the Texas coast classified 9. 3%%u of the total ani- 
mals sighted as calves (Barham et al. , 1980). This study's Harch and 

April calf percentages were 9. 09 and 8. 76, respectively. 
Leatherwood and Platter (1975) calculated that the 7. 75 calves 

they observed were indicative of a healthy population if the calving 
interval was 3 years, but was below maximum productivity if the 

interval was 2 years. Speculation about a 2-year calving cycle in- 
creased during this study following three confirmed sightings (and 

several other possible sightings) in January and July 1979 of pods 

containing a newborn infant, an older calf, and a larger animal, pre- 
sumably the mother. A bimodal calving season (Harrison and Ridgway, 

1971; Sergeant et al. , 1973) from September to November and February 

t Myha b gg tdf bth pts df e- gag~pi* 
Irvine et al. (1979) stated that they were unable to determine if their 
calf sightings represented a bimodal breeding season with peaks in late 
spring and fall, or a continuous spring-to-fall breeding season. 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) found small calves through- 

t th ye d s ggested that ~rorsio s a b th gho t th 

year with a peak in late spring. This appeared to be the case in the 
Pass Cavallo area, although the high percentage of newborns in early 
January is inexplicable at this time, 

The calf percentage histograms from Shane (1977) and Shane and 

Schmidly (1978), and Irvine et al. (1979) and this study are all 
comparable. Highest calf percentages in Florida, ranging from 10 to 
14Ã, occurred during September, July, June, and November. Buring the 
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remainder of the year, calves comprised between 3 and 7/ of the total 
sightings. Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) found the 

highest calf percentages of 10 to 13'/ during April and May. Calves 

constituted 3 to 8/ of the total sightings during the remaining months 

of the year. There was less variation among calf percentages during 

this study in which the values for all 12 months fluctuated between 

5 and 10K. Calves comprised 5 to 7% of the total population during 

September, October, November, December, February, and August, and 8 

to 10% of the total sightings during January, March, April, May, June, 

and July. Calf percentages in Florida and in the Aransas Pass area 

were lowest during March and February, respectively. In the Pass 

Cavallo area, calf percentages were lowest in December, while the 

March value was second highest of the year. 
The fall and winter calf percentages were nearly equal, although 

a striking increase of newborns was noted during January 1979. Layne 

(1965) oddto t yibo ~Ti ththd t ddt 0 m- 

ber and January. The newborn calves of January 1979 were the first 
newborns observed during the study, and no others were recorded 

until 3 March 1979 and 14 March 1979, when two fresh newborn or still- 
born calves were found on the Matagorda Peninsula Gulf beach and on 

the Matagorda Bay shoreline several hundred meters northwest of the 

Port O' Connor jetties. On 27 March, a newborn calf was observed 

traveling with a herd of 15 dolphins in the vicinity of the Gulf and 

Pass Cavallo. 

Irvine et al. (1979) stated that numbers of female-calf pair 
sightings varied with season and habitat, suggesting the use of certain 
regions which offered protected waters and readily available food 

sources as nursery areas. They also found that females with calves 

exhibited the most extensive home ranges of any of the age-sex classes, 
although they tended to concentrate in the more productive northern 

region of the study site, an area of shallow, submerged grass flats. 
A high percentage of female-calf pairs during this study frequented 

the protected channels and grass flats of the marshlands. The record- 

ing of 63%%u of all female-calf pairs within the marshlands during the 

winter of 1978-1979 suggests their preference for those areas. 
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Herd Composition 

Leatherwood and Platter (1975) observed herds containing discrete 
subgroups of adults, juveniles, females with calves, and females with 

one calf and one juvenile during their aerial surveys off Alabama, 

Mississippi, and Louisiana, Similar composition was found in the 

Pass Cavallo area in which variously-sized animals could be noted 

within the larger unit. Most evident were the segregation of female- 

calf pairs and juveniles within the herd. Irvine et al. (1979) stated 
that females accompanied by calves traveled throughout the range and 

appeared to interact less with adult males than did unaccompanied 

adult and subadult females. Hogan (1975) also stated that variously- 

sized dolphins could be seen in the large, temporary aggregations in 

the late summer and early fall. Infants were accompanied by one and 

sometimes two large animals, and subgroups of juveniles could sometimes 

be distinguished within the larger aggregation. The age-size classes 
of small groups appeared fairly constant, and groups of large dolphins 

rarely included smaller animals, and vice versa. 
Irvine et al. (1979) stated that adult males were often found 

together and interacted to a greater extent with females of all ages 

and all classes in general than with subadult males. During this 
t dy, 1 g ~tio s. Oos eely ales, e e ese o ted S t tt g 

with pods of juveniles. One exception may have occurred on 6 August 

1979 when several young dolphins were noted repeatedly lunging at 
three large dolphins, executing non-stop leaps and forward trunk-slaps, 

nearly touching the adults each time. The encounter appeared unusual 

due to the playfulness of the juveniles and total lack of participation 

by the adults . None of the mutual physical contact so common during 

mating or playing was evident as the adults totally ignored the 

juveniles. The animals were not sexed and it is unknown whether the 

encounter may have been an example of a confrontation between adult 

males and juvenile males. 

Sexually segregated groups of bottlenosed dolphins were also noted 

by Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a), Irvine and Wells (1972), and Mead 

(1975a). Tavolga (1966) noted subgroups of single adult males, adult 



females, and mostly male subadults and juveniles at Mar ineland of 

Florida. 

Dolphin - Shrimp Fishery Association 

Gunter (1938, 1942, 1951, 1954), Norris and Prescott (1961) and 

Caldwell and Caldwell (1972a) have all briefly described the attraction 

of falsi t h 1 9 boats. 5 oa (1975), t th ood (1975), sh 

(1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) have gone into somewhat more 

detail depicting and categorizing this feeding pattern. However, 

accounts based upon consistent, recurrent observations of dolphins 

associating with shrimp boats over a period of months, and the implica- 

tions of such a relationship upon feeding ecology, sociality, inter- 

specific interactions and movements are not available. 

Major Stages of Operation 

Docked or Anchored Non-Workin Shrim Boats. When dolphins were 

observed in the vicinity of docked shrimp boats at Clark's Fish House 

on the Intracoastal Waterway, they sometimes veered off to 
enter the boat slips. They were also sometimes observed 

near shrimp boats that were still culling out the last tow, Five 

to 10 dolphins milled around several boats and fed on trash fish that 

were discarded in the Intracoastal Waterway. 

Leatherwood (1975) described dolphins' attraction to boats 

anchored in the bays and sounds during the day following a night of 

shrimping. Remnants of debris and trash fish still entangled in nets 

left trailing in the water or hanging from the outriggers were appar- 

ently attractive to the animals. Several similar cases were recorded 

in Matagorda Bay, and on 13 January 1979, three dolphins including one 

calf had approached and milled around the project boat for over 30 

minutes when they abruptly racing-dove towards a Gulf shrimp boat 

anchored 0. 5 km southwest of the Ship Channel jetties. On 9 July 1979, 

5 hours were spent observing aboard the "Capt. Morocco", which was 

anchored 300 m off the Matagorda Peninsula and about 0. 5 km southwest 
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of the Ship Channel jetties. Several pods of dolphins were counted 

during the 5-hour period, although none of them approached the boat 

or altered their course in any way. 

t g h d f ~T si s d ho ed boats ith t tiii 
culling out, as well as following completion of culling out, were 

often recorded at night. They encircled the entire boat and short- 
and long-dove, leaped, interacted with one another, and frequently 
snorted in an energetic fashion. The loud and frequent snorts, 
expulsive puffs and breaths may have also commonly occurred during 

the day but were inaudible due to the engine's loud noise. Although 

it was assumed that night feeding on trash fish discarded from the 

last tow occurred, it was too dark to see any fish in the mouths of 
the dolphins. 

Underwa To or From Shrim in Grounds. Dolphins were regularly 
noted at the ends of the Port O' Connor jetties randomly feeding, 

mating, or milling around. Many times an atmosphere of almost aimless 

"hanging around" predominated as dolphins alternated between mating, 

randomly moving, and traveling in and out of the jetties. Upon 

several occasions, dolphins that randomly milled around the ends of 
the jetties abruptly approached a shrimp boat traveling towards Mata- 

gorda Bay. They rode the bow-wave several hundred meters into Nata- 

gorda 6ay, abruptly departed from the boat, returned to the ends of 
the jetties, randomly moved about for a short period of time, and 

invariably approached another on-coming boat. On 5 tune 1979, a pod 

of three dolphins and a second pod of two moved out of the jetties 
and suddenly veered off to approach a shrimp boat that was entering 
the jetties. As it passed, they began feeding in its wake. Other 

times, dolphins swam towards approaching shrimp boats that were still 
several hundred meters away and positioned themselves in the exact 
area where the boats eventually passed. 

Towin the Trawl. Gunter (1954) and Norris and Prescott (1961) 
nti ed th t ~T ~ asio s ppe ed to distingeish b t ee the o io s 

sounds of the engine and winch signifying the stage at which the shrimp 

boat was operating. They stated that dolphins approached boats from 

long distances away when the trawl was lowered into the water as well as 
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immediately before the trawl was hauled onto the back deck. 
Similar observations in Matagorda Bay supported claims that the 

dolphins were well-versed in the routines of shrimping and appeared 

able to distinguish between steps of the procedure. The degree to 
which they were familiar with the shrimping process was especially 
evident by the way in which they followed the net up to the stern as 
it was hauled in, and then immediately continued for ward to the far 
sides or bow of the boat to mill around, play, or nuzzle one another 
while the trawl was out of the water and the catch dumped on deck. 
The animals moved behind the stern and continued to follow the net 
again once the trawl was returned to the water. Other times, however, 

the dolphins would follow the net step by step as it approached the 
stern and would then rise far out of the water attempting to take fish 
directly from the cod-end of the trawl as it swung from the water 

onto the deck. During other instances, dolphins switched to 

nearby shrimp boats as the trawl was hauled in rather than wait for it 
to be returned to the water several minutes later. They immediately 

switched over to a towing shrimp boat if the original boat showed any 

signs of slowing down in order to "pick up" the trawl. Upon three 
occasions, severaI dolphins that had been consistently following the 
same boats for nearly 1 hour abruptly left them and began racing- 
diving to other boats, where they resumed feeding. Within seconds of 
their departures, the original shrimpers not only hauled in their 
trawls but immediately increased their speeds and headed towards town. 

Simultaneousl Towin the Trawl and Cullin Out. Leatherwood 

(1975) and Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) distinguished 
two types of working shrimp boat-related feeding patterns in which 

dolphins (1) foraged behind working shrimp boats, presumably feeding 
on stirred-up live fish and organisms or picking gilled fish out of 
the net; and (2) closely approached the boats in order to feed on 

discarded trash fish. The dolphins' preference, if any, for one 

feeding type over the other, was not mentioned. Eighty-five complete 

tows were observed both from aboard the "Capt. Morocco" as well as from 

the project boat. In only one instance were the majority of dolphins 

congregated at the stern feeding on trash fish while the trawl was 
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being towed. A pattern of actively following the net seemed preferable 
to merely feeding on cull up at the stern although the dolphins exhib- 

ited little fear of the boats. Following behind the boat may have been 

more desirable because it permitted the dolphins to feed on live, 
stirred-up fish, organisms, and gilled fish, as well as upon trash fish 
that had drifted back through the water from the stern after being 

discarded. By exclusively feeding upon trash fish, the dolphins would 

have been limited to predominantly dead fish and heavy competition with 

gulls and terns. 
td11, 01fth . 0 A h ed dt111 0t. ~ti dtd 

closely approach the stems and sides of shrimp boats in order to take 
trash fish after the boats ceased to tow their trawls. Shrimpers often 
threw fish directly to the dolphins that appeared to compete with the 
heavy concentrations of gulls (Hogan, 1975; Shane, 1977; Shane and 

Schmidly, 1978). Side and upside-down swimning was commonly observed 

(Leatherwood, 1975) and large bubbles (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1972b) 

welled up to the surface. Most fish were seized under water which was 

usually too turbid to permit identification of species or a detailed 
description of the dolphins' feeding methods. Although they were often 
observed daintily picking fish off the surface and taking them hori- 
zontally in their mouths before swallowing, dolphins were also observed 

lunging at trash fish. 
Some shrimpers mentioned that they often hand-fed dolphins after 

the last tow. Although this was not seen, 10 to 15 dolphins which 

had been individually feeding on trash fish were observed crowding 

around the side or stern of a shrimp boat and bobbing up and down in 

the water as the shrimper tossed fish directly to them. Shrimpers 

sometimes stooped down on the edge of the back deck, and if the 

dolphins would not accept fish which were offered by hand, they would 

toss the fish which were caught in mid-air by the dolphins. 

"Naturally Tagged" Dolphins and Shrimp Boats 

Nine of the dnaturally tagged" dolphins associated in some way 

with shrimp boats during the year. The majority were noted following 



behind boats that were act1vely towing trawls. In the cases of 
Ouran1a, Little Chopped, Pointed Finger, Gash, and Huckleberry, the 
locations in wh1ch they were sighted in associat1on with the boats 
were also the most distant po1nts at wh1ch they were ever observed. 

Seasonal Movements 

The extent and degree to which dolphins are attracted to the 
easily accessible food provided by shr1mp1ng operat1ons is unknown. 

Although it was evident that the animals altered short-term movement 

or travel in order to approach trawling boats that were 1. 0 to l. 5 km 

away, the maximum distance from which dolph1ns would purposely approach 

shr1mp boats rema1ned unclear. Also confusing were the large concen- 

tratio s of T~orsio s in gions that am si t atty n+pty of dolphins 

when shr1mp boats were not present. Periodic abundances of dolphins 

in Section 5 corresponded with the section 's heavy use by shrimp boats. 
Sight1ngs of the dolph1ns corresponded with the presence of bay and 

bait shrimpers in Section 5 from April until June harvesting brown 

shrimp (Penaeus aztecus) and from July to mid-October harvesting white 

shrimp (Penaeus setiferus). By the end of October, most of the fleet 
had moved several kilometers north and northeast towards the middle 

of Matagorda Bay, and towards the Matagorda Peninsula near the bulk- 

head. Section 5 est1mated density decl1ned, remained low for the 

following several months, and began to steadily increase in June . By 

August 1979, at the conclus1on of the study, the section exh1bited its 
highest density of the year. The increase of dolphins corresponded 

exactly with the resumption of shrimping 1n June, and the majority 

of dolphins were observed associat1ng with shrimp boats as they had 

done there the prev1ous summer. This 1s not meant to d1scount the 
possibility that increased numbers of dolphins in that area may have 

been due to the large-scale return of many f1shes to the increasingly 

warmer Bay waters. Herds of dolphins northwest of the Port O' Connor 

jetties and along the shorel1ne towards Indianola Harbor were regular- 

ly observed feeding on trout (Cynoscion). The presence or absence of 
shrimp boats in Section 5 may have played no part in the general 
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movement of dolphins that exploited the easily accessible food source 

provided by the boats because they were in the area anyway. 

A decline in area dolphin density was noted in the spring. Al- 

though shrimpers constantly reported high numbers of dolphins 8 to 10 km 

north of the study area, that region was not regularly covered. It 
was not known whether the large spring dolphin counts were normally 

found in those areas, or if the seasonally high concentrations of 
shrimp, fish, and boats were responsible for a shift to the area. In 

a somewhat similar case, a study involving 16 species of seabirds 

known to feed off fishery discards near Gray's Harbor, Washington 

(Wahl and Heinemann, 1979), found that 10 species were significantly 
more abundant within 6 km of the fishing vessels than beyond that 

distance, With the exception of one of the species, the higher abun- 

dance near the vessels was assumed to be primarily due to the birds' 

attraction to the discards. 

Activity Cycles 

Shane (1977) and Shane and Schmidly (1978) found that time of day 

had the most marked effect upon traveling, mating, resting, and racing- 

diving. Feeding peaks occurred between 0700 h and 1000 h, and 1700 h 

and 2100 h, and mating was most prevalent between 1000 h and 1300 h. 

Saayman et al. (1973) found that mating behavior increased following 

the morning feeding peak. Similar trends were noted during this study 

in which serious, almost regimented feeding was noted for several hours 

i n the morning, often followed by vari able periods of mating activity. 

Social Composition and Behavior 

As in the case of general pod size throughout the study area, the 

mean pod size of dolphins associating with shrimp boats increased 

during the spring and summer. Herd sizes increased during the spring 

and summer, although this may have been a function of fewer boats. 

Although 15 to 25 dolphins were observed behind each of the few boats 

that were shrimping in Sections 3 and 5 prior to the August 1979 fall 
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shrimping season, similarly large numbers were not observed once the 

season opened. Seventy-five to 100 boats were present in the area 

enclosed by the Ship Channel from Powderhorn Ranch to an area several 

kilometers northwest of Indianola. A total of 30 to 35 dolphins was 

found throughout the entire section, widely distributed among the 

boats in several small pods. It had been hypothesized that the 

extremely large numbers of dolphins present just prior to the opening 

of the fall season would further increase with the appearance of at 
least 75 more boats. This, however, did not occur. 

Specific differences in group composition between dolphins asso- 

ciating with shrimp boats and those far from the proximity of the boats 

were not observed. In both cases, herds consisted of variously-sized 

animals, with some degree of segregation noted among large animals, 

juveniles, and female-calf pairs. Leatherwood (1977) reported calves 

of 7 to 10 months of age taking fish, although this was not observed 

in the present study. Pod and herd structure and stability remained 

unclear as both individuals and pods that appeared to belong to larger 

herds split away from one another in order to approach various boats. 

It was not determined whether pods that initially approached boats 

together also departed together because the animals often separated 

during the course of feeding, Saayman and Tayler (1973) described 

groups of humpback dolphins (Sousa) which met at feeding grounds and 

mingled to feed or interact, after which they combined and departed in 

compact traveling formations or regrouped into units different than 

their original compositions. Although the social cohesion among 

humpback dolphins seems looser and less structured than that of 

~Tsi, indisid i ~Ti s sthe th n i t t g n its e iy 

switched among shrimp boats. 

Gulf Shrimping 

A total of 21 hours was spent observing dolphins associating with 

shrimp boats in the Gulf of Mexico. A noticeable increase over the 

frequency of leaps, racing-dives, and tail-slaps in Matagorda Bay was 

evident in the Gulf, and a large amount of energy seemed exerted on 
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surface and aer1al activity. Reasons beh1nd these behav1oral dif- 
ferences are not clear although similarly energetic behav1or was also 
noted among near-shore Gulf dolph1ns when shr1mp boats were absent. 

The fact that several dolphins cont1nued to follow an empty net 

that was mistakenly towed for 2 hours suggests that feeding on stirred- 
up fish and organisms 1s a worthwhile and important function of follow- 

ing the net. During the majority of cases in which the fish and shrimp 

do accumulate in the net, more t1me may be spent plucking g1lled f1sh 

from the mesh rather than feeding exclusively on st1rred-up fish. 
However, when this alternative d1d not exist, the amount of sti rred-up 

fish and organisms was substantial enough to attract the dolph1ns for 
2 hours. 

Shrimper I)uestionnaire 

The results of the shrimpers' questionnaire aided 1n better under- 

standing th hay h i p ri h y' rf t p th i gy i ~tsi 
in Matagorda Bay. Most of the shrimpers' observations corroborated 

those of the 1nvestigator and contributed subjective 1nformation con- 

cerning areas of dolphin abundance; recogn1zable an1mals; behavior 

during the approach, active following, and departure from boats; group 

composit1on; shark-dolphin interact1on; trawl damage and food preference. 

Widespread trawl damage blamed on dolphins was claimed to occur 

prior to 1961 when the trawls were constructed of cotton. Dolphins 

were commonly shot unti l shrimpers began to use trawls constructed of 
a nylon-cotton mix (ny-cot) in the early and m1ddle 1960's, A dramatic 

decline in damage was supposedly noted. It 1s not known how widespread 

shooting is today. With one exception, all shrimpers who adm1tted to 
shooting dolphins (23K stated that they had shot at dolphins to scare 

them away, while 18%%d sa1d they had deliberately killed dolph1ns) were 

over 45 years of age and had shrimped for more than 20 years. None of 

th ia st a d d ~Tursio s found in o ~ th st dy a ho d a y 

indication of having been shot. 
Although the investigator was aware of only one incident during 

the study 1n wh1ch a dolph1n was found dead in a shrimp trawl, 77/ of 
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the shrimpers stated that they had never captured a dolphin during 

the1r years of shrimping. Although further invest1gations are neces- 

sary to determine whether shrimp trawl s sign1ficantly contribute to 
dolph1n mortality, available data suggest that the loss is relatively 

sma 1 I. 

Strandings 

Species 

S h idly d M lch (197d) p t d th t T~i tv' cetus 

the most common delph1n1d 1n Texas waters, and Schmidly and Shane 

(197M) d ig ted ~T io s as the ost n c t i 7 has i sho e 

waters according to stranding records and observations . During this 

study, 65K of the strandings were pos1t1vely identified as bottlenosed 

dolphins. Four other cetaceans, sighted from small aircraft, were re- 

s ted a ~fio s but e t fi d by th 1 estigat . A 

i g th t th e c ta e T~sio s, 7gt f th st di kg i volved 

bottlenosed dolph1ns. 

Schmidly and Shane (1978) noted that strand1ng data are not 

necessarily reflective of relative abundance among cetaceans. For 

example, Gunter (1954) claimed that spotted dolphins (Stenella ~la io- 

don) were common in offshore waters of the Gulf of Mexico. According 

to the number of observations and recorded strandings, Schmidly and 

Shane (1978) considered the spotted dolphin the second most common 

cetacean 1n Texas waters, and possibly the most common species offshore. 

However, not a single stranding was reported during the1r stranding 

network operation from I January 1974 to 31 December 1975. The same 

circumstance held true during th1s study, in wh1ch no stenellids were 

found beached. The three stenellids listed as stranded dur1ng this 

study were actually harpooned several kilometers offshore of Port 

Isabel, Texas, to be used as shark bait. The number of other cases 

that occur unnoticed, undiscovered, or unreported may play a s1gnifi- 

c t ole in th t lity O' St tla ~la i d d th pelagic 

species of small cetaceans. American shrimpers who had worked off the 
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coast of Mexico for several years stated that Mexican boats frequently 

harpooned dolphins for shark bait by closely approaching the American 

boats as dolphins followed the shrimp trawls (R. Ouval, Jr. , pers. 

comm. ). 
Other shrimpers mentioned the regularity with which they saw 

large herds of stenellids several kilometers off Matagorda Peninsula 

and Matagorda Island. Fishing guides and tourists have also remarked 

about the abundance of stenellids that approach their boats several 

kilometers offshore. 
The January 1979 stranding of a female Blaineville's beaked 

wh le (~M so 1 d d sirostris) th fi t t d d st di g f 
this species for the Texas coast and for the western Gulf of Mexico. 

It was also the first of several documented beaked whale strandings 

that occurred along the Texas coast between August 1979 and July 1980. 

As pre io sly tio ed, o 8 tf St e + h k d h 1 (~fleso lodon 

~ae s) fo nd so th est of P t A a sa o 31 August 1919. 1 

f h ary 1980 one M. ~ po t d s th of th g 

station at Padre Island National Seashore, and in July 1980 one goose- 

beaked whale (~Zi hius cavi rostris) was stranded near Port Isabel, Texas. 

Location 

Several of the strandings that occurred within 20 km of Pass 

Cavallo were concentrated in two relatively small areas. Three dol- 

phins were found within a radius of 1. 0 km of the intersection of 

the Intracoastal Waterway and the Army Cut. The two dolphins that 

were found on the Waterway shorelines may have drifted in through the 

A y 8 f 1 3 ~ i it Santo Say. f f~rsio s, i 1 di g t 
born animals, beached 16, 18, and 20 km southwest of Pass Cavallo. 

The first newborn beached 16 km from the Pass in April 1979 and was 

transported to an enclosure several kilometers to the north where it 
could be more easily necropsied. Four months later, a second newborn 

stranded within 1 km of the first site. The two other dolphins which 

were found 2 and 4 km, respectively, from that area, beached in 

February and March 1979. No unique or unusual physiographic features 
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were noted anywhere in the 4-km stretch in which the dolphins were 

fo nd, b t nus lly high be f ~fi as t d itli g 

around and traveling in that area during the November 1980 National 

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) aerial surveys. 

Seasonal Occurrence 

Definite seasonality in the occurrence of strandings was noted 

and 74K of the strandings were recorded during the winter and spring. 

S ty- 1 e ne t t f 11 7~ufo s t di gs ot d d 1 g the 

winter and spring; 29% in the winter, and 50K, during the spring. 

Schmidly and Melcher (1974), Schmidly and Shane (1978), Shane (1977), 

and Shane and Schmidly (1978) also concluded that seasonal variation 

i ~Tsi t andings wa id t si * th j ity f t di gs 

which they investigated occurred during the winter and early spring. 

The more adverse weather conditions during the winter coupled with 

susceptibility to disease and parasites probably accounted for many 

of the strandings that were particularly evident during March 1979. 

Sex 

Five al d th fe 1 T~io s we se d. Sh n j7977) a d 

Shane and Schmidly (1978) found a greater proportion of males than 

females during their 1976-1977 study, and Schmidly and Shane (1978) 

found le al s nd f al s gth ~Tusf hi hthey 

investigated during 1974-1975. 

Age-Size Classes 

Contrary to Layne's (1965) findings that a large proportion of 

strandi gs t isted f y young do'Inhi , the ld ~T i hi h 

were measured were fairly evenly represented among all four of Ridg- 

way's (1968) age-size classes. Twenty-nine percent were less than 1 

year old, 29K were between 1 and 3 years old, 21$ were 3 to 6 years 

old, and 21% were over 6 years old. According to the limits prescribed 
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by both Harrison and Ridgway (1971) and Sergeant et al. (1973), only 

f th eight se ed ~Ti, ~ ale, u s lly t . T o 

other males both measured 243. 84 cm in total length and were 1. 16 cm 

shorter than the lower length of sexual maturity for males as given 

by Sergeant et al. (1973). 

Possible Causes of Death 

Causes of the deaths of the majority of strandings could not be 

determined. Several animals were inaccessible; some were badly 

decomposed; and others were dry and leathery and partially eaten, 

presumably by coyotes. The deaths of five and possibly six of the 

tateans u s d by hu s. Th e st Ilids nd ~fsf 
died lt of being ha poo d, o ~Tsi s b dly t by 

b at p p lier. and ~T sio possibly d o ed 1 a ahri pe 

net. Three of the four newborn bottIenosed dolphins were found 2 to 

3 days after "northersn (sudden, heavy northerly winds bringing about 

r ough seas) had passed through the area. The navel of one of the 

newborns was possibly infected. The infection and additional stress 

brought about by the adverse weather conditions may have been respon- 

sibl f its d ath. 4 1 ~T io s that as ed 304. 8 tn in total 

length was found irnsediately after Tropical Storm Amelia. It had no 

cuts or wounds and showed no signs of having struggled on the beach. 

Although its teeth were not worn down, the dolphin may have been quite 

old, possibly diseased, and was further debilitated by the storm. The 

T~rsio hi h ~ found on 19 7 b ary 1979 h d ~ t eely th'n 

blubber layer and empty stomach. It appeared emaciated particularly 

in the region of the neck and may have suffered from a disease which 

left it without an appetite or incapable of feeding. 



SUMMARY 

l. The estimated population dens1ty in the Pass Cavallo area of 
Metage d 0 y, Te , ged f high f 1. 29 - +0. 161 ~T 1 s/k 

/98. 16 d 1phi / 1 F 0 y 1919 t 1 f 0. 396 - +0. 09o T~si / 

km- (30. 08 dolph1ns) the following April. These monthly estimates 

were obtained by adding the indiv1dual section monthly counts of dol- 

phins and di viding the total by the 75 km study area . S1gni ficant 
correlations (p & 0. 0001) between dolphin abundance and month, dolphin 

abundance and section, and dolphin abundance and the interaction of 
month and sect1on were found. 

Z. Twenty dolphins were identified by their unique dorsal fins, 
scars, or otherwise recognizable characterist1cs. Most of the dolph1ns 

appeared to belong to one of three extended herds, each occupying 1ts 
own herd range. Virtually no interact1on among dolphins belong1ng to 
different extended herds was ever observed. Although the "natural tagsd 

were consistently found in the same regions from one encounter to the 

next, sightings were too infrequent to discount the possibility that 
extensive home range-related movement outside the study area did 

occur. 

3. Seasonal movement into and out of the study area and heavy 

seasonal util1zat1on of particular reg1ons over others was observed. 

Short-term movement patterns varied from seemingly "aimless", random 

movement and milling, to rapid, goal -or1 ented travel . Dolphin 

daily movements were significantly influenced by t1dal flow and t1me 

of day. 

4. A previously identified dolph1n from an earlier study 95 km 

to the southwest in the Aransas Pass area of Texas (Shane, 1977; Shane 

and Schm1dly, 1978) was s1ghted on Z9 June 1979 in the near-shore Gulf 

0. 5 km from the study area. The chance observation raised questions 

regarding daily and long-term movement patterns, home range uti 11zati on, 

idaho -0 1. f M 1 1 t ch g, d 1 1ity of ~fsio s. 
5. Social bonds were characterized as fluid, dynamic, and change- 

able, as well as long-term and recurrent. Mean pod size (two to four 
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dolphins) and mean herd size (11 to 15 dolphins) remained fairly con- 

stant according to month, season, time of day, and depth, although 

significant differences at the 0. 05 level were found between herd size 

d iio . Calves constit t d i. gig of ait ~tuvsi s ight d d kg 
the year. Lowest calf percentage (5. 07) occurred in gecember 1978, 

and the highest percentage (9. 21) was recorded in June 1979. 
6. Five major stages of shrimp boat operation and shrimp boat- 

elated heh i d ti iti s of T~usi d fi d. Season 1 

movements, activity cycles, and sociality, as well as the association 

of "naturally tagged" dolphins with shrimp boats were described. 

7. Results of a questionnaire distributed to shrimpers portrayed 

their generally positive attitudes towards bottlenosed dolphins and 

supplied additional, informal information regarding the multi-faceted 

relationship among shrimpers, dolphins, fish, and boats. At the 

present time, the bay shrimp fishery appears to play an insignificant 
role in dolphin mortality. 

8. Three bottlenosed dolphins within a 45 kmz region of the study 

area were infected with the fungal disease, Lobomycosis. These cases 

constitute the first reported incidents of the disease in the western 

Gulf of Mexico. 

9. Four species, totalling 23 cetaceans and including four har- 

pooned delphi nids, were reported as stranded, Sixty-four percent of 

the strandings were found within a 20-km radius of Pass Cavallo. 

Strong seasonality of strandings was evident. Accessible animals 

were photographed, measured, and sexed, and stomach contents were 

collected whenever possible. 
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APPENDIX A 

SHRIMPER OUESTIONNAIRE 

25 May 1979 

Dear Shrimper: 

During the course of the year, I' ve been lucky enough to talk to many 

of you about the porpoises that approach and follow your shrimp boats 
constantly. I realize that you' re not out there studying porpoises 
and often don't even pay all that much attention to them. The detailed 
observations of porpoise groups and behavior and other interesting 
things that you have noticed have helped me see and under stand the por- 
poises in a new way that would have been impossible without your help. 
I owe all of you a lot of thanks--you' ve taken an interest in what I'm 

doing, have offered to take me along when you go shrimping, have shared 
your attitudes about porpoises and shrimping with me, and, most of all, 
have accepted me and really made me feel a part of this place. 

In order to gain an even clearer picture of the shrimp boat-porpoise 
association, I decided to make up a questionnaire that would cover the 
subject more fully. I hope you will take the time to fi 11 it out. 
Thanks again. 

Please return to the office at Clark's as soon as possible. 
Yours, 

Jody 

Gul f 
1. Boat Name (not required) Length 

2. Check (v') type of boat: Bay Bait 
Bay, Bait, Gulf 
Bay, Bait 
Bay, Gulf 

3. Net width Mesh size 

Please check (/) all areas where you drag during the year and 

s ate when. 
Where 

Matagorda Ship Channel 
Mouth of Carancahua 
Middle of Matagorda Bay 
Off Matagorda Peninsula 
East End of Matagorda Bay 
Port O' Connor to Magnolia 
Lavaca Bay 
Espiritu Santo Bay 
San Antonio Bay 
Gulf Beach 
Gulf 

Time of Year 
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5. Where do you see the most porpoises'? How many? When? 

6. Check (v') which of the following influence the number of porpoises 
you see: 

Place or Area 
Time of Day 
Month or Season 
Sea State 
Weather 
Tide 
Depth 
Bay or Gulf 
Bottom Type 
Fish Life Cycles and Movements 

7, How do the porpoises approach your boat during the first drag? Do 
they move quickly towards you? How long do you usually drag be- 
fore you notice them? Do they approach in any particular arrange- 
ment or formation? From any particular direction? 

8. Check (v') which 

Porpoises 
trash fis 
Porpoises 
board but 
Porpoises 
eat trash 
Porpoises 
approach 
Porpoises 
fish and 
Porpoises 

of the following statements is most accurate: 
follow the net but do not approach the boat to eat 

h thrown overboard. 
approach the boat to eat trash fish thrown over- 
do not follow the net. 
~e uall follow the net and approach the boat to 
fish thrown overboard. 
seem to ~refer to follow the net, and sometimes 

the boat to eat trash fish thrown overboard. 
seem to prefer to approach the boat to eat trash 

sometimes foTlow the net. 
eat out of the sack as you pick up. 

9. Do any of the porpoises recognize your boat? What makes you think 
50? 
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lD. Do you recognize any of the porpoises? How? 

Which animals do you remember'? Please describe them and draw 

the1r dorsal fins. When and where did you see them? 

1 l. Please check ( J) the situat1ons that you have seen. 

Same Porpoises/Same Area 
Same Porpo1ses/Different Area 
Different Porpoises/Same Area 
Different Porpoises/Different Area 

1Z. What do the porpoises do when you are: 

a. Tied up at the dock - no culling out? 

b. Anchored up in the Bay or Gulf and culling out; or tied up 

at the dock culling out? 

c. Underway to shrimping grounds at a relat1vely fast speed? 

d. Putting net over'? 

e. Dragg1ng (first drag and no culling out yet)? 

f. Pick1ng up net'? 

g, Dragging and culling out at the same t1me? 

h. Drift1ng or idl1ng and culling out? 

i. Returning to dock after the last drag? 
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13. What do the porpoises do when you beg1n p1ck1ng up unt1l you put 
over and cont1nue dragg1ng again? 

14. Please check (/) which behaviors you have seen: 

Feed1ng 
Mating 
Play1ng (tossing fish, cabbageheads, "surf1ng") 
Leaping 
Bow-wave Riding 
Short-d1ving (porpoise surfaces, blows, and d1ves exposing 

only its blowhole and dorsal f1n) 
Long-diving (porpo1se arches back after breath1ng and 

exposes its tailstock as it dives) 
Flukes-up diving (sim1lar to long-diving but ta11 is raised 

1n air as the porpoise d1ves) 
Racing-diving (low, fairly horizontal dives with ent1re 

back and fin exposed -- porpoise makes rapid forward 
progress) 

Tail-Slapping 
Tail-Walking 
Coughing (loud, expulsive breath) 
Conference (group at surface with fins and often foreheads 

and backs exposed for several seconds with beaks 
towards each other in tight circle or sem1-circle) 

Spy Hop (poking head and upper part of body out of water 
and slowly sink1ng down) 

Chang1ng back and forth among shr1mp boats 

15. Which behav1ors do you see most frequently? 

Where? 

When' ? 

16. Please check (/) which of the follow1ng 1nfluence the behaviors 
you have seen: 

Place or Area 
Month or Season 
Weather 
Depth 
Bottom Type 
Time of Day 
Sea State 
Tide 
Bay or Gulf 
Fish Life Cycles and Movements 
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17. What k1nd of group composit1on have you not1ced? Is there any 

type of format1on or arrangement among the porpoises? What sizes 
of porpoises do you not1ce together? Do you see mothers and 

calves? Do you see single, lone porpoises? 

18. Have you ever seen porpoises fight with other porpoises? What 

were they doing? Do certain porpoises get the best "spot"? 

19. Have you seen porpoises and sharks feeding together? Have you 
ever seen them f1ght? 

20. Do porpo1ses damage your nets? Explain why you think so. 

21. Are porpoises a general nu1sance around your boats'? 
Have you ever shot at a porpoise to scare it away? 
Have you ever shot at a porpoise to kill it? 

22. Do porpoises show any fear of you, your boat, your net, or the 
no1se? 

23. Have you ever caught a porpoise 1n your net? 

24. What differences have you not1ced between bay porpoises and 

the same gray porpo1ses you see in the Gulf? (Differences in 
behavior, aggression, in the way they feed, group size and struc- 
ture. ) 



25. Have you seen spotted porpoises 1n the Gulf? 

Have you seen mixed groups of spotted porpoises and the gray 
porpoises you normally see in the Bay? 

26. If a lot of porpoises are found where shr1mp boats are dragging, 
do you think they were already 1n the same general area, or did 
they purposely come from several miles away? 

Do you think the shrimp1ng seasons and certain t1mes of year when 

there are a lot of shrimp boats in the Bay affect the movements 
and general locat1ons of porpoises? 

27. How big a part does the porpoise's attraction to shrimp boats 
play in its "daily life" ? 

28. Do porpo1ses migrate in and out of the Gulf, or up and down 

along the coast, or to d1fferent areas of the Bay? Do they stay 
in the same general areas all year round? 

29. Please 11st the most common fish that get caught 1n the net. 
Which fish do the porpo1ses seem to prefer? 

During the year, what changes do you see 1n the number and k1nds 
of trash fish you get? 

Oo the number and kinds of trash fish relate to the number of 
porpoises and their behavior? 
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